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GEOMORPHOLOGY OF THE SHENANDOAH VALLEY, VIRGINIA AND WEST VIRGINIA, 
AND ORIGIN OF THE RESIDUAL ORE DEPOSITS 

By JonN T. HAcK 

ABSTRACT 

1'he Shenandoah Valley is an example of a mountain land
scupe that hns been formed by erosion during a long interval 
of geologie time and that has reached a condition of dynamic 
equilibrium in which the adjustmeut between the landforms 
nnd the rocks beneath is nearly complete. The topography of 
the nrea nnd muny aspects of its geology have previously been 
explnined according to the theory of the geographic cycle, in 
which the mountnins nre presumed to have been eroded or 
partly eroded to base level several times in the geologic past. 
'l'he coucept of equiliurium, however, and the adjustment of 
slope to bedrock conditions through continuous weathering 
nnd erosion lH'O'_'ides an alternate explanation that closely fits 
the distribution of lnndforms and surficial deposits. 

On the southenst side of the valley, the Blue Ridge Moun
tnins are underlain uy igneous rocks, the most resistant of 
which nre metnbnsnlts of the Catoctin Formation of Precam
brinn ( '!) age. 'l'he metaunsnlt thins to the northeast to only 
niJout 50 feet; in the northeast it is not a ridge-making rock. 
The foothills of the Blue Ridge nre underlain IJy clastic rocks 
of Enrly CnmiJrinn ( '!) nge, including thick quartzites that 
.form rnnges of high hills. To the northeast the proportion 
of shale and phyllite increases. The main lowland areas of 
the Shenandoah Valley are underlain by a thick sequence of 
limestones, dolomites, and shnles of Early Cambrian to Late 
Ordovician nge. In this sPquence some formations, such as the 
Athens nnd Chnmbersuurg Limestones and the Martinsburg 
Slmle, consistently form the lowe~:~t areas having the least relief. 
~rhe more hilly ureas are chnracteristically underlain uy other 
rocks, especially the Beekmantown Dolomite, which generally 
contnins massive chert beds. Highlands on the west side of 
the valley nnd in Mnssanutten Mountain are ~nderlain by 
sandstones and qunrtzH:es of Silurian to Mississippian age. 

About 15 percent of the Shenandoah Valley is occupied by 
nlluvial terraces nnd flood plains. 'l'he rest is hilly and moun
tainous, nhnost entirely in slope, and is graded uy erosional 
processes. Such topography consists of a skeletal framework 
of strenms sepnrnted by interfluves, crudely prismatic in shape, 
whose crests pnrallel the streams. In arens underlain IJy resist
nut rocl,s, the stream profiles are steep, whereas in shale and 
limestone thejr are as much as seven times gentler. Because 
of the steeper slopes required to trnnsport the resistant rocks, 
strenms in regions of resistant rock have a greater fall than 
do strenms in soft-rock areas, a fact that accounts for the moun
tainous topogrnphy. Interfiuves nre also steeper and higher in 
the resishmt rock nreas and hnve fewer concavities. Less con
trnst appears, however, in the interfluves than in the stream 
vn lleys. ,l\ieusnrement of the local relief at various places within 
the Shenandoah Valley shows that the relation between the ele
ments of topographic form nnd the ldnd of bedrock is consist
ent, und the locnl relief in any given kind of rock is the same. 

Major topographic features lil.:e the Potomac River also show 
an adjustment to the bedrock. 

The surficial deposits consist of residual deposits, colluvium, 
nud alluvium. The residual deposits and colluvium are closely 
related in origin to the rocks on which they rest; the alluvial 
deposits are distributed close to or downstream from •the rocks 
that are their source. In the mountain areas thick residuum 
is found only ou rocks that contain components subject to dif
ferential chemical and mechanical weathering .. Granitic rock:-; 
of the Blue Ridge are commonly covered by thick residuum 
protected from erosion by a thin mantle of fresh core stones. 
On the other side of the Shenandoah Valley, shales interbedded 
with thin sandstones have a cover of residuum protected by a 
blanket of sandstone flags. Quartzite and greenstone areas, 
on the other hand, are characterized by many cliffy slopes and 
thin rocky soil. 

Studies were made of the residual accumulations of boulders 
known as scree that are especially common on the quartzite 
slopes of the Blue JUdge. One kind of scree rests on or im
mediately below the rock from which it is derived; it moves, if 
at all, through the action of gravity. Another kind. occurs on 
slopes far helow the source rock, generally in hollows, and shows 
evidence of having been moved hy intense floods caused by con
centrated runoff. Essential conditions for the formation of scree 
are rugged relief, very resistant rocks, and a climate cold enough 
for frost riving. An intensely cold periglacial climate is not 
essential, but the formation of scree was prohahly more rapid 
in the cold periods of the Pleistocene than at present. 

In the lowland areas residuum is thin or absent on the carbon
ate rocks that do not yield coarse residues on weathering. 
Such rocks includ(; nearly pure limestone like the Mosheim, 
shaly limestone like the Athens, and cakar~•ms shale like the 
Martinsburg. Residuum occurs in thicknesses of as much as 
100 feet and more on carhonate ro(·ks that yield coarse residnel'l, 
such as the cherty dolomite in the Beekmantown Dolomite and 
the limestone interbedded with sandstone in the Conococheague 
Limestone. Residuum . al:5o occurs beneath alluvial deposits 
wherever they overlie shale or carbonate rocks. The resid
uum probably forms during the continuous erosion of the region 
and collects on the hill slopes wherever it is protected from 
erosion by a lag deposit of the coarse residues of the bedrock. 

The alluvial deposits are mainly typical stream deposits con
sisting of coarse gravel at the base and sands, silts, and clays 
near the surface. The essential requirement for the forma
tion of an area of alluYium is a pronounced difference in the 
resistance of the bedrock in different parts of a drainage basin ; 
the distribution of hoth modern alluvium and the terraces is 
closely related to the more resistant rocks. Alluvial-terrace 
complexes occur on the carbonate-rock lowland wherever a large 
stream issues from the mountains, nnd the size of the terrace 
complex is proportional to the source area in the resistant rocks. 

1 



2 GEOMORPHOLOGY OF THE SHENANDOAH VALLEY, VA. AND W. VA .. 

The deposition of alluvium is probably a continuous process. 
Alluvium accumulates in flood plains and fans in soft-rock areas 
at about the same rate as it is removed by erosion from the 
older terraces. The rates of accumulation and erosion of the 
alluvium may have varied in the past. 

Solution is an important erosional process in the carbonate
rock lowlands of the Shenandoah Valley. Some solution goes 
on in the rocks at depths of thousands of feet below the land 
surface, but processes at or near the surface are responsible for 
most of tb,e erosion. Solution is apparently favored both by 
synclinal structure and the proximity of large streams, which 
tend to promote concentrated lateral flow of water underground. 
In some places, especially at the foot of the Blue Ridge, solution 
goes on beneath a thick cover of alluvial and residual deposits. 

Analysis of the sediment records of the South Fork, Shenan
doah River, at Front Royal, Va., indicates that considerably 
more material is transported in suspension than in solution. As 
almost half of the drainage basin is. in carbonate rocks, a very 
large proportion of the material eroded in the Shenandoah 

Valley must come from the mountain areas underlain by clastic 
rocks. The average rate of lowering of the surface of the area 
is estimated at 0.00023 feet per year, or 230 feet per million 
years. 

Deposits. of supergene oxides of manganese and iron are 
abundant in the Shenandoah Valley and have been mined for 
more than 100 years. The principal area of mines and prospects 
lies at the northwest foot of the Blue Ridge, where the oxides 
occur in residual clay resting on the Tomstown and 'Vaynesboro 
Formations. The deposits are unrelated to any particular 
altitude ·or erosion surface; however, they occur at any altitude 
at which the weathered surface of the Tomstown Dolomite is 
found, and manganese has been mined from residuum 100 feet 
below the level of a large stream. The origin and characteristics 
of the deposits may be explained by processes similar to those 
acting today. The oxide ores, derived originally from minerals 
once thinly disseminated in certain beds in the 'Vaynesboro and 
Tomstown Formations, are protected from erosion by the talus 
and alluvium that is washed over or around them from the Blue 

FIGURE 1.-Location of the Shenandoah Valley in Virginia and West Virginia. 



INTRODUCTION 

Ridge. Chemical-equilibrium conditions in the waters that 
circulate in the residuum are such that the iron and manganese 
cunnot escape in solution, though some migration within the 
residuum is possible. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Shenandoah Valley is an elongate area about 140 
miles long that drains into the Potomac River (fig. 1). 
It lies between the Blue Ridge Mountains on the south
east and the North and Shenandoah Mountains on the 
northwest. In local usage as well as in this report, the 
area includes the drainage basin of Opequon Creek, a 
tributary of the Potomac River that parallels the Shen
andoah for about 40 miles. The Shenandoah Valley, 
or as it is often called in Virginia, "The Valley," is a 
segment of a long and fertile lowland or trough, under
lain by Cambrian and Ordovician limestone and shale, 
that extends for hundreds of miles along the ttxis of the 
Appalachian Highlands. It separates the Blue Ridge 
province from the main part of the Valley and Ridge 
province and has long been a main route of migration 
and travel to the west and southwest, as well as one 
of the country's rich agricultural areas. 

This report is an interpretation of the surficial de
posits and landforms of the Shenandoah Valley. The 
area was selected for studies of geomorphic processes 
and landform development . in an orogenically stable 
region that has considerable variety of geologic and 
topographic features. Fieldwork began in the summer 
of 1952 and continued intermittently until the spring of 
1958. About 3 months were spent in fieldwork each 
year. In 1952-54, collateral investigations were made 
by Dorothy Carroll ~md John Hathaway of the U.S. 
Geological Survey of the source, weathering, and trans
port of heavy minerals and of the clays in the rock, soil, 
and alluvium (Carroll, 1959; Carro1l and Hathaway, 
1954). 

The writer's work was divided into phases, partial 
results of wl1ich have already been published. The 
first phase (1952-53) was a study of the factors that 
determine the form of the stream profile and its relation 
to geology (Hack, 1957). The second phase (1954-56) 
was a study of the processes· that influence the forms of 
interstream slopes in mountain areas. In this study 
the writer was fortunate in being able to collabor:a,te 
with Dr. John C. Goodlett, a forest biologist, at 
that time Research Associate of the Harvard Forest, 
Petersham, Mass. A study of the forest composition 
of a sma1l area in the Shenandoah Mountains and its 
relation to geomorphic forms and processes was under
taken (Hack and Goodlett, 1960). During 1956-58 the 
writer made a reconnaissance study of both the residual 
and transported surface deposits of the entire Shenan
doah Valley. This study provided much of the data 

presented herein. In 1957 and 1958 the writer was 
joined by Paul Ruane of the Geological Survey in a 
study of the talus and scree deposits in the Blue Ridge. 
A study of the meanders of the North Fork, Shenandoah 
River, was also made at this time in collaboration with 

· R. S. Young, then of the Virginia Division of Geology 
(Hack and Young, 1959) .. L. M. Durloo, Jr., of the 
National Speleological Society, :very generously spent 
several days showing the writer features of limestone 
caverns and invited the writer to work with him in 
mapping some caverns in Page County, Va. (Hack 
and Durloo, 1962). The help of two field ~istants, 
Charles A. Ferriter, Jr., in 1952 and 1953 and Karl 
Funkhauser in 1954, is acknowledged with gratitude. 
Many other colleagues visited the writer in the field 
and made valuable contributions by their suggestions 
and critical discussion. The writer is particularly 
grateful for. the generous amount of time given by 
Dorothy Carroll, C. S. Denny, John Hathaway, M. M. 
Knechtel, R. B. Neuman, and M.G. Wolman. 

PREVIOUS INTERPRETATIONS OF THE 
GEOMORPHOLOGY 

The geomorphology of the Shenandoah Valley has 
never been intensively studied. The classic geomor
phic work was done· farther north in Pennsylvania and 
New Jersey, where W. M. Davis conceived his cyclic 
theory of the development of Appalachian landforms 
(Davis, 1889, 1890a and b). Soon after this theory was 
proposed, it was applied to an interpretation of the 
topographic forms of the southern Appalachians, 
including the Shenandoah Valley. Hayes and Camp
bell ( 1894) and J{eith ( 1896) recognized remnants of 
two ancient peneplains in the region of the Shenandoah 
Valley : a Cretaceous peneplain corresponding to the 
surface of high ridges that flank the valley and a 
Tertiary peneplain corresponding to the general level 
of the summits of the limestone hills in the Shenandoah 
Valley proper. Low gaps in the Blue Ridge and other 
high ridges of the region were interpreted by Watson 
and Cline (1913) as wind gaps, the remains of water· 
gaps formed during erosion of the Cretaceous pene
plain. 

Stose believed that four peneplain levels existed and 
presented a diagrammatic cross section of the valley 
showing the accordance of summits at the various levels 
(Stose and l\Eser, 1922, p. 20). F. J. '\Vright (1934) 
believed that valid evidence exists for only two pene
plains in the Shenandoa-h Valley region. The higher 
one corresponds to the general level of the summit of 
Massanutten Mountain and the ridges that flank the 
valley and is correlated by him with the Schooley pene
plain of New Jersey and Pennsylvania. The lower 
erosion level, corresponding to the limestone hills, is 
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correlated with the Harrisburg peneplain of Pennsyl
vania. Variations in the altitude of the peneplains 
were believed by Wright to be due to warping. 

Hewett (1917) applied the ideas of this school of 
geomorphology to an interpretation of the origin of 
manganese deposits that occur in residual clays along 
the west foot of the Blue Ridge. He inferred that the 
manganese was concentrated during the rock weather
ing while the valley floor (Harrisburg) peneplain was 
being formed. King ( 1949, 1950), in a detailed study 
of the Elkton area in southeastern Shenandoah Valley, 
found extensive gravel deposits on the floor of the 
valley. The gravel overlies clayey mangai1ese-bea,ring 
residuum. King believed that much of the residuum 
formed in Tertiary time on the Harrisburg peneplain 
and was preserved by gravel deposited during Pleisto
cene time. 

Some geologists working in the Shenandoah Valley 
have presented evidence that does not support the pene
plain concept. Thompson (1941) analyzed the topog
raphy of a large area in the southern half of the 
Shenandoah Valley and. in the region to the west and 
concluded that the altitudes of the mountain ridges 
were too varied to be remnants of a peneplain and that 
their. heights showed a close .. correlation w_ith , the 
character of the bedrock. He beiieved that no evidence 
in the region supports the· concept of a summit or 
Schooley peneplain and p1at little evidence of a valley
floor or Harrisburg peneplain exists. Present topog
raphy was explain~d as the_result of progressive stream 
piracy and local stream superposition, independent of 
peneplanation. He inferred that the original drainage 
divide was near the Blue Ridge and that the divide 
gradually moved westward as erosion progressed 
downward. 

Edmundson (1940) demonstrated a close correlation 
between the topographic form and geologic structure of 
Li~tle North Mountain, the ridge that borders the 
Shenandoah Valley on th,e northeast. He concluded 
that the altitude of this ridge and the position of the 
wind gaps .ar~ controlled by the width of the belt of 
outcrop of resistant sandstone. He further showed 
that hills on the valley floqr in the limestone area are 
also controlled at least in part by the character of the 
bedrock (Edmundson, 1939) .. 

THESIS OF THIS REPORT 

The validity of the geographic cycle and peneplain 
concept has always been a subject of controversy. One 
of the principal weaknesses of the .theory is that it 
requires separate episodes of uplift, separated by long 
periods of stability. Furthermore, the uplifts must be 
so uniform that individual straths supposedly produced 

during a cycle of uplift and stability can be traced for 
hundreds of miles and vary in elevation within only a 
few hundred feet. Alternate theories of Appalachian 
geomorphic development, such as the progressive 
stream piracy theory of Thompson (1939) or the theory 
of Permian consequent drainage (Meyerhoff and Olm
stead, 1936), are preferred by some geologists, includ
ing the writer. 

Within the Shenandoah Valley area itself, evidence 
of a summit or Schooley peneplain is wholly lacking. 
No ancient deposits on the ridge tops suggest an un
conformity, and flat areas of any appreciable extent 
can be accounted for by local bedrock structures. As 
Thompson ( 1941) showed, even a general accordance 
of summit levels is lacking. 'Vhen examined in detail, 
the ridges vary so much in height that if a summit or 
near-summit peneplain ever existed, no remnants of it 
remain. Careful investigators like Stose (Stose and 
Miser, 1922) and Wright (1934) must have postulated 
a summit peneplain only because they were convinced 
by evidence and arguments borrowed from other areas. 

Although no vestige of the Schooley ·peneplain oc
curs· in the Shenandoah Valley, the problem of the 
Harrisburg or. valley-floor peneplain is a different one 
and must be considered separately. In the Elkton area, 
King ( 1949, 1950) interpreted the evidence to indicate 
the existence of an extensive partial peneplain or stra.th 
during Tertiary time at an altitude several hundred 
feet above the present streams. He described a deeply 
weathered mantle, referred to as residuum, that covers 
the hill slopes near the foot of the Blue Ridge. The 
residuum is overlain in places by a c.omplex sequence of 
gravels, some of Pleistocene age. These relations sug
gest formation of a deeply weathered mantle during 
a long period of base-level stability followed by a period 
of gra.vel deposition that provided a protective cover 
for the residual deposits. 

The principal subject of this report is an alternate 
explanation of the formation of landforms and surficial 
deposits. This alternative has been called the equili
brium concept of landscape (Hack, 1960a). N v at
tempt is made to disprove Davis's concept of the geo
graphic cycle and the peneplain. To do so is unneces
sary because, although the idea of the geographic cycle 
has been useful and its validity has been accepted by 
many geologists, it is only a concept and cannot be re
garded as absolute. The purpose of the report is to 
demonstrate that the equilibrium concept accounts as 
well or better for the features that have been mapped 
and described. 

The entire landscape could have evolved through 
long-continued erosion of a thick sequence of rocks, dur
ing which an approximately balanced condition of the 
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slopes was tnaintained throughout. The landforms and 
surficial deposits have a complex but close relation to 
the geologic structure, and as both forms and deposits 
ean be accounted for by this concept, the necessity to 
postulate n. peneplain is eliminated. If periods of up~ 
lift n.nd dissection alternated with periods of stability 
and planation, they left no remains in the deposits or 
topographic forms. A generalized map of the bed
rock geology of the Shenandoah Valley compiled from 
published sources ( pl. 1) and a reconnaissance map of 
the surficial deposits (pl. 2) are included. 

THE EQUILIBRIUM CONCEPT OF LANDSCAPE 

The application of the principle of dynamic equilib
rium to the interpretation of landscape is inherited 
from Gilbert, from his classic description of the Henry 
Mountains ( 1877, 1880), and it is analogous to the appli
cation of the equilibrium principle in the analysis of 
soils advocated by Nikiforoff ( 1942, 1959). As applied 
to landscape, the principle of dynamic equilibrium 
states that when in equilibrium n landscape may be con
sidered a part of an open system in a steady state of bal
ance in which every slope and every form is adjusted to 
every other. Changes in topographic form take place 
as equilibrium conditions change, but no particular 
cycle or succession of changes occurs through which the 
forms inevitably evolve, as was assumed by Davis and 
most later workers in geomorphology (Hack, 1960a). 
Differences in form from place to place are explained 
by differences in the bedrock or in the processes acting 
on the bedrock. Changes that take place through time 
are a consequence of climatic or diastrophic changes in 
the environment or of changes in the p(1tterii and struc
ture of the bedrock exposed as the erosion surface is 
lowered. · 

In his I-Ienry Mountain report, Gilbert (1880, p. 93-
150) listed several fundamental laws or principles re
garding the action of erosive processes: (1) other 
things being equal, erosion is most rapid where the 
rock offers the least resistance, (2) other things being 
P-qual, steep slopes erode faster than gentle ones, (3) 
transportation of eroded material is affected by slope 
or declivity to a degree greater than a simple ratio, ( 4) 
transportation is also affected by quantity of transport
ing water to a degree. greater than a simple ratio. 
The idea of equilibrium is introduced with the state
ment thn.t a stream tends to equalize its work in all 
pn.rts of its course. This follows from the laws of 
erosion just stn.ted. If the quantity of water remains 
the same in a downstream direction and the amount 
of materia,] is the same, then the stream smooths its 
channel and declivity becomes the same throughout 
the course. :However, because the quantity of water 
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does not remain the same downstream but increases as 
tributaries join, the slope must be modified; and when 
an equilibrium of action is reached, the declivity of the 
main stream will be less than that of its parts. This 
idea is expressed in the form of a law: "Ceteris paribus, 
declivity bears an inverse relation to quantity of water" 
(Gilbert, 1880, p.108). 

Gilbert (1880, p. 109-110) believed that erosional 
forms depend on the interaction of two principles: the 
law of structure and the law of divides. These laws 
are the basis for a system of landscape analysis. Since 
erosion is most rapid where resistance is least, hard 
rocks are left prominent. The difference is increased 
as erosion proceeds until an equilibrium of action is 
achieved through the law of declivities: "When the 
ratio of erosive action as dependent on declivities be
comes equal to the ratio of resistance as dependent on 
rock charader, there is an equality of action" (Gilbert, 
1880, p. 110). The corollary states that when there is 
equality of action then there must be differences in 
slope because of differences in rock character. The 
principle accounts, as Gilbert stated, for the infinite 
variety and character of topographic forms and reliefs. 
The law of divides follows from the principle that 
declivity bears an inverse relation to quantity of water 
flowing down valley and states simply that slopes of 
stream channels are in general steeper the nearer they 
are to divides. 

Gilbert noted complexities in the application of these 
ideas and pointed out, for example, that climate has an 
important influence on forms. He noted the regular 
arrangement of stream channels and divides in a typi
cal herringbone patten1 and the occurrence of hopper
shaped concavities at the heads. of the channels. He 
recognized that it was necessary to have a certain mini
n1um area of overland flow in order to produce a chan
nel, and thus conceived an idea elaborated later by 
Horton ( 1945) . Gilbert was apparently puzzled by 
convex-upward forms at the crests of the interfluves 
and did not explain them in his Henry Mountain re
port. His analysis in that report dealt almost ex
clusively with the stream channels and the forms related 
to them. 

Many years later he explained in a very short paper 
(Gilbert, 1909) the convex form of the interfluves and 
noted that the processes in the area of overland flow 
were different from those in channels. This short paper 
also summarized his earlier concepts of stream action 
and presented a precise. description of a landscape in 
which equality of action has been achieved. It stated 
that the landscape may be divided into two domains: 
The first is the domain of stream sculpture, represented 
by channels in which the slopes are concave upward 
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because the transporting power of a stream per unit of 
volume increases not only with the volume but also 
with the slope. The stream therefore adjusts slope to 
volume in such a way as to equalize its work of trans
portation in different parts. The other domain (the in
terfluves) is that of creep, in which the slopes are mostly 
convex because the force impelling motion is gravity, 
which depends for its effectiveness on slope. The slope 
must be greatest away from the crest in order to provide 
the force to transport a greater amount of material in 
the same unit of time. 

In the Henry Mountain report, Gilbert also discussed 
the landforms produced at the margin of ·areas of re
sistant rock where streams issued from mountains onto 
lowlands underlain by softer rocks. Because the banks 
of the streams in soft rocks are less resistant than the 
coarse cobbles carried from the hard rock areas and 
because the slopes on soft rocks are less, the streams 
tend to migrate laterally and to deposit some of their 
load, thus producing broad piedmont alluvial plains. 
The details of this principle have been modified by 
later work in the Henry Mountains, and the process 
has been carefully analyzed (Hunt and others, 1953, 
p. 189). 

Gilbert's analysis of topography in 'the Henry Moun
tain report, if the 1909 explanation for the convexity 
of hilltops is added to it, provides the hasis for a com
plete system of landsca.pe interpretation in an erosion
ally graded terrain. 'This interpretation was never 
fully developed because the publication of the report 
was followed by the development of the concept of the 
geographic cycle by W. M. Davis (1889), a system of 
an~lysis t:ha.t was enthusiastically received by goologists 
throughout the world. Gilbert did not dignify his con
cept with a name, and ·because geologists at· the time 
were strongly oriented toward the theory of the geo
graphic cycle, his ideas could not be examined inde
pendently. Gilbert's concept was obviously based on 
the principle of equality of action, which he equated 
with dynamic equilibrium (Gilbert, 1880, p. 117). The 
idea of base level, so important in the. concept of the 
geographic cycle, is conspicuously a·bsent as a factor 
influencing the development of landforms, but Gilbert 
noted (1880, p. 117) that declivi~y or slope originates 
in diastrophic action. · The total relief determines the 
rate of erosion and thus the steepness of slopes. How
ever, since every stream and every slope in a drainage 
basin is dependent on every ather, the distribution and 
form of slopes when equilibrium is achieved are de
pendent on the laws of erosion. 

Davis emphasized the concept of evolutionary change 
in his analysis of landforms. Chorley (1962) sug
gested that the concept in reality treats an eroding 

la.ndsca.pe as a. elosed system in which the energy in 
the system becomes less as erosion proceeds towa.rd 
base level and finally in taw last stages approaches 
zero. 'V'hereas Gilbert. emphasized structure as a cause 
of diversity in landscapes, Davis believed that the effect 
of structure was lessened and almost nullified as the 
evolution of topography proceeded beyond the stage of 
maturity. In the cycle concept., equilibrium is achieved 
at a cert~tin stage when the streams are said to be 
graded. At this stage the streams a.re just able to 
transport the materials supplied to them by erosion of 
the slopes above, and no more. From this stage on 
there is only slow downward cutting. Downwasting is 
largely manifest by the weathering of the interfluves 
and lateral planation by the streams. Equilibrium 
might be achieved in the lower part of a drainage basin 
as it neared base level long before it worked hea.dward 
into the upper part of a .. 'basin. Eventually, when the 
entire landscape is in equilibrium, it is in the stage of 
old age, and very little potential energy remains .for 
further change. 

Thus, Davis' idea of equilibrium is very different from 
Gilbert's "equality of action" and "interdependence." 
In Gilbert's analysis, equilibrium is achieved when all 
the slopes in the drainage basin are mutually adjusted 
to a common erosion rate. Time or stage has nothing 
to do with the ability of the stream to transport the 
eroded materials or with the amount of relief or rugged
ness of the terrain. The idea of interdependence does 
not suppost that any stage is necessarily ever reached 
when the streams must have gradients so gentle that 
they are loaded to capacity. Equilibrium may exist 
while the streams are. actively eroding their beds. In 
Gilbert's system the balance between load and capacity 
cited by Davis may be reached as a consequence of 
spatial factors. Deposition, for example, occurs where 
slope is reduced as a stream enters the ocean or passes 
from a mountain area to a lowland underlain by softer 
rocks. 

Analysis of landscape in terms of the equilibrium 
concept can be said to be independent of time. This 
independence does not mean that evolution or change 
does not occur. That profound and important changes 
occur is _quite evident, but when a landscape is close to 
equilibrium most traces of its past history are erased so 
that the forms and thin surficial deposits are explained 
in terms of the rocks and the environmental conditions 
that exist now or existed in the recent past. Relict fea
tures that formed under different past conditions are 
preserved only if complete equilibrium h~s not been 
reached. 

Nikiforoff ( 1942) constructed a simple mathematical 
formula to illustrate and explain the equilibrium prin-
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ciple as it is applied to processes of soil formation. The 
same fonnula can be applied to many geologic processes. 
Let us assume that talus accumulates at the foot of a 
cliff. A certain amount is added every year by rock
falls. This amount we assume to be constant. A cer
tain proportionate amount is removed each year by 
weathering, solution, creep, and other processes that 
reduce the volume of talus. The absolute amount lost 
by theso means increases each year as the size of the 
n,ccumulntion increases. The talus accumulation will 
grow at the botton1 of the cliff until the rate at which 
it is removed equals the rate of accumulation. Then 
the tnJus will be in a condition of dynamic equilibrium 
or steady state and the volume will remain the same. 
This idea can be expressed matematically: 

Let S11 be the total amount of talus present at the 
end of n years; 

A is the amount of talus that accumulates during 
1 year; 

r is the rn,te of removal of the talus, expressed as a 
decimal portion of the amount present; 

n is the number of years. 

At the end of 1 year, 

Sl=(A-Ar)+A=A(l-r)+A. 

4 

At the end of 2 years, 

82= (S1-S1r) +A, or _S2=[A(1-r) -A(1-r)rJ+A, 

and so forth. The series can be transformed to the 
following general equation : 

Sn=A c(l-r). [1;(1-r)n]]+A. 

Nikiforoff ( 1942, p. 852) said, 

It is assumed that the amount, A., is the same each year through
out the period characterized by the stable rondition of the en
vironment and that 1· is constant as regards its relative value 
although its absolute value increases as a function of Sn until 
it becomes equal to the amount A. The limiting value of [the] 
equation ... is as follows: 

(1-r) A Sn=A -r- +A=;:-· 

When the absolute amount represented by r equals A 
the value of Sn remains the same, and no further change 
oc~urs. The total amount of material present is then· 
equal to the annual increment A divided by the propor
tion that is annually removed. The equation may be 
illustrated graphically as shown in figure 2. In this 
illustration the dashed line represents the growth of the 
talus accumulation as a certain amount is added and a 
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FIGURFJ 2.-Graph illustrating Nlkiforoff'.s equation for the growth of a deposit toward a steady state in which two opposing processes 
are involved in the deposit's formation. See text for explanation. 
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certain amount removed during each interval of time. 
Starting with an amount A, by the end of the first unit 
of time, an amount equal to 0.3, or 30 percent, of the 
original A is removed, but an additional amount equal 
to A accumulates, bringing the total value of the ac
cumulation to a. During the second time unit an 
amount equal to 30 percent of a is removed, and an 
amount equal to A is added, bringing the total to b. 
During the third time unit 30 percent of b is removed, 
and an amount A is again added and so on. At c the 
total amount present is very close to the limiting value, 
and the system is virtually in equilibrium. The limit
ing value is A/r, or 1/0.3. 

Many geological processes can be interpreted by use 
of the equilibrium principle. The volume or area of 

·a piedmont alluvial fan, for example, is limited by the 
rate of erosion of the gravels that have accumulated in 
it, as well as by the amount deposited on it each year. 
How small the annual loss by erosion is makes no dif
ference. Eventually a limit to the size of the fan must 
be reached, and as long as the environment does not 
change, no further change in size will occur. The ap
plication of this concept to the equilibrium of form 
assumes that differences in form exist because of dif
ferences in the relative effectiveness and kinds of 
processes acting on materials of different kinds and the 
function of a slope is to provide for the transportation 
of rock waste by one or more different processes. 

Clearly, the. concept of equilibrium is not in itself an 
explanation for the origin of landforms, deposits, or 
other phenomena. It is a way of viewing them, or a 
basis for analysis. In some situations, analyses by the 
erosion-cycle concept and by the equilibrium concept 
may seem almost identical and lead to the same con
clusion. In other applications, the conclusions may be 
very different. For example, the erosion cycle concept 
is frequently elucidated using the example of a flat or 
nearly flat plain underlain by homogeneous material 
that is suddenly uplifted above a base level such as the 
sea and then remains static as it erodes. The manner 
in which the landscape is supposed to evolve is, of 
course, very familiar to most geologists. It passes 
through the stages of youth, maturity, and old age. In 
maturity the hilltops are rounded or convex upward, 
the stream profiles are concave upward, and the streams 
form flood plains. In old age the slopes are less steep 
and the valley floors are wider, relative to the interfluves, 
than they were before. They are both covered with a 
mantle of waste. 

If a landscape suoh as the one in the example were 
analyzed in terms of the equilibrium concept, one can 
conclude that a somewhat similar evolution would 
occur, though the end product might not be quite the 

same. Gullies will evolve into canyonlike ravines hav
ing flat interfluves between them, as in the stage of 
youth. At this stage in its evolution, the entire land
scape is not yet in equilibrium because remnants of the 
old flat surface are still preserved, and water flowing 
across the remnants does so on slopes that are not ad
justed to the slopes in the ravines. Because the erosion 
rate is greater in the ravines than on the old land sur
face, the ravine system will extend itself until all the 
area is in slope and until the channels through which 
the water moves and the rounded interfluves are mu
tually adjusted. The landscape then resembles the 
hypothetical mature landscape of Davis and may be 
described as erosionally graded. 

The general form of the area, though not the relief, 
will from this time on remain little changed. The 
potential energy in the system will be lowered as the 
average relief is lowered by erosion, and slope will 
reduce throughout the area. 'The interfluves and dhan
nel slopes will flatten until the area approaches the 
form of a plain. However, there is no reason to believe 
that the relative size of the interfluves and valleys will· 
change or that the process of lateral planation will ever 
become more important. Nor is there any reason to 
suppose that the streams will at some time he unruble 
to transport the waste products of erosion and, there
fore, that the ability of the streams to transport mate
rial will be equalled 'by the material supplied. As the 
area is in equilibrium and the slopes are balanced 
throughout, they must always have sufficient grade to 
transport what is weathered. As the grades of streams 
are reduced, the rate of weathering and denudation 
must also be reduced because of the lesser potential 
energy available in any part of the system. 

The difference between the two concepts seems small 
if applied to such -a situation as has just heen described; 
but if the forms of a complex area like the Appa
lachians are considered~ the differences in the two con
cepts become very important and more evident. In the 
concept of the erosion cycle, a topography like the 
lowlands of the Shenandoaih Valley, where the streams 
are actively downcutting and the hills rise a more or 
less even distance above them, is explained as a partial 
peneplain, or strath, that has 'been dissected and has 
reached the stage of early maturity. ~he more or less 
even ridge tops of the Blue Ridge and North Mountain 
are regarded as remnants of a still o~der peneplain 
preserved because of the superior resistance of the rocks 
in those areas. In the equilibrium concept, however, 
the entire topography is regarded as belonging to a 
single system assumed to be in equilibrium, in which 
the slopes and altitudes of the mountains are adjusted 
to the slopes of the low lands and the entire area is 
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down-wasting n1ore or less at the same rate. The dif
ferences in form and relief are to be explained by the 
]a w of structure and are accounted for by differences 
in the bedrock. 

THE EFFECT OF BASE LEVEL 

Under ideal conditions in which the forms of the 
landscape, including the relief, remained in a perfect 
steady state, erosion would have to be exactly bal
anced by isostatic uplift. Under such oonditions the 
generalization could be made that all parts of the land
scape are downwasting at the same rate. If, ;however, 
the landsc~tpe should have a permanent or long-persist
ing base level, then the total relief must diminish 
through time, and the rates of downwasting would not 
be quite 'the sa.me throughout the system. An area 
downstream near base level would erode at a somewhat 
slower rate than an area far upstream. Under such 
conditions the rate of downwasting on similar rocks 
would 'be proportional to the slope both in space and, 
at any one place, through time. ~fountains and divides 
would downwaste faster ·than large trunk valleys. 

For the Shenandoah Va.lley, this postulate ma.y not 
npply. The gradient and size of the bed material 
transported indicate that the Potomac River near 
I-Iarpers Ferry is as com.pe;tent or more competent than 
the Shenandoah River. Ful'thermore, the relative ero
sive power of the Potomac increases before it reaches 
the CoastaJ Pht.in. 'Vhether t:his condition has per
sisted for a long time in the past we have no way of 
knowing. 

THE EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE 

The argument presented in the foregoing section 
makes it evident that if the environment remains stable 
long enough, all elements of the ]a.ndscape must be in 
equilibrium, and t:he forms must be nearly stn;tic. This 
condition, of course, is never reached. Down wasting of 
an area would never be balanced by uplift so as to 
m:aintain exactly the same relief, and climatic factors 
would never he completely constant. Many changes 
take place, including major ones such as diastrophic 
movements of the earth's crust and minor ones such as 
climatic fluctua:tions of varying magnitudes. There
fore every area includes features that are in equilibrium 
and some that are not.. Some equilibria are rapidly 
restored when distut•bed, whereas others are re.Stored 
only slowly. The concept of equilibrium can be applied 
only in relation to a specific system embracing a certain 
area and a certain span of time. For example, the bars 
and riffles in every ·stream achieve a condition of 
dynamic equilibrium quickly, but this condition is 
altered by every flood and rise of water. The fall of 

a tree into a small stream will change the equilibrium 
conditions in a small reach. Neither the short-term 
changes of the bars and riffles nor the fall of the tree 
have any significant relation to the concept of equilib
rium of the stream valley as a whole, which has been 
achieved through a long span of time and involves 
processes acting over a large area. 

The equilibrium concept can be used as a basis for 
analysis of a landscape only if the system being analyzed 
is in fact in or close to equilibrium. Thus the topog
raphy of a fault-block mountain that is actively rising 
could not be included in the same system as the topog
raphy of a range of hills on the other side of the active 
fault. A determination of when and where equilibrium 
can be assumed may be a problem. "Whether a bar or 
segment of a stream channel is in equilibrium can be 
easily determined because day-to-day changes can be 
observed, and we can study and measure the evolution 
that takes place when the environment changes. If we 
deal with problems on this scale, the steady state and 
the interaction of environmental factors and materials 
are taken for granted. Larger systems, however, are 
a different problem, and we can by no means always 
determine whether evolution is taking place or whether 
a near steady state has been achieved. Major dia
strophic movements probably occur at least occasionally 
almost everywhere, and one. might fairly question 
whether the major elements of any landscape ever 
achieve perfect equilibrium of form. . 

The topographic elements in the central Appalach
ians, at least, are generally agreed to be erosional form&. 
Certainly no one would ~erio~sly suggest that any single 
mountain or range owes its form and altitude entirely 
to an uplift of the mountain itself. The problem then 
becomes one of deciding the scale of erosion in terms of 
both area and time of £he graded erosional system with 
which we are dealing. This determination can probably 
be made only by trial. If a certain area is assumed to 
have forms that are mutually adjusted and if our anal
ysis proves to be useful and explains all the facts that 
we can apply to it, then our basic assumption is prob
ably justified. As a corollary, a lack of adjustment and 
the limits of the system may be discovered by this means~ 

Climatic changes present an especially difficult prob
lem, for such changes have probably occurred frequently 
during the periods of time with which we must be con
cerned in any landscape analysis, and they must have 
had a pronounced effect.on topographic forms (Gilbert, 
1880, p. 111). The climatic effects of the cold stages· 
of the Pleistocene are presumed to have been profound 
and even though the Shenandoah Valley is several hun
dred miles south of the margin of the Pleistocene ice 
sheet, the region must have been greatly affected. The 
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landforms and deposits produced during the colder past 
are now out of equilibrium, and present processes are' 
obliterating them or modifying them, if they have not 
already done so. Furthermore no topographic form or 
deposit can possibly be entirely a result of processes that 
acted in the remote past. Every part of every landscape 
is being affected by the environment today and is there
fore either in equilibrium in the present environment 
or is approaching such an equilibrium. 

When the new steady state is achieved, the forms or 
deposits. of an earlier equilibrium may be completely 
erased. This fact is illustrated by the example of the 
talus accumulation cited on page 7. After the talus 
has accumulated to a certain volume and equilibrium is· 
achieved, let us assume that the value of r is increased. 
In other words, the proportional rate at which the talus 
is eroded is increased. According to the formula of 
Nikiforoff, the volume of talus will then be reduced 
until a new equilibrium is reached, when A will again 
equal the absolute amount represented by r. The vol
ume of the talus in the new steady state is entirely a 
function of A and r under the new conditions and has 
nothing· to do with the fact that a greater amount of 
talus was once present. 

Inherited forms, especially those produced in cold 
climates, have been the object of intensive study by many 
geologists. However, little study has been made of the 
processes active in temperate climates that tend to mod
ify or obliterate the forms produced in the cold climates. 
Until the geomorphic processes of the temperate regions 
are better understood, a somewhat skeptical attitude is 
in order concerning the interpretation of surficial de
posits and forms supposedly inherited from the 
Pleistocene. Furthermore, many forms and deposits 
probably have a complex origin, and their development 
required· a span of time that may embrace several periods 
of climatic change. The fact that the environment 
undergoes constant change should be emphasized. 
Since we cannot see what actually happened in the past, 
we can only infer the causes and evolution of topo
graphic forms through study of-the processes, deposits, 
and forms that exist in the present. A knowledge of 
the present is essential to the interpretation of any 
stratigraphic sequence. 

SUMMARY OF BEDROCK GEOLOGY 

This discussion of bedrock geology is based on many 
published reports. The principal sources used are 
Butts ( 1940), Edmundson ( 1945), and King ( 1950). 
Specialized works of Spencer (1897), Reed (1955), 
Nickelsen (1956), Cooper and Cooper (1946), Neuman 
(1951), and Knechtel (1943) have also been consulted. 
Emphasis is placed here on the physical character and 

other attributes of the rock that might affect topo
graphic form and on the distribution of surficial depos
its. The general geology of the area, compiled in 
1960, is shown on plate 1, in which the rocks are grouped 
in units that probably have like . properties. Many 
minor structural features as well as the intrusive rocks 
of Triassic age, which occupy very small areas in the 
Shenandoah Valley, are not shown on this map. 

ROCKS OF THE BLUE RIDGE 

GRANODIORITE 

The Precambrian basement complex in the Shenan
doah Valley area consists of crystalline rocks that crop 
out as inliers in and along the crest of the Blue Ridge. 
These rocks are extensive in the areas east and south
east of Luray and Front Royal. The rock is mostly a 
medium- to coarse-grained hypersthene granodiorite 
composed of plagioclase, quartz, hypersthene, biotite, 
chlorite, magnetite, garnet, and minor amounts of epi
dote and albite. The rock is light greenish gray where 
fresh and brownish gray or white on weathered sur
faces. Generally, the rock is only slightly foliated 
(Reed, 1955, p. 876). Rectilinear joints are common, 
but the density of joints varies considerably from place 
to place. 

CATOCTIN GREENSTONE AND SWIFT RUN 
FORMATION 

The granodiorite basement complex is overlain by a 
thick series.of altered lava flows commonly called green
stone, or metabasalt. i:n places, the flows are separated 
by thin beds of sedimentary rock of pyroclastic origin. 
At the base of the lava flows and separating them from 
the granodiorite are thin arkosic quartzite and inter
bedded pyroclastic rocks that in places reach a total 
thickness of 100 feet. These rocks are known as the 
Swift Run Formation ( Stose. and Stose, 1946). This 
formation is too thin to have any geomorphic 
significance. 

The Catoctin Greenstone is largely an altered basalt, 
commonly containing patches of epidote. In places, 
it is completely altered to this mineral. The other prin
cipal minerals of the Catoctin are albite, chlorite, actin
olite, and sphene. Columnar jointing and other typical 
volcanic structures are preserved in places. The Catoc
tin is an important ridge maker in the Shenandoah 
Valley and is obviously a resistant rock. Its thickness 
is reported to be about 1,000 feet in the Elkton area 
(King, 1950) and more than 1,800 feet in the Luray area 
(Reed, 1955). It thins to the north, and at the Potomac 
River, where it lies east of the crest of the Blue Ridge 
and therefore outside of the Shenandoah Valley, it is 
50 feet or less in thickness ( Nickelsen, 1956, p. 245). 
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No fossils· have been found in the Catootin Green
stone. Some disagreement as to its age exists. If the 
Catoctin underlies the sedimentary Chilhowee Group 
unconformably, it is probably Precambrian; if it under
lies the Chilhowee conformably, it may be Cambrian 
in age. The age of the Chilhowee Group is itself prob
lematical, but it is generally regarded as Cambrian and 
Cam:brian( n (King, 1950, p. 14; 1964, p. 78). 

CHILHOWEE GROUP 

~hove the Catoctin Greenstone, the rocks of the 
Shenandoah Valley are primarily sedimentary in origin. 
The basal units of the sedimentary sequence are quartz
ites, graywackes, and argillites of the Chilhowee Group 
that underlie either the western foothills of the Blue 
Ridge or the crest of the Blue ~idge for the entire 
length of the Shenandoa;h Valley. The group is 
commonly subdivided into four formations, all Early 
Cambrian ( ~) in age that are persistent throughout the 
area. The lowermost, or Loudoun Formation, is a red 
or purple tuffaceous slate generally less than 100 feet 
thick and is similar in character to the Swift Run 
Formation and to the thin sedimentary layers common 
in 'the Catotin Greenstone. The Loudoun is overlain 
by the Weverton Formation, whioh consists mostly of 
graywackes, conglomerates, ferruginous quartzites, and 
some argillaceous rocks. Above this is the nonresistant 
argillaceous Harpers Formation. 'J'he.topmost·forma
t.ion of the group is the Antietam Quartzite, a quartz 
sandstone containing many beds of mrussive quartzite. 

The total thickness of the Chilhowee Group appears 
to be. rather uniform throughout the area, ranging from 

3,000 to 3,500 feet. Detailed studies of areas in the Blue 
Ridge, however, indicate that the proportion of argil
laceous rocks in the Chilhowee Group increases to the 
north (table 1). In the southern end of the ShenandQah 
Valley, sandy and quartzitic rocks predominate (Knech-. 
tel, 1943). In West Virginia near the Potomac River, 
argillaceous or phyllitic rocks predominate. The 
Harpers Formation is predominantly a siltstone at the 
south but is a phyllite at the north. The phyllite, ac
cording to Nickelsen ( 1956, p. 250), is composed of 
sericite and chlorite in addition to quartz grains that 
make up 20-50 percent of the rock. To the south, shaly 
beds are rarely observed in the outcrop, whereas to the 
north they are common, and the soil contains small 
shale fragments. The increase in thickness of the 
Harpers from south to north is accompanied by a de
crease in thickness of both theW everton and the Antie
tam. The massive quartzites that are so evident in the 
Antietam Quartzite to the south appear to be thinner 
near Harpers Ferry. 

CARBONATE ROCKS OF EARLY CAMBRIAN AGE AT 
THE WEST FOOT OF THE BLUE RIDGE 

Northwest of the foothill belt, the Blue Ridge is 
bordered by a wide belt of dolomite, limestone, cal
careous sandstone, and shale of Early Cambrian age, 
known as the Tomstown Dolomite and the Waynesboro 
Formation. These rocks contrast markedly with the 
mrussive quartzites on which they rest. Outcrops are 
few, and the rocks are generally buried beneath a 
blanket 50-100 or more feet thick, composed of residuum 
and Tertiary and Quaternary gravel. 

TABLE !.-Composition and thickness of formations in the Chilhowee Group 
(From southwest to northeast along the strike, in the Shenandoah Valley] 

Formation Big Levels area (Knechtel, 1943) Elkton area (King, 1950) Luray area (Reed, 1955) Harpers Ferry area (Nickelsen, 
1956) 

Antietam Quartzite and sandstone; White vitreous quartzite Vitreous orthoquS~rtzite; Siliceous sa:Q.dstone, some 
Quartzite. contains scolithus and buff or brown contains scolithus quartzite, and calcar-

tubes. Thickness: . san~tone, in part tubes. Thickness eous sandstone. 
725ft. calcareous. Thick- unknown. Thickness: 450 ft. 

ness: 800 ft. 

Harpers Forma- Shale, fine-grained Fine-grained siltstone Ferruginous quartz- · Light greenish-gray 
tion. arkose, and quartzite. and sandstone; con- ite and gray- · phyllite; some silty 

Thickness:· 1,000 ft. tains some thin beds wacke grading and sandy beds. 
of quartzite. Thick- "tl upward into phyl- Thickness: 1,500-
ness: 900 ft. CD lite and argillite '2,000 ft. "tl 

W everton Forma- Quartzite, sandstone 
·:;: containing thin . 

Dark-gray quartzite and Conglomerg.te, fels- ;.a, tuartzite beds. 
tion. conglomerate, and pathic quartzite, argil- l:l hickness: 1,900- some phyllite; bluish-· 

considerable shale. laceous shale, and ~ 2,500 ft. gray ferruginous 
Thickness: 900-2,000 ferruginous quartzite. quartzite. Thickness: 
ft. ' . Thickness: 1,000- 500ft. 

1,600 ft. 

Loudoun Forma- Not reported ______ . __ _. ___ Pti~le and. red slate. Not repor~ed---~------.-- Dusky red-purple phyl-
tion. . ~ hickness: 100 ft. lite. Thickness: 5Q- · 

100ft. 
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TOMSTOWN DOLOMITE 

The Tomstown Dolomite, which rests directly on the 
Antietam Quartzite, is of particular interest because it 
is probably the source of the thick residual clay, silt, 
and sand· that contain commercial manganese deposits 
(King, 1950, p. 65). Outcrops of the Tomstown in the 
Shenandoa-h Valley are scarce, and our know ledge of 
the formation comes mainly from areas to the north 
and south. A section of the Tomstown Dolomite 800 
feet thick is well exposed in a quarry along the Norfolk 
and Western Railway near Buchanan, about 38 miles 
south west of the ·southern edge of the Shenandoah Val
ley (Edmundson, 1958, p. 82). Here the rock is a dark
gray dolomite containing very few impurities and only 
thin silty and shaly beds. The section, however, is not 
complete. In the area south of Waynesboro, mapped by 
Knechtel ( 1943), the Tomstown is not exposed in out
crop, but samples from ~shafts and wells consist of finely 
crystalline dolomite. 

In the Elkton area, King ( 1950, p. 25) described an 
exposure in which 742 feet of beds probably belongs to 
the Tomstown Dolomite. This section includes 380 feet 
of gray dolomite and 360 feet of beds that are predomi
nantly shale. Drill holes near manganese mines and 
prospects in the Elkton area have penetrated the Toms
town in many places; rocks penetrated have included 
dolomitic shale and argillaceous dolomite as well as 
nearly pure dolomite. King believed that the lower 
beds of Tomstown are sandy and are transitional with 
the Antietam Quartzite. · 

The most nearly complete exposures of the Tomstown 
are in the northern part of the Shenandoah Valley, 
where the outcrop belt is west of the Shenandoah River. 
In Clarke County, V a., the exposed part of the forma
tion is fine- to medium-grained light- and dark-gray 
dolomite that contains thin silty interbeds in the lower 
part. Though no complete sections have been found, 
Edmundson (1958) estimated the probable thickness 
at 1,000-1,500 feet. 

The writer examined exposures of the Tomstown on 
botl~ banks of the Potomac River in West. Virginia 
and Mary land, upstream from Harpers Ferry. In this 
area the outcrop belt of Tomstown is about 4,800 feet 
wide, and part of the formation may he repeated by 
folding. Rock is continuously exposed on the south 
bank of the Potomac River 1.3 miles upstream from 
Harpers Ferry in a cut on ·the Baltimore and Ohio 
Railroad. The. dip is 63° SE. (probably overturned) 
at the eastern end of the exposure but increases to 90° 
at the western end. The exposure is 620 feet west of 
the nearest outcrop of Antieta.m Qua.rtzit,e and there
fore must be in the lower part of the Tomstown Dolo
mite. ''Dhe exposure consists of 200 feet of thin-bedded 

gray fissile limestone overlain by 180 feet of thick
bedded dark-gray blocky dolomite containing small 
chert nodules. Laboratory ana.lyses of samples of these 
rocks by Carroll (written commun., 1961) indicates 
that. the limestone contains 6 percent by weight of 
silt and clay and that the cherty dolomite contains 
4 percent. Several large but discontinuous outcrops of 
Tomstown occur along the st.rike about 5 miles to the 
northeast on the north bank of the Potom·ac River. 
These are in Washington County, Md., between Dargan 
and Antietam (Cloos, 1941). The Tomstown is not 
sufficiently well exposed here :for the structure to he · 
determined ; so the proportion o:f rock types cannot be 
estimated. Impure ·fissile limestone beds, like the beds 
exposed at Harpers Ferry, crop out at two pla.ces. At 
one of these, 400-5QO :foot o:f such limestone is con
tinuously exposed in addition to 75-100 feet of sandy 
dark-gray dolomite. 

The scant evidence available within the Shenandoah 
Valley indicates that ·the Tomstown Dolomite p:r:obably 
varies along the strike and contains, as believed by 
IGng, sandy ·and silty heds that could produce thick 
bodies of silty and sandy residuum. 

WAYNESBORO FORMATION 

The Tomstown Dolomite is overlain by the Waynes
boro Formation o:f Early Ca.mbrian age, which is 
almost equally poorly exposed. I·t is a heterogeneous 
formation composed of maroon and greenish shaly 
mudstone, fine-gra.ined sandstone, and impure lime
stone and dolomite that pr~bably total a'hout 2,000 :feet 

·in thickness (Edmundson, 1945, p. 13). 

LIMESTONE AND DOLOMITE OF MIDDLE AND LATE 
CAMBRIAN AGE 

The Waynesboro Formation is overlain by carbonate 
rocks ·that crop out over extensive areas on the floor 
of the Shenandoah Valley. The rocks are predomi
nantly limestone and dolomite and contain some sandy 
limestones, calcareous sandstones, and siltstones. Chert 
is common. These rocks have been suhdi vided into two 
:f!Jrmations that, although mappaible over large areas, 
are lithologically not very distinctive. They are not 
differentiated on the geologic map (pl. 1). 

. ELBROOK FORMATION 

The Elbrook Dolomite of Middle and Late Cambrian 
age rests conformably on the '"' ayne8boro Formation. 
It is composed predominantly of interbedded clayey 
limestone and impure dolomite and has an estimated 
thickness of about 2,000 feet. One of the distinctive 
features o:f the formation is 'that it is commonly thin 
bedded and slabby or platy. The rock contains con-
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siderahle siliceous material, m·ostly in the form of silt. 
Thin intetJbeds of shaJe are c01nmon, and some beds 
contain lenses and nodules of gray chert. In the Elkton 
area, the formation is composed predominantly of thin
bedded dolomite hut contains hlue-gray limestone, espe
cially in the upper part. Here IGng (1950, p. 33) 
estimated it to be 3,000 feet thick. 

CONOCOCHEAGUE LIMESTONE 

l'he Conococheague Limestone of Late Cambrian age 
differs from the overlying and underlying formations 
ii1 tha,t i't contains muc:h more limestone, which is gen
erally light bluish gray in color. Dark-gray beds of 
dolomite are common, however, and in some places 
compose a:t least half the formation. The proportion 
of dolomite ·is very small in the northern part of the 
valley but is high in the southern part. The most dis
tinctive features of t:he formation are interbedded lay
ers of dolomitic and calcareous sandstone in which the 
sand grains are genera.lly so well rounded that the 
layers look almost like oolite. These beds are dark 
gray and gray and where fresh are difficult to distin
guish from limestone. 'I'hey weather, however, to a 
dark ·brown and form a soft brown friable porous 
sandstone. Another characteristic feature is the pres
ence of crinkly ribs formed by ·t.hin laminae of siliceous 
material that stand in relief on the weathered surface. 
Lenses and nodules of light-gray chert are fairly aJbun
dan:t at severnJ horizons 'in the formation. Edmundson 
(1945, p. 14) estimated that the average thickness is 
2,500 feet. 1\::ing (1950, p. 34) believed that the thick
ness is 2,000 feet in the Elkton area. The proportion 
of insoluble material in t:he Conocoeheague Limestone 
is high and, except for the "Vaynesboro Formation, is 
probably higher than in any other of the predomi
nantly cat•bonate rocks of the Shenandoah Valley. 

BEEKMANTOWN DOLOMITE, INCLUDING THE 
CHEPULTEPEC DOLOMITE 

The Beekmantown Dolomite of Early Ordovician age 
is one of the most extensive formations in the Shenan
doah Valley and is of considerable geomorphological 
.interest because it forms many high ridges and conical 
hi11s and because it contains many caverns and sinks. 
The lower part of the formation, or group as it is called 
in places, is generally differentiated from the rest of 
the rocks included under the name Beekmantown and 
is called the Chepultepec Dolomite, or in West Virginia 
and Maryland, the Stonehenge Limestone (Sando, 
1957). This unit commonly contains 80-90 percent cal
cium carbonate (Edmundson, 1945, p. 15). It is 300-
500 :feet thick but apparently thickens to the north. 
In Maryland, it is mapped as a part of the Beekman
town Group (Sando, 1957, p. 18 and pl. 3) and is 800-
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900 feet thick. The remainder of the Beekmantown, 
above the Chepultepec, is described by Edmundson 
( 1945, p. 15) as follows: 
It shows wide variations in composition and thickness. In 
Augusta and Rockingham Counties, the Beekmantown is com
posed chiefly of fine-grained, gray dolomite with minor amounts 
of bluish-gray limestone. Farther northeast along the strike 
limestone becomes more abundant, and in Frederick County 
proba,bly comprises slightly more than half of the formation. 
Limestone also ·becomes more abundant southeastward across 
the strike of the belts; thus in Clarke County the Beekmantown 
is largely bluish-gray limestone with minor amounts of dolo
mite. In places the formation contains relatively thin beds of 
high calcium limestone intercalated in dolomitic limestone and 
dolomite. The layers of dolomite are commonly characterized 
by distinct intersecting furrows on weathered surfaces. The 
sampled units of Beeknl'antown dolomite contain about 30 rto 
41 percent magnesium carbonate. Chert, although generally 
not abundant, occurs locally at several horizons in the forma
tion. Field observations indicate tha·t the thickness of t~e 
Beekmantown increases northeastward, probably ra~ging from 
2,000 feet in August County to about 3,000 feet in northern 
Frederick and Clarke Counties. 

The Beekmantown, although not predominantly 
cherty, probably contains more chert than any of the 
other formations in the Valley. The chert has an im
portant function in the development of the topography, 
as is discussed on page 48. The chert occurs in several 
varieties and at various horizons and is apparently 
far more abundant in the south western part of the Val
ley than in the northeastern part. In Augusta County 
the formation contains thick units that are covered with 
coarse boulders of g~ay spongy chert and that form 
ridges many. miles long. The chert has been described 
by Sando (1957) in a study of the Beekmantown Group 
of Maryland just north of the Shenandoah Valley. The 
chert is common in the lower dolomitic part of the for
mation hut is rare in the limestone-rich upper part. It 
is of three kinds: "Irregular chert" consists of irregular 
masses of ellipsoidal,shape generally less than 6 inches 
long; its relations to structural features of the rock sug
gest that it formed or was introduced at some time after 
regional fracturing. "Nodular chert" consists of small 
pods or nodules arranged parallel to the bedding and 
in some outcrops appears to be in the form of thin 
perforated sheets; it is a replacement chert, but as it 
is cut by veinlets of calcite and is bounded by stylolite 
seams in many places, it cannot be a recent replacement. 
A third variety of chert, which Sando called cryptozoon 
chert, has replaced large cryptozoon masses and ac
cumulates in great bouldery deposits in the soil. 

King ( 1950, p. 36) believed that much of the silicifi
cation of the Beekmantown Dolomite is a weathering 
feature, for exposures of secondary chert that preserve 
structural features of the rock, including even slicken
sides, are not traceable into the dolomite below. 
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In the Shenandoah Valley, exposures of chert in 
altered limestone are common, but chert rarely con
stitutes an appreciable percentage of the fresh rock. 
At a deep exposure of Beekmantown Dolomite east of 
the Middle River on U.S. Route 250 west of Staunton, 
a lens of chert about 5 feet thick pinches out abruptly · 
down dip. In Luray Caverns, where a section of about 
100 feet in the lower part of the Beekmantown is ex
posed, large cauliflowedike masses of sponge-like po
rous chert are abundant. This chert is dark gray, 
whereas chert on the surface is generally brown or 
reddish brown. The dolomite at the cavern level is 
overlain by 90-120 feet of rock. In the writer's opinion 
some of the chert in the Beekmantown has moved into 
the dolomite and replaced parts of it at various times 
since its formation, but no interpretation of its origin 
is simple. Some of the chert is relatively recent, as 
King suggested. Much of the chert that forms thick 
masses in the overlying residum and on the ground sur
face may be a concentrate formed during the weather
ing cycle and derived from great thicknesses of rock. 
The concentration may take place through chemical as 
well as mechanical processes. 

LIMESTONES OF MIDDLE ORDOVICIAN AGE 

The rocks of Middle Ordovician age are markedly 
different from the rocks beneath them and constitute a 
distinctive unit. They are readily separated from the 
Beekmantown Dolomite and the Cambrian formations 
because they are darker gray and contain no dolomite 
and some, though very little, chert. Because the Mid
dle Ordovician rocks contain high~grade commercial 
limestone deposits and also because of their distinctive 
nature, their stratigraphy has been much studied, and 
they have been subdivided into formations (Cooper and 
Cooper, 1946; King, 1950, p. 37; Neuman, 1951). 

The lowermost part of the Middle Ordovician 
sequence is commonly a pure light-gray dense limestone 
known as the Mosheim (Butts, 1940) but renamed the 
New Market Limestone by Cooper and Cooper ( 1946). 
This rock is commonly a high-grade high-calcium lime
stone, and many quarries occur along its belt of outcrop. 
The Mosheim is overlain by a granular fossiliferous 
limestone that contains black chert nodules. This 
cherty formation is a ridge maker in places in the 
southern part of the Shenandoah Valley. It was 
named the Lenoir Limestone by Butts (1940) and the 

· Lincolnshire Limestone by Cooper and Cooper ( 1946). 
The upper bed~ of the Middle Ordovician sequence 

are impure limestones that contain calcareous shale and 
siltstone in tJhe southern part of the ·area. They con
tain no chert. . .In the northern part of the area, the 
upper 'beds are mostly thin-bedded limestone and some 

siltstone heds. These upper beds, called Athens Lime
stone in the southern part and Chambersburg Lime
stone in the northern part by Butts (1940), make up 
the greater part of the total thickness of the Middle 
Ordovician in the Valley. The thickness of the whole 
sequence ranges from 600 feet to more than 1,000 feet. 

MARTINSBURG SHALE 

The Martinsburg Shale of Middle and Late Ordo
vician age conformably overlies the limestone sequence 
in the Shenandoah Valley. The formation consist of 
thick argillaceous and calcareous shale, siltstone, fine 
sandstone, and, in places, thin limestone beds, especially 
near the top. As far as is known, the ·formation is 
lacking in chert. It appears to lack competent beds, 
and isoclinal folds :are common. Because of the fold
ing, no relia:ble estimates of thickness have been made. 
Butts (1940) gave 4,000 feet as the probable maximum 
thickness. 

SANDSTONES OF ORDOVICIAN AND SILURIAN AGE 

Included in tJhe sandstones of Ordovician and Silu
rian age is a group of ridge-making sandstones and 
quartzites containing some shale. The principal ridge 
maker is the Tuscarora Quartzite, one of the most re
sistant rocks in the area. It hreaks up on weathering 
into large boulders that spread over less resistant rocks 
in the slopes below the outcrop. The total thickness 
of these rocks varies greatly but prdbably ranges from 
300 to 1,000 feet (Butts, 1940). 

Oswego Sandstone.-The Oswego Sandstone of Late 
Ordovician age crops out in a discontinuous belt along 
the east flank of Little North Mountain. It does not 
occur on Massanutten Mountain. It is composed mostly 
of bluish-gray sandstone and thin beds of red shale. 
As it occurs generally close to the more massive and 
illlicker Tuscarora Quartzite, it is commonly covered 
by boulders or other float and rarely crops out. 

Juniata F01"lnation.-The Juniata Formation of Late 
Ordovician age is composed of red shale or mudstone 
and· contains beds of brown to red sandstone. The 
color is the most distinctive feature. The thickness is 
200 feet or less. The forma·tion is exposed in ·a few 
places on Norlh Mountain along the west side of the 
Shenandoah Valley, but it does not crop out on Mas
sanutten Mountain. Because of its proximity to ·the 
Tuscarora, it is generally covered by float or talus. 

Tuscarora Quartzite.-The Tuscarora Quartzite of 
Early Silurian age is extremely resistant and is second 
onlv to the Antietam Quartzite as a source of boulders 
and cobbles in the streams of the Valley. It is almost 
entirely composed of a pure quartz sandstone that is very 
light gray-. In places, it contains layers of quartz peb-
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hies. It breaks up on weathering into large blocks and 
boulders, so the outcrop is generally covered by boulder 
fields. The thickness of the formation is variable but 
probably ranges from 50 to 200 feet. On Massanutten 
Mountain, the thickness of sandstone at this horizon is 
about 500 feet, but a large part of it is somewhat more 
friable than most of the Tuscarora and may belong to 
the overlying Clinton Formation. 

Clinton Formation.-The Clinton Formation of Mid
dle Silurian age directly overlies the Tuscarora. It 
consists almost entirely of shale and sandstone, but the 
relative proportion of these components varies along the 
strike. The shaly facies are greenish-gray shale ac
companied by some red shale and thin layers of quartz 
sandstone. In places the formation includes iron-rich 
sandstone beds that consist of quartz grains in an iron
oxide matrix. The thickness of the Clinton Formation 
in the Shenandoah Valley is 300-500 feet. 

Oay?tga Group.-The designation Cayuga Group of 
Late Silurian age is used by Butts ( 1940, p. 251) to 
include several formations that vary considerably in 
thickness along the strike but that have a total thickness 
of 430 feet or less. In this area the group consists of 
interbedded red and greenish-gray sandstone and shale. 
On Massanutten Mountain the Cayuga contains at least 
140 feet of sandstone containing shale partings and 60 
feet of argillaceous limestone and shale. On the west 
and northwest sides of the Shenandoah Valley, the base 
of the group is marked by a thinly laminated gray lime
stone. The Cayuga Group is relatively nonresistant to 
erosion and therefore generally occurs on the lower ridge 
slopes. It is covered in most places by float derived 
from the Tuscarora Quartzite and Clinton Formation. 

HELDERBERG LIMESTONE AND ORISKANY 
SANDSTONE 

The rocks belonging to the Helderberg Limestone and 
Oriskany Sandstone of Early Devonian age are less than 

· 200 feet in total thickness and are now here ridge makers. 
Both formations are of considerable economic impor
tance and therefore merit separate discussion. The 
Helderberg Limestone, or Helderberg Group, is rep
re~ented in the Shenandoah Valley by thin but distinc
tive calcareous rocks, including gray to pink limestone 
at the base, fine-grained cherty limestone in the central 
part, and calcareous sandstone at the top (Young and 
Harnsberger, 1955) . In many areas the limestones are 
deeply weathe:r;ed and represented at the surface only by 
a cherty residuum. The Helderberg Group, as dis
cussed on page 76, is presumably the source rock for 
many manganese deposits. 

The Oriskany Sandstone is of economic importance 
in the Appalachians as a source of oil and gas. In the 

Shenandoah Valley it is a thin coarse-grained quartz 
sandstone or a fine conglomerate having a calcareous 
cement. It crops out along the western edge of the 

· Shenandoah Valley and on Massanutten Mountain. 

SHALES OF DEVONIAN AGE 

The Oriskany Sandstone in the Shenandoah Valley is 
sm~ceeded by a thick series of fissile shales, thin silt
stones, and some sandstones that commonly underlie 
low lands and valley floors. The total thickness of these 
shaly rocks is about 2,000 feet. 
. Romney Shale.-As mapped by Butts (1940), the 

Romney Shale of Middle Devonian age is a group that 
includes several formations, all of which are cha_racter
ised by a dark-gray to black color and a shaly char
acter. The group includes the Onondaga Formation 
of Middle Devonian age at the base. The Formation is 
composed of an olive to brown shade about 100 feet 
thick. 

It is overlain by thin-bedded dark-gray to black fissile 
shale that is commonly light gray and has a silve1j 
sheen on weathered surfaces. The Romney Shale varies 
considerably along the strike, however, and at Massanut
ten Mountain the rock contains siltstones and fine sand
stones. The thickness of the rocks mapped as Romney 
ranges from about 500 to 1,000 feet. 

Brallier Shale.-The Brallier Shale of Late Devonian 
age consists of sandy and micaceous greenish-gray shale 
and siltstone containing thin interbedded fine-grained 
sandstone. The rock weathers to light brown and has 
well-formed spheroidal structures. The thickness in 
this area is 1,000-1,500 feet. The Brallier becomes more 
sandy in the upper part and grades into the overlying 
Chemung Formation. 

SANDSTONES OF DEVONIAN AGE 

The Brallier Shale is succeeded in the Shenandoah 
Valley by about 4,000 feet of thin-bedded sandstones 
interbedded with siltstone and shale. The sandstones 
tend to be flaggy and brittle, but because of their great 
total thickness within the formations of Devonian age 
and the amount of cobbles they shed, they are impor
tant ridge formers on the western side of the Shenan
doah Valley and elsewhere in the Appalachians. 

Chemung Formation.-The Chemung Formation of 
Late Devonian age is generally differentiated from the 
underlying Brallier Shale by fossils because no marked 
break occurs at the contact. The change from a se
quence of beds that is predominantly shale to a sequence 
that is at least half sandstone is gradual. The sand
stone beds in the Chemung are not only proportionately 
more abundant but are thicker, more massive, and more 
resistant. The sandstone is mainly gray or greenish 
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gray but at some horizons is red. It is generally 
arkosic and in places conglomeratic. Shale probably 
constitutes at least half of the formation and is greener, 
softer, and less fissile than the shale of the Brallier. 
The rocks are cut by closely spaced joints, and because 
of its somewhat thin-bedded character, the formation 
breaks on weathering into slightly flat rectilinear cob
bles. The Chemung is about 2,000 feet thick. 

Hampshire Formation.-The Ohemung is succeeded 
by the Hampshire Formation of Late Devonian age, a 
body of rock similar in character to the Catskill Forma
tion of Pennsylvania. However, it is probably younger 
and not traceable into the Catskill (Butts, 1940, p. 333). 
The Hampshire is mostly red and thereby easily dis
tinguished from the Chemung. It is a thick-bedded 
arkosic and micaceous sandstone interbedded with mud
stone and fissile shale, which also are red in color. The 
shale makes up nearly half of the formation. In places 
the sandstone is extremely flaggy. 

Like the Chemung, the Hampshire Formation breaks 
down into resistant rectilinear cobbles of fairly uniform 
size. The thickness of the Hampshire is about 2,000 
feet. 

POCONO FORMATION 

The Pocono Formation of Mississippian age is a 
ridge-making unit that crops out in a relatively small 
area on the southwest side of the Shenandoah Valley. 
Like the Antietam and the Tuscarora it contains mas
sive sandstones that produce extensive boulder fields 
and talus; The Pocono consists of thick, massive sand
stones interbedded with shale. Sandstone is especially 
abundant in the lower part, where some beds.are quartz
itic sandstone at least 20 feet thick. The shale is gen
erally greenish gray and makes up about half of the 
total thickness. Some coal beds containing plant fos
sils are exposed in the upper part of the formation. 
The Pocono is easily distinguished from the underlying 
formation because it weathers to yellow colors that con
trast markedly with the red and brown colors of the 
Hampshire. The Pocono .does not seem to provide 
nearly as much cobbly rock waste as do the Hampshire 
and Chemung, but the sandstones within it are more 
massive and break up into very large boulders that col
lect as residual talus on the slopes below the outcrops; 
the cobbles transported in the streams are apparently 
very resistant. 

The top of the Pocono is not exposed in the Shenan
doah Valley; its thickness is not known but is estimated 
to be at least 1,000 feet in places. 

DIKES 

Intrusive igneous rocks occur in widely scattered 
small areas. They are mostly diabasic dikes that cross-

cut rocks ranging in age from Cambrian to Mississip
pian, but several small plugs and a sill are also present. 
Since these rocks are no older than Mississippian and 
are similar in composition to intrusive rocks of known 
Triassic age in the Piedmont Province, they are gen
erally presumed to be Triassic. 

STRUCTURE 

The rocks of the Shenandoah Valley are intensely 
deformed, and large overthrusts, isoclinal folds, and 
similar structural features occur. The valley is 
bounded on the southeast side by the northwestern 
limb of the Blue Ridge anticlinorium. The outcrop of 
the younger beds of this anticlinorium,, including the 
Catoctin Greenstone, form the crest of the Blue Ridge. 
In many places the northwestern limb is overturned 
against the carbonate rocks of the valley and in places 
is thrust over them (King, 19~0, p. 47). The central 
part of the valley coincides with the Massanutten syn
cline, a long structural feature that extends the entire 
length of the Shenandoah Valley and in which Silurian 
and Devonian rocks are exposed at the present erosion 
surface. In this syncline the Martinsburg Shale is 
exposed for many miles and is deformed into isoclinal 
or shear folds, with the result that the major cleavage 
pl~nes and bedding planes are inclined at nearly the 
same angles. 

West of the Massanutten syncline are two great thrust 
faults, known as the Staunton and North Mountain 
faults. The North Mountain fault in· places thrusts 
Cambrian rocks over Devonian rocks, and in much of 
the area it separates carbonate rocks on the southeast 
from younger clastic rocks on the northwest. North
west of the North Mountain fault the Silurian and 
younger rocks are less intensively deformed than the 
carbonate rocks to the southeast. 

Certain structural features such as cleavage, linea
tion, and jointing are of interest because of the control 
they exert on drainage and topography. These fea
tures have been described in detail only in the Blue 
Ridge area. In the Elkton area the most conspicous 
feature is a slaty cleavage that strikes northeast. and 
dips southeast, generally parallel to the axial planes of 
the folds (King, 1950, p. 50). Similar cleavage has 
been noted by Reed (1955) in ·the Blue Ridge near 
Luray and by Nickelsen (1956) in West Virginia. 
Nickelsen refefls to the cleavage as a flow cleavage. 
Similar ·cleavage to that described in the Blue Ridge is 
extensive in the Massanutten syncline in the Martins
burg Shale and in other shaly beds in other parts of 
the valley. 

A lineation in the plane of slaty cleavage that strikes 
generally down the dip of the cleavage has been noted 
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by IGng, Reed, and Nickelsen. It is manifest princi
pally as an elongation of mineral grains. The silt
stone in the Martinsburg Shale in the Massanutten 
syncline is broken into match-size prisms, which are 
alined down the dip of the cleavage. 

Joints are especially important geomorphically, for 
they determine the courses of many rivers (Hack and 
Young, 1959). The most extensive joint system in the 
area trends in a vertical plane that strikes northwest at 
right angles to the fold axes. It can be seen in almost 
every outcrop and is particularly well formed in the 
more brittle rocks Such a;s sandstone and quartzite. In 
places the rocks are broken by fracture zones that extend 
in straight lines for many miles. In these zones the 
rocks near the surface ·are so extensively broken that 
they form reservoirs for soil moisture and have in
fluenced the pattern of vegetation. Hack and Goodlett 
(1960, p. 5) traced one such fracture zone for nearly 6 
miles because it was marked by trees that differ from 
and characteristically require more moisture than the 
trees on adjacent ground. Most of the Triassic dikes 
were intruded along this joint system. Other joints 
strike northeast and dip northwest parallel to the fold 
axes and generally normal to the axial planes of the 
folds. This joint system is described by Nickelsen 
(1956, p. 257), and has been observed by the present 
writer in the Massanutten syncline. 

TOPOGRAPHIC FORMS 

Study of the topographic forms in the Shenandoah 
Valley reveals a close dependence of the forms, relief, 
drainage pattern, and other aspects of the topography 
on the kind of bedrock. 'Generally, areas of similar 
bedrock 'have similar forms. Some dissimilarities or 
differences in form that do exist within the same rock 
areas probably indicate that the equilibrium of form is 
not complete. 

The Shenandoah Valley may be subdivided into sev
eral subareas or physiographic provinces that are de
termined by the kinds of rock that underlie them 
(fig. 3). The North Mountain area is underlain by 
rocks of Silurian age and younger, which are mostly 
clastic ·and contain thick sandstone sequences. Massa
ntttten Mountain is similar and is a synclinal 'belt ·that 
contains the lower part ·of the same clastic sequence, 
ranging from the Silurian Tuscarora Quartzite to the 
Devonian Romney Shale. The Blue Ridge Mountains 
on the southeast are supported hy resistant clastic and 
igneous rocks of Early Cam'brian -age and older. The 
lowlands in the central part of the Valley are divided 
into two areas: (1) a lowland ·on the carbonate rocks 
wihi~h surrounds (2) a long narrow central lowland 
hel·t on the Martinsburg Shale. 

10 20 30 40 MILES 

FIGURE a.-Physiographic subdivisions of the Shenandoah Valley. 

In the section that follows, the elements of form that 
make up the erosionally graded terrain of these areas 
are described in terms used in more detailed studies 
(Hack, 1957; Hack and Goodlett, 1960). The descrip
tion is based primarily on the consideration of the 
longitudinal stream profiles of the valleys and on the 
forms of interstream areas. 

THE ELEMENTS OF TOPOGRAPHIC FORM 

The largest part of the Shenandoah Valley is an ero~ 
sionally graded landscape. Some areas, amounting to 
about 15 percent of the whole valley, are underlain by 
alluvial deposits in flood plains, terraces, and thin pedi
mentlike aprons at the mountain foot. Exclusive of 
these alluvial areas, which are relatively flat, the surface 
is almost entirely in slope, and the land slopes toward 
a stream, either steeply or gently. The only exceptions 
are the rounded crests of ridge tops, and if the form 
were perfect, even the crests would be entirely sloping 
except for a line along the very top. The overall shape 
or form of the landscape is determined by the network 
of stream channels, each channel being concave to the 
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FIGURE 4.-Idealized relation of the interfluves and ridge crests to the framework of the streams. See text for d1scussion. 

sky. The local relief, however, is determined by the 
interfluves or ridges, which rise to a more or less even 
height above the streams. Thus the general plan of the 
landscape is a spoon-shaped multiribbed surface, con
cave upward. Although the network of streams deter
mines the overall shape of the area because it controls 
the absolute altitude of the intervening ridges, the de
tails of form in the interstream areas are molded not 
only by flowing water but by other processes as well. 
The forms in the interfluves are therefore in part in
dependent of the form of the stream channels. 

The geometric relation between the streams and the 
interfluves is illustrated in figure 4. The streams are 
like ribs that form a skeleton supporting the entire 
framework. The interfluves in the zone of overland 
flow, although rather irregular in shape, tend to rise 
to a constant height above the streams. Three orders 
of streams are shown in the diagram. Stream A-B is 
.a segment of a 3d order stream, and since channel slope 
is a function of diScharge or size of stream, the profile 

of A-B is gentle. Stream C-B is a segment of a 2d 
order stream whose profile is somewhat steeper. The 
streams at D, E, and Fare 1st order streams, and their 
profiles are even steeper. The ridges or interfluves rise 
an even distance above the stre.:'Lms. As a consequence 
the network of ridge crests parallels the drainage net
work. Thus the ridge A-G parallels the stream C-B, 
and the ridges that culminate at points I, J, and K are 
parallel to the 1st order streams that terminate at D, E, 
and F. Since the stream profiles in an area like the 
Shenandoah Valley are concave upward, the ridge crests 
are also concave upward in a longitudinal direction. 
The lowest point in the area is at B, on the largest 
stream. The highest point is the point farthest a way 
at G. 

The interfluves in the domain of overland flow are 
crudely prismatic in shape. Strictly, however, the 
cross profiles are not triangular as they would be if the 
interfluves were truly prismatic; rather, they .are para
bolic. The side slope steepens down ward, and its curva-
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ture becomes gradually less until it approaches a 
stra'ight line. The degree of eurva'ture of the inter
fluves and their height above the streams tend to be 
constant in ·any homogeneous ·area because a channel 
must be maintained hy a certain minimum area of slope 
(Schumm, 1956, p. 607). Thus the width of the. inter
fluves tends to he a constant, and since the shape of 
the slope is also a constant, the height must be oonstant. 
"Where ·the area of slope ·adjacent to a channel becomes 
significantly htrg~r than the average, a small stream 
channel tends to form (as at H, fig. 4), or simply, a 
concavity or hollow forms (as at L, fig. 4). 

Within a wide area of homogeneous topography of 
this type, the relief of any two areas of the same size 
will be approximately the same. The total relief, 
however, is also a function of the total size of the 
drainage ;basin. In general, since the ridges parallel 
tl1e channels, the general slope of the upland parallels 
the skeletal framework of the streams. This kind of 
topography has heen called ·a ridge-and-ravine topog
ntphy (Htwk, 1960a, p. 89) and 'is widely formed. It 
makes up most of the Shenandoah V·alley except for 
the 15 percent that is alluvial-terrace land. Though 
the details of form vary widely, the arrangement of 
the fonn elements is generally similar. The differences 
are largely a function of the kind of bedrock. 

LONGITUDINAL STREAM PROFILES 

Studies of longitudinal stream profiles made in the 
'Shenandoah Valley have been described elsewhere 
(1-:Iack, 1957). They are briefly reviewed here as they 
ttpply to the description of the landscape. In general, 
tJhe rate of incren,se of drainage area in a downstream 
direction is remarkably regular. In the Shenandoah 
Vnlley ·the drainage area increases with respect to 
length in a·ccord with the following formula : 

L=1.4A0 ·6 , 

where L is the distance from a point on the stre.'tm to 
the head of tihe principal stream above the point, and 
A is the drainage area !at the same point. Differences 
of rock and geologic structure appear to affect this 
relation to a small degree, and in some areas the coeffi
cient in the above equation is as high as 2. Since the 
a vernge discharge increases in direct proportion to the 
drainage arett, the increase in dischar-ge in a down
stream direction is proportional to the 1.66 power of 
the stream length. This is, of course, a very high rate 
of incre~, and a stream 10 miles long has an average 
discharge over 25 times as great as a stream 1 mile long. 

Channel slope is pa.rtly a function of discharge and 
decreases as discharge increases. Slope at nny given 

point on a stream is also a function ·of 'the kind of 
bedrock (Brush, 1961) and of the bed and hank mate
rials deposited by ·the stream (Hack, 1957). In any 
area of uniform lithology where the streams originate 
in and pass through the same kind of rock, the ma
terials carried hy the stream, the banks, and the enclos
ing rock will be the same for any given drainage area. 
Therefore, the channel slope will 'be ·the same, and the 
stream profiles will be similar. 

Figure 5 is a graph showing 'the relation between 
charu1el slope and stream length at various localities in 
the Shenandoah V·alley in areas of three different kinds 
of rock. Note that in areas of Devonian sandstone and 
in areas of Martinsburg Shale the relation between the 
two is very well defined. On the average, streams of 
a given stream length in the sandstone areas tend to 
have channel slopes about seven times as steep as 
streams in Martinsburg Shale. For limestone areas, 
the scatter of points on the graph is very much greater, 
but the values for channel slopes in general lie ·between 
those for slopes in tJhe sandstone areas and those for 
the slopes in the shale. The rocks in the limestone 
areas are very much more diverse in character, and in 
some areas they shed large quantities of chert into the 
streams; ·because of its resistance, the chert affects tJhe 
steepness of the profile. Much steeper longitudinal pro
·files are produced on the cherty dolomite of the Beek
mantown Dolomite than on the relatively soft fissile 
limestones like the Athens Limestone. 
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FIGURE 5.-Rela.tlon of channel slope to stream length (measured from 
the source) on different kinds of rock at. various localities for streams 
in the Shenandoah Valley. Logarithmic coordinates. 
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FIGURE 6.-Profiles of typical streams wit:Bin areas of sandstone 
and shale in the Shenandoah Valley.. The profiles are con
structed by integration of the corresponding curves in figure 5. 

The relation between channel slope and stream length 
may be expressed as a differential equation. By inte
gration of such an equation, a curve may be constructed 
that represents an average profile of all the stream seg
ments within a given homogeneous rock type. Average 
profiles of streams in the Martinsburg Shale and streams 
in the Devonian sandstone area of North Mountain are 
shown in figure 6, which indicates the great difference 
between the two kinds of profile. An average profile 
for the limestone region is not as meaningful because 
of the large differences between individual streams. 
Such an average curve, however, would be similar to, 
though slightly steeper than, the curve for the shale. 
In the Blue Ridge Mountains the stream profiles a-re 
similar to those in the sandstone area, though they are 
so mew hat steeper in Catoctin Greenstone areas and 
somewhat gentler in the rocks of the Chilhowee Group. 

FORMS IN INTERSTREAM AREAS 

Though the streams form the skeletal framework of 
the topography, the distinctive character of the topog
raphy is mainly evident in the forms of the interstream 
areas. The elements of form in typical interfluves have 
previously been defined for a small area of Devonian 
rocks in the North Mountain area (Hack and Goodlett, 
1960 p. 5-10). The valley side or interfluve may be 
divided into three classes of slope: 

The hollo'W.-The first is the hollow, which consists 
of any area on the slope in which the contours are con
cave outward away from the ridge. Hollows generally 
occur in the valley axis at the stream head as a sort of 
extension of the channel, and because of the spoon 
shape, drainage or runoff tends to concentrate down
slope. In the low lands, hollows are also common on 
the valley sides as tributaries of the stream channels, 
which break the uniformity of the slope. As the hol
·low is an area of concentration of moisture, it is wetter 
than the remainder of the interfluve and contains dif
ferent vegetation. In the mountains the hollows com
monly support a northern hardwood forest., whereas 
the remainder of the interfluve has stands of oak forest. 
or yellow pine. In the low lands in areas of open pas
ture, the hollow is commonly evident because it sup
ports more lush grasses and herbs of different species 
than does the remainder of the slope. 

In mountain hollows the ground consists of fields of 
subrounded to angular cobbles and boulders that are 
much coarser than the surficial mantle of other slopes, 
a fact indicating that mechanical sorting of the mate-
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Fiouam 7.-Proflles of slopes at the crests of typical ridges in the Shenandoah Valley. The zero point is at the ridge crest. a, West side 
of Ridge on Chemung .Formation West of Staunton, Va.; b, east side of ridge on Conococheague Limestone, north of Staunton, Va.; 
o, north side of hill on Brallier Shale, west of Harrisonburg, Va. 

rial by large discharges of water is a factor in molding 
the form. In lowland areas, however, soil samples of 
slope areas indicate little difference in texture between 
the hollows and other slopes. 

The side slop-e.-Much of the area of the interfluve 
has slopes that are straight and neither concave nor 
convex. This area, the second slope category, is called 
the side slope. In most small valleys in the mountains, 
the side slope begins at the hollow in the stream head 
and extends downvalley, forming the valley side above 
the strenm. It ends at the intersection of the valley 
side with the side of another valley where the slopes 
curve outward. Straight side slopes occupy a much 
smaller part of the interfluve in lowland areas than in 
the mountains. 

The nose.-The third slope category is called the 
nose, which consists of the area on the interfluve in 
which the slopes are convex outward toward the valley. 
In this area, percolating moisture or runoff is dispersed 
radially downslope and shed from the nose to adjoining 
areas. The nose is therefore a dry environment, whose 
character is reflected in the vegetation (Hack and 
Goodlett, .1960). 

A profile drawn on the map of any interfluve in an 
erosionally graded terrain from a ridge crest down the 
slope in a direction at right angles to the contour lines 
tends to follow a simple parabolic curve, and its form 
may be expressed as a power function of the type 

H=OLt, 

where Il is the vertical distance from the ridge crest 
to a point on the slope, L is the horizontal distance, and 

745-105 0-65-4 

0 and f are constants. Many measurements of such 
profiles have shown that the slope profiles are generally 
steeper and more peaked at the top in the mountain 
areas underlain by sandstone than in lowland areas in 
softer rocks, where the profiles are more curved (Hack 
and Goodlett, 1960, p. 7-8). In the Blue Ridge Moun
tains the profiles range from rather peaked in the Chil
howee Group to rounded in granitic areas. Three typi
cal profiles of ridge crests are shown to scale in figure 7. 

Other factors than the kind of rock affect the form of 
the profiles of the interfluves. If in an area of homo
geneous rocks one area has a higher relief than another 
because of some disequilibrium, the form of the inter
fluves will be different. Where a stream is engaged in 
lateral planation at the foot of a slope, the horizontal 
distance from the foot to the crest is smaller on the side 
adjacent to the stream than on the other side. Figure 8 
shows a cross profile of a hill in the Brallier Shale in the 
Calfpasture Valley just west of the Shenandoah .Valley. 
The north slope is adjacent to an actively cutting 
stream. The south slope ends in the headwater area of 
a small drainage basin. In spite of the asymmetry of 
the hill, both profiles have a fairly well-graded form. 

The differences in the interfluves on rocks of different 
kinds are evident in several ways. The most striking 
is in the average height of the interfluve, though height 
does not differ as much as does the steepness of the 
:stream profiles. In Martinsburg Shale areas, inter
fluves between first-order valleys average between 50 
and 100 feet high. In carbonate rock areas they are be
tween 100 and 200 feet high; and in sandstone areas, 
between 200 and 500 feet. Although the Hampshire 
Formation of Devonian age composes the peaks of some 
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FIGURE 8.-Profile of an asymmetric hill In an area {)f Bralller Shale west of Staunton, Va. 

of the .highest mountains in the area, the height of the 
interfiuves in many places is less than 200 feet. Most 
of the relief is supported by the skeletal framework of 
the streams, which commonly have an average .gradient 
of 20 percent for a distance of more than 2~000 feet 
below the stream heads. 

In low land areas, a greater part of the relief is con
tained in the interfluves, especially in the limestone ter
rain where the headwater slopes of the streams are very 
gentle. As explained on page 27, the difference in 
the way in which the relief is manifest is reflected in 
the hypsometric curves of drainage basins in the two 
kinds of areas. 

The size and frequency of hollows on the interfluve 
is also a function of kind of rock as well as the amount 
of relief. Four typical interstream areas at the heads 
of small valleys were mapped in the field with plane 
table and alidade and are shown in figure 9. The dif
ference between the mountain valley and the three low
land valleys is very apparent. The small valley on 
Crawford Mountain has only one hollow, which occupies 
·only 9 ·percent of the slope area. The area of side slope 
is relatively large. In the lowland interfluves the pro
portion of slope occupied by hollows is much greater 
and seems to be proportional to the relief. The turkey 
farm area, having the lowest relief, is thirty percent in 
hollows. The head of Eidson Creek in a limestone area 
is only 20 percent in hollows. In all three low land 
are3!S, straight side slopes are relatively insignificant, 
and the valley walls either curve inward to a hollow or 
outward to a nose. 

In the mountain areas the stream channel has a rather 
definite beginning and originates sharply below a field 
of blocks that generally occupies the hollow. In the 
lowland areas, the channel beginning is less marked, 
and in places, as in the Eidson Creek valley head, several 

discontinuous gullies have formed upstream from the 
continuous channel. In every locality, the channel 
generally begins a long distance upstream from the place 
where perennial flow begins. In some places this dis
tance may be more than a mile. 

The inflection point of slope is another topographic 
:feature that has a relation to the rock type. A profile 
made in the longitudinal axis of a valley that begins 
in the interfluve and extends downslope toward the 
channel must change in curvature at some point from 
convex upward near the crest to concave upward down
slope either in the channel or above the channeL The 
point at which the curvature of the longitudinal valley 
profile changes is called the inflection point. Exami
nation of many headwater areas has shown that the 
inflection point is not by any means at the same place 
·with relation to the hollow but varies in position con
siderably. The change from convex to concave may 
occur at a high point in the hollow, at the lower end 
of the hollow, or even in the stream channel itself. 
Presumably the inflection point occu.rs wherever the 
drainage area of the slope above it reaches a sufficient 
value so that the kinetic energy of flood runoff exerts 
an influence on the form of the slope; thereafter the 
gradient decreases and is inverse to the increase in 
drainage area. Examination of several headwater 
~reas on several rock types shows that the inflection 
point is located much closer to the crest in soft-rock areas 
than in hard-rock areas and that the area of slope that 
drains to the inflection point is smaller in the soft-rock 
areas by a factor of 2-25. Furthermore, the slope of 
the ground at the inflection point, which is always the 
steepest point along the axis of the valley, is much 
steeper in the hard-rock areas than in the soft-rock 
areas. The data for several valleys are summarized in 
table 2. 
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l1'IOUR~ 9.-Headwaters of four valleys in areas of different relief, showing the area of the slope that consists of hollows (stippled 
pattem). Hunoff Is concentrated ln these areas. .4., Valley head on Crawford Mountain, west of Staunton, in sandstone of the 
Chemung Formation; B, headwaters of Eidson Creek, southwest of Staunton, in carbonate rocks; a, valley bead on Moffet Farm, south 
of Staunton, ln Martinsburg Shale; D, valley head on turkey farm northeast of Staunton in Martinsburg Shale. 
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TABLE 2.-0ompariSon of inflection points of hollows formed in 
several ~inds of rock 

Area of 
Dis- water- Slope at 

tance Fall shed at infl.ec-
Locality Kind of rock from from inflec- tion 

divide divide tlon point 
(feet) (feet) point 

(square 
(per-
cent) 

feet) 
------

Moffet Farm, 1 mile south- Martinsburg 100 16 28,000 15 
east of Good Shepherd Shale .. 
Church, Staunton quad-
rangle. 

Turkey farm, 1 mile west of Martinsburg 100 17 23,000 10 
Damtown, Waynesboro Shale. 
quadrangle. Traverse A. 

Turkey farm. Traverse B_ Martinsburg 110 10 2,000 10 
Shale. 

Bonnie Hills Farm, at the Conococheague 130 32 5,000 28 
head of Eidson Creek, Limestone. 
Staunton quadrangle. 
Traverse A. 

Bonnie Hills Farm. Trav- Conococheague 180 28 24,000 17 
erse B. Limestone. 

Head of White Oak Run, Brallier Shale _____ 140 33 14,000 37 
McDowell quadrangle. 

Valley north of Dry Branch Chemung Forma- 300 120 50,000 55 
Gapi Craigsville quad- tion ~and-
rang e. stone . 

Valley on south slope of Chemung Forma- 320 125 51,000 53 
Crawford Mountain, tion. 
Craigsville quadrangle. 

CONCAVE AND CONVEX VALLEY SLOPES 

The slopes of valley sides have commonly been 
thought to be crudely S-shaped in cross profile-that is, 
convex upward at the top and concave upward at the 
bot.tom. In the Shenandoah Valley the apparent con
cavity of the lower slopes is clearly in part an illusion 
created by the fact that in looking at the wall of a 
valley of the second or third order we often are looking 
obliquely across the interfluves of first-order streams, 
whose crests are concave upward (fig. 10) . True con-

cave valley slopes exist, however-for example, in hol
lows. In mountain areas like those on the Devonian 
sandstones of the North Mountain area, concave slopes 
are rare except in the hollows or at the very foot of side 
slopes where colluvial material has collected on a flood 
plain or terrace. On most valley sides in these areas, 
the side slope is fairly straight all the way to the stream 
or flood plain. 

In the lowland areas, on the other hand, concave slopes 
are common, probably because hollows are larger and 
more numerous and the interfluves consist of an almost 
continuous succession of alternating hollows and noses~ 
In the limestone area the valley floors of small streams 
are wide relative to the channel. In these broad mead-· 
owlike valleys in which the channel migrates from one 
side to the other, the valley slopes opposite the channel 
have had a fixed base long enough so that the slope above 
has been altered by creep and slope wash. In such wide 
valleys the steepness of the valley sides varies consid
erably, and the lower slopes are in places marked by 
concavities, narrow benches, and gently sloping deposits 
of colluvium. 

RELIEF AND HYPSOMETRY 

The foregoing analysis of the topography indicates 
that in a region of homogeneous rocks the local relief 
should be approximately the same throughout-that is, 
the vertical distance from a hilltop to a valley or stream 
adjacent to it should vary little from one place to an
other. On the other hand, the local relief is very dif
ferent in areas of different rock types because drainage 

FIGURE 10.-A main ridge and several tributary ridges ; the concave "longitudinal profiles of the ridges are adjusted to the first
order streams that divide them. 
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FIGURE 11.-Middle River basin; contour lines show the relief per square mile. 

densities, stream profiles, and the shape of the inter
fluves may all differ. This generalization is confirmed 
by figure 11, a map of the Middle River basin in the 
southern Shenandoah Valley in which the local relief 
is superimposed on a map showing the major drainage 
system and its principal subdivisions. The contours 
showing the amount of locnJ relief were obtained by 
dividing topographic maps of the area into squares a 
mile on a side. The difference between the highest and 
lowest point on each square was then plotted and the 
resulting values contoured. Correlation between relief 
and general rock type is quite dose. On Martinsburg 
Shale the relief per square mile averages less than 200 
feet. On carbonate rocks the relief averages between 
200 and 300 feet, though there are high areas along a 

belt of Beekmantown Dolomite in the center of the basin 
w'here the rocks contain considerable massive chert. In 
the North Mountain area the relief becomes much higher 
and exceeds 600 feet per square mile. 

This phenomenon, the uniformity of local relief, 
demonstrates the close dependence of the landforms on 
the skeletal framework of the streams. The Middle 
River, for example, heads in the limestone area at an 
altitude a little higher .than 2,000 feet. It leaves the 
limestone area north of Staunton at an altitude of 1,200 
feet, having dropped 800 feet. The· country close by 
the river, however, rises to just about the same height 
throughout the river's course, except where the stream 
crosses exceptionally resistant beds. 
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FIGURE 12.-Hyp,sometric curve for the entire area of the Shenandoah 
Valley and Opequon Creek valley. 

The differences in relief in different parts of the valley 
can be compared by constructing hypsometric curves. 
This kind of curve is constructed by measuring with a 
planimeter the area on a rna p of all the terrain above 
successively lower contour lines. The values thus ob
tained are plotted on a graph. Altitude is plotted on the 
ordinate; and the area above that altitude, on the ab
scissa. The relief may be represented by several single 
numerical figures. The median relief is the difference 
between the altitude of the lowest point in the basin 
and that altitude above which half the basin is higher. 
This value can be read directly :from the graph. The 
average relief can be calculated and is the average height 
above the lowest point of the basin of the various area
altitude classes measured with the planimeter. 

A hypsometric curve showing the altitudes in the 
entire Shenandoah Valley and Opequon Creek Valley 
is ·shown in figure 12. The average altitude is 1,340 
:feet, and as the lowest point in the area at the junction 
of the Shenandoah and Potomac Rivers is about 275 
:feet, the average relief is 1,065 :feet. 

If smaller and more homogeneous areas are con
sidered, the resulting values :for relief are lower and 
confirm the conclusions drawn :from the study of the 
relief of the Middle River basin. Figure 13 is a map 
of the entire study area and shows the median relief 
of small parts of the· different subdivisions. The 

Martinsburg Shale area in the Massanutten syncline 
has 'the least relief. The relief in the carbonate rock 
lowland is somewhat greater, but the two parts of the 
lowland in the south part of the Shenandoah Valley 
have identical relief. The carbonate rock area in the 
northern part of the valley, however, has less relief. 
The difference in relief is perhaps because the Ordo
vician carbonate rocks in the northern part contain 
less chert than in the areas to the southwest. (See 
p.13.) 

In any hypsometric analysis of a drainage basin, the 
average relief increases as the drainage area along the 
principal stream increases because the lowest point de
scends with the stream and the range of altitudes in
creases. On a percentage hypsometric curve, however, 
this increase does not occur. Percentage hypsometric 
curves (fig. 14) can be constructed :from area altitude 
curves. The ratio of the area between a given altitude 
and the highest point of the basin to the total basin 
area or percentage of basin area is plotted on the abscis
sa, and the ratio of the difference between the given 
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FIGURE 14.-Percentage hypsometric curves for (A) the Little River 
basin (tributary to the Nor~ River and underlain by sandstone) 
and for (B) Bell Creek basin (tributary to the Middle River and 
underlain by carbonate rocks). 

altitude and the base to the total height of the basin or 
percentage of basin height is plotted on the ordinate. 
(See Strahler, 1952, p. 1119, for method of construc
tion.) The · area below the constructed curve on the 
resulting graph can be measured with a planimeter. 
The ratio of this area to the total area of the graph is 
known as the hypsometric integral. In terms of drain
age-basin form, a low hypsometric integral means that 
the largest part of the area is close to the lowest point 

of the basin, whereas a high hypsometric integral means. 
that the largest part of the area is close to the highest 
point. A basin that consisted of an upland cut by a 
deep narrow gorge, for example, would have a high 
integral. A low plain rimmed by conical hills, on the 
other hand, would have a low integral. 

Construction of percentage hypsometric curves for 
several small drainage basins disclosed that mountain 
areas, like the Little River basin in the Hampshire 
Formation west of Harrisonburg, have rather high 
hypsometric integrals, but as drainage area increases 
downstream, the hypsometric integral decreases (fig. 
14A) . In the low lands this change does not occur. 
In the Martinsburg Shale lowland, large drainage 
basins have approximately the same hypsometric inte
gral as small ones. In the carbonate lowland areas, the 
hypsometric integral increases markedly in larger 
basins, as is shown by the curves for Bell Creek (fig. 
14B). 

As ·suggested on page 21, the difference in topography 
betwe-an the sandstone and carbonate rock areas is prob
ably a consequence of differences between· the forms of 
the stream profiles in the two areas and between the 
forms of the interfluves. In the sandstone areas, ex
emplified by the Little River basin, the interfluves are 
rather narrow and fairly low for so rugged a terrain. 
Hollows are few and are confined to stream heads. 
Most of the relief, therefore, is accounted for in the 
skeletal framework of the streams. Because their pat
tern is concave upward, large drainage basins tend to 
be bowl shaped or spoon shaped, and the hypsometric 
integral is low. In small basins, however, the inter
fluves are proportionally large, and as their form is 
more prismatic or even convex upward, the higher parts 
of the terrain compose a larger p:r;oportion of the total 
basin area. In an area like Bell Creek (fig.14B) a much 
higher portion of the total relief is accounted for by the 
interfluves themselves. In a small drainage basin con.:. 
sisting only of headwaters, a fairly large part of the 
area in slope is in either hollows or valley floors. In 
larger drainage basins downstream, however, the part 
of the basin that is interfluve is greater. Because the 
stream profiles are less markedly concave and rise less 
steeply near the headwaters, their effect on the hypso
metric curve is also less marked. 

ADJUSTMENT OF MA.JOR TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES 

Perhaps the most spectacular phenomenon related to 
the geomorphology of the S~enandoah Valley is the 
adjustment of the major elements of the topography to 
the bedrock. 

The correlation between the heights of the principal 
mountain ridges and the outcrop belts of the resistant 
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rocks is very consistent; the highest altitudes in the area 
occur in the headwaters of the North and Middle Rivers, 
where the resistant Silurian, Devonian, and Mississip
pian sandstones have the broadest outcrop area. The 
lowest parts of the Valley are, in general, closely re
lated to the outcrops of the least resistant rocks. The 
Martinsburg Shale thus forms troughlike belts of to:.· 
pography that extend almost the entire length of the 
valley and are occupied by large streams (pl. 1). 

In the Blue Ridge the highest peaks occur east of 
the town of Luray, where the metabasalt in the Catoctin 
Greenstone is nearly flat lying and is thicker than else
where. The close correlation between the structure and 
form of Little North Mountain, a ridge formed on the 
Tuscarora Sandstone, has been studied in detail by 
Edmundson (1940). Wind gaps are closely correlated 
with localities at which the quartzite is especially thin 
or absent. · 

Although the major wind gaps of the Blue Ridge 
and Massanutten Mountain have been attributed to 
erosion by ancient streams (Watson and Cline, 1913), 
at least some of them are now known to be controlled 
by local structures. For example, Thornton gap, east 
of Luray where the Blue Ridge is crossed by the Lee 
Highway (U.S. Route 211), is the site of a large normal 
fault disclosed by the detailed mapping of Reed ( 1955). 
New Market gap, where Lee Highway crosses M·assa
nutten Mountain, corresponds to a flexure in the Mas
sanutten syncline in which ·the 'Tuscarora Sandstone is 
sharply folded upward above the present erosion sur
race. Manassas gap, near Front Royal, corresponds to 
a belt a few miles wide in which the basal Cambrian 
quartzites are absent because of faulting. 

The most remarka:ble example of adjustment in the 
region is ·the course of the Potomac River itself. The 
Shenandoah Valley is bordered on the northwest by a 
continuous belt of Tuscarora Quartzite and on the west 
by a broader belt of Devonian sandstones. The Poto
mac River crosses this belt at the only place in many 
miles where the Tuscarora is cut out hy a thrust fault. 
Just north of Martinsburg, West Virginia, the Potomac 
enters the valley through a gap in the ridge of Silurian 
sandstone about 5-6 miles wide in 'vhich Cambrian 
limestone is thrust ·over the relatively nonresistant 
Devonian Romney Shale. East of this point the 
Potomac River winds through the shale and carbonate 
rocks of the Shenandoah Valley, and at Harpers Ferry 
the i·iver leaves the valley where the ridge-making 
rocks that border the valley on the east have a.n unusu
ally narrow outcrop. · 

In order to leave the valley the Potomac River must 
cross not only the quartzite of the Chilhowee Group 
but also the Catoctin Greenstone. As stated on pages 

10 and 11, the Catoctin Greenstone, which forms the 
crest of the Blue Ridge :farther south, thins in the 
Harpers Ferry area to only 50 feet and no longer forms 
the crest of a ridge. Instead, the W everton is the most 
resistant rock and forms Elk Mountain, ·through whioh 
the Potoma·c passes in a deep gorge. The Ca·toctin 
crops out on the southeast flank. 

·To the south the W everton is not as resistant as 
either tJhe Cwtootin ·Greenstone or the Antietam. It 
forms a ridge near Harpers Ferry only because the 
other ·two formations iha ve so changed in character and 
thickness that they are not high ridge-makers. 'To the 
north in M·ary land, the outcrop areas of the quartzitic 
rocks are greatly widened by broad folds ( Cloos, 1941). 

The possibility that the Potomac River would enter 
and leave the Shenandoaih Valley through weak places 
in the bounding ·belts of resistant rock if its course had 
been d~termined hy superposition is too remote a coinci
denoe to be believed. Furthermore, the adjustment of 
so great a river to these structural weaknesses could 
hardly have taken place while the river: was eroding 
vertically only a few thousand feet. Such perfect ad
justment must have occurred as the result of the erosion 
of many thousands of feet of rocks and may have in
volved major changes in the drainage pattern. 

Examples of lack of adjustment in the topography 
also exist. Some of these can be seen hy examination 
of plate 1, the bedrock geologic map of the Shenandoah 
Valley. At Columbia Furnace, Stony Creek, a large 
·tri'butary of the North Fork, Shenandoah River, crosses 
the Silurian Tuscarora Quartzite. A few miles to the 
south, however, this resistant bed is cut out by a thrust 
fault. Perhaps this stream has been superposed on one 
rock ·type from another, fo·r it is possible that when 
the erosional surface was a thousand or more feet 
higher, the 'Tuscarora may have been missing at this 
place because it was cut out by the same fault. Bloomer 
(1951) suggested a similar mechanism on a more spec
tacular scale to explain the gorge of the James River 
in the Blue Ridge to the south of the Shenandoruh 
Valley. 

Other examples of apparent lack of adjustment exist. 
South of Staunton the topography on the Martinsburg 
Shale to the west of Christians Creek is steeper and has 
a higher relief tha.n the topography east of the creek. 
This phenomenon can be demonstrated on plate 1, be
cause west of Christians Creek most of the Martinsburg 
Shale area is above 1,400 feet, whereas to the east it is 
mostly below 1,400 feet. The difference is striking on 
the 15-minute topographic map of the Staunton quad
rangle published by the U.S. Geological Survey. The 
reason for the difference is not known. Perhaps the 
streams draining the rocks on the north west limb of 
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the Massanutten syncline have somewhat steeper gra
dients because they are not yet adjusted to the rest of 
the drainage network. Perhaps their profiles are in 
part inherited from a time when the streams west of 
Staunton drained past Harrisonburg into the North 
Fork of the Shenandoah. Possibly, however, the ap- . 
parent disequilibrium is due to the high terrain south
west of Staunton where the Beekmantown Dolomite 
is covered with residual chert. The chert may exert 
an ~mportant influence on the profiles of the streams 
flowing across it. If this is the correct explanation, 
the higher topography west of Christians Creek is ac
tually in equilibrium with the topography east of the 
creek. 

LONGITUDINAL PROFILE OF THE SHENANDOAH 
VALLEY 

The longitudinal profile of the Shenandoah Valley 
steepens sharply u pvalley from Front Royal (fig. 15). 
In the 36 miles from Harpers Ferry to Front Royal, the 
average gradient of the lowland as measured along the 
hilltops bordering the river is about 4 feet per mile. 
Above Front Royal the gradient of the lowland along 
the South Fork as far as Shenandoah increases to 12 
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at the level of the hilltops in the carbonate rock and shale 
lowlands of the Shenandoah Valley . 
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feet per mile. The gradient of the more open lowland 
country bordering the North Fork is even steeper, and 
between Edinburg and Strasburg, it is 17.5 feet per 
mile. Above Edinburg the gradient declines again to 
about 11 feet per mile. 

Fenneman (1938, p. 247-248) thought that the gra
dient of the lower valley could have been produced 
during peneplanation but that the upper and middle 
valley were too steep and must have been warped. 
King (1950, p. 62) noted that the gravel deposits bor
dering the South Fork were graded to the present steep 
longitudinal profile of the main river and the tributary 
streams. He suggested that if a peneplain once existed 
at the level of the hilltops in the lowland, it must have 
been warped before the gravel was deposited. 

If the topography of the Shenandoah Valley is in 
erosional equilibrium and the lowland area is adjusted 
to the streams that drain it, the steep longitudinal pro
files of the low lands along the North and South Forks 
can be explai~ed without postulating warping. In a 
study of the North Fork Shenandoah River, Hack and 
Young ( 1959) showed that the steep down valley pro
file of the lowland is related to the unusual meanders 
formed along joint planes where the river flows through 
Martinsburg Shale ·between Strasburg and Edinburg. 
The river channel itself has a smooth profile through
out its entire course; the profile follows closely a simple 
logarithmic curve and is gently concave upward. The 
average gradient decreases from 9 feet to the mile in 
the reach between New Market and Edinburg to 5.5 
feet per mile in the reach between Edinburg and Stras
burg. The river is graded throughout to transport 
cobbles and boulders of sandstone shed into it from 
Massanutten Mountain and from the mountainous 
country in the headwater area. The gradual decrease 
in the gradient is consistent with the gradual increase 
in discharge in a manner normal for streams in this 
region. The sinuosity of the river (defined as the ratio 
of the distance measured along the channel to the dis
tance measured straight downvalley) is 1.4 above Edin
burg but averages 3.2 from Edinburg to Strasburg. 
Thus the change in sinuosity is much greater than the 
change in gradient in these two reaches. In the mean
dering reach the river must travel more than twice as 
far laterally as it does downvalley, and the downvalley 
gradient of the low land that borders the river obviously 
must become much steeper in order to maintain the 
river grade. The river descends the valley like a 
graded highway in a series of switchbacks. The hills 
bordering the river are graded to the river and rise 
about the same distance above the river all along the 
course. Because the gradient of the hilly lowland is 
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determined by the gradient of the river, the ratio of the 
two gradients must be equal to the sinuosity. 

Statistics comparing the river gradients and the 
downvalley gradients of the lowlands bordering the 
river are listed in the following table: 

Average gradient .Ratio of 
(feet per mile) lowland 

River Sinu- gradient 
osity to river 

River Lowland gradient 
---------

North Fork: 
11.4 1.4 1.3 New Market to Edinburg __ ------------ g 

Edinburg to Strasburg ___ -------------- 5.5 17.5 3. 2 3.2 
South Fork: Shenandoah to Front RoyaL-- 6.0 11.5 1.8 1.9 
Shenandoah River: Front Royal to Har-

3. g 1.4 1.2 pers Ferry ___ -----"----------------------. 3.1 

The data indicate a close adjustment of the river to 
the topography along it, and the explanation of the 
sharp rise in the carbonate-rock lowland is clearly iden
tified with the high sinuosity of both forks of the 
Shenandoah River. The origin of the meanders has 
been discussed by Hack and Young ( 1959) and is related 
to the pronounced planar structures in the Martins
burg Shale in which the meanders Occur. 

THE REGOLITH 

The mantle. of unconsolidated surficial material in the 
Shenandoah Valley consists partly of residual 
material-known as saprolite-derived from the rocks 
directly beneath; partly of colluvium, which has moved 
short distances by gravity or surface wash; and partly 
of alluvium, which has _been transported and sorted by 
running water. In some areas the regolith is thin or 
lacking entirely, but in others it has accumulated to 
thicknesses greater than. 200 feet and roadcuts more 
than 40 feet high in residual material are commonplace. 
The close relation of the regolith to the bedrock has 
long been noted and taken for granted by geologists· 

· who have mapped the bedrock in the region, particularly 
the carbonate rocks. Rapid field identification of many 
of the rock formations is considerably aided by exami
nation of the regolith above them. To the writer's 
knowledge, however, no systematic study or map of the 
regolith covering an appreciable area has been made in 
this part of the Appalachians. 

With the idea that a knowledge of the character and 
distribution of surficial materials is essential to an 
understanding of the geomorphic history, the writer 
undertook a reconnaissance survey of the regolith of the 
entire valley. Presumably, if the hilltops in the lowland 
areas are remnants of an erosion surface of low relief, 
or peneplain, then one should expect to find a fairly 
widespread alluvial mantle deposited by a river system 
graded to the level of the hilltops. Residual deposits 

thought by some geologists to be remnants of a mantle 
produced by Tertiary weathering should be concen
trated in parts of the region where the peneplain is 
best preserved. If, however, the peneplain never existed 
and the topography formed by long-continued erosion 
of a great thickness of rocks so that the landscape is 
now in dynamic equilibrium, then the materials in the 
surface mantle should be closely related to the rocks 
from which they are derived, and their distribution 
should be unrelated to 'the remnants of any particular 
level or near-level surface. To resolve this question it 
is more important to learn the distribution ~f different 
kinds of regolith in a very large area than to study the 
details within a small area. Plate 2 is a reconnaissance 
map of the regolith in the entire valley of the Shenan
doah River and Opequon Creek. Because of the prac
tical limits of time, the units mapped were confined to 
those that could be delineated readily without digging 
or drilling. Every public road was traversed, and the 
roadcuts were briefly examined. Widely spaced trav
erses were made between the roads in the mountain 
areas in order to delineate roughly the largest areas of 
alluvium. Mapping was done on 15-minute quad
rangles, .and the data were later transferred to a base 
at a scale of 1 : 250,000. 

With the mapping method ·used, only a few units 
could be differentiated. Alluvial deposits could be 
easily recognized and mapped. They are subdivided 
into two map units (pl. 2); unit ab, bottom lands and 
lower terraces that are little if at all dissected and are 
often or occasionally flooded, and unit at, higher ter
races that are distinctly dissected and rarely if ever 
flooded. This subdivision serves to distinguish recent 
alluvial deposits presumably produced by a stream regi
men like the present from older deposits that might 
have been deposited under different conditions or by 
different streams. 

Colluvial and residual deposits could not be separated 
by the reconnaissance methods used and were lumped 
together as residual mantle. The mantle on shale was 
different from the mantle on other rocks and could very 
easily be distinguished by only casual examination (unit 
s, pl. 2). It contains many small shale fragments that 
are scattered on the surface in both woodlands and pas
tures. Except where covered by alluvium, the residuum 
on shale is thin, and bedrock is found in many roadcnts. 

On carbonate rocks two kinds of mantle can be dif
ferentiated: unit c (pl. 2), a thin mantle generally less 
than a few feet thick consisting of silty saprolite and 
colluvium in which fragments of limestone are abundant 
and through which project many outcrops, and Unit t 
(pl. 2), a thick residual mantle-in places more than 50 
feet thick-that is commonly oxidized and contains 
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fragments of siliceous materials like chert and sand
stone in addition to clay, silt, and sand. 

Saprolite.-In this report the term "saprolite" refers 
to unconsolidated n1aterial (1) that is derived from the 
rock on which it rests, (2) that preserves almost intact 
the structure of the original material, and ( 3) that has 
undergone little or no loss of volume on weathering. 
Such material is characteristic of weathered igneous 
and metamorphic rocks but also occurs on some very 
impure carb01iate rocks. 

Residuum.-According to the usage .of King (1943, 
p. 54), residuum is a residual mantle that has under
gone loss of volume on weathering and occurs more typi
calJy on shale and carbonate rocks. The original struc
tures of the rock are partially preserved in much of it, 
but in some areas the residuum is chaotic in structure or 
completely structureless. Structureless material that 
may have moved slightly from its original position com
Inonly rests on top of less disturbed material. Most of 
the residual mantle in the Shenandoah Valley belongs 
in the category of only slightly disturbed residuum. 

Oolluvium.-The term colluvium refers to material 
that· has moved downslope some distance by creep or 
slope wash.. It may be slightly sorted as a result of its 
movement. As colluvium is generally in very thin small 
bodies on the surface and generally cannot be differen
tiated from residuum and saprolite in reconnaissance 
1napping, the term residual mantle as used herein in
cludes all three kinds of material. 

In the descriptions that follow, color designations are 
based on the "Rock Color Chart" of the National Re·
search Council (Goddard, 1948). 

RESIDUAL MANTLE ON RESISTANT ROCKS IN 
MOUNTAIN AREAS 

The residual mantle in mountain areas is not sub
divided in plate 2. Most of it is thin and stony, and 
in places it is .lacking entirely. The character of the 
mantle depends on the topography as well as on the kind 
of rock. In the mountains the hollows or hopper
shaped areas at the heads of streams have a considerable 
size. Runoff in such places during heavy rains is suf
ficient to do much sorting and to remove most of the 
fine soil particles. The hollows are generally floored 
by fields of rounded to subrounded cobbles and boulders 
that are the residue of material that has weathered on 
the slopes above and that has concentrated above the 
stream (Hack and Goodlett, 1960, p. 6, 13). The size 
of the boulders varies depending on the kind of rock. 
The coarsest are found in the granitic rocks of the Blue 
Ridge, where the average size of the boulders in one 
hollow is 450 mm. The size is smaller in the Catoctin 

Greenstone as well as in sandstone and quartzite. In 
rocks of the Chemung Formation, which contains much 
sandstone, the boulder fields in hollows have an average 
size of 100-150 mm. They are about the same size in 
the Hampshire Formation. In the Pocono Formation 
areas, they are intermediate in size, averaging 200-300 
mm. 

On side slopes and noses the residual mantle is finer 
grained, and stones are mixed with finer weathering 
products such as sand, silt, a.nd clay. Outcrops and 
cliffy slopes occur in places where especially resistant 
beds such as massive quartzite occur. Such slopes may 
be covered with scree or have extensive deposits of talus 
at the foot. These deposits have been given special 
attention and are descr~bed on page 32. The general 
character of the mantle on the principal rock types in 
the mountains is now briefly described. 

.ZJ! antle on metabasalt.-The Catoctin Greenstone, or 
metabasalt, is one of the most resistant rocks of the 
Shenandoah Valley. It forms the crest of the Blue 
Ridge for n1any miles. The mantle is generally thin 
and stony, but varies considerably in thickness and 
stoniness. The material is generally light-brown stony . 
clay loam (5YR 5/6) containing many basalt frag~ 
ments of pebble and cobble size. Insofar as known, 
thick masses of either residuum or saprolite are rare. 
Bedrock outcrops are numerous, stones are scattered on 
the surface, and scree is cominon on cliffy slopes. 

Mantle on sandstone and quartzite.-Sandstone and 
quartzites occupy high areas in many parts of the Val
ley and outcrop extensively in the foothills west of the 
Blue Ridge, on Massanutten Mountain, and on the high 
ridges to the west of the lowland belt. The rock forma
tions involved include the Chilhowee Group, the Tus
carora Quartzite, and the Pocono Formation. The 
mantle is physically much like that on metabasalt. 
Outcropping ledges are abundant, the soil is thin and 
stony, and the surface is littered with fragments of 
quartzite. 

Mantle on interbedded sandstone and ·shale.-Large 
areas are underlain by rocks less resistant than the mas
sive sandstones and quartzites but nevertheless support 
considerable relief. These rocks include argillite, like 
the Harpers Formation in the Chilhowee Group, and 
interbedded sandstone and shale, like parts of the 
Chemung Formation, the Hampshire Formation, and 
the Clinton Formation on Massanutten Mountain. On 

"weathering, such rocks produce abundant resistant 
fragments that are concentrated on the slopes. The 
fragments creep downward and provide an armor that 
protects the underlying weathered shale from erosion, 
and therefore a fairly thick residuum consisting of 
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stony loam is produced. In general the mantle is con
siderably thicker on these rocks than on more resistant 
rocks that contain less shale. Rock outcrops are few. 
Many exposures in landslide scars in the Hampshire 
Formation indicate that the mantle averages 3-4 feet 
thick. On Massanutten Mountain, where the Silurian 
quartzite occurs upslope from the Martinsburg Shale, 
sandstone fragments creep down the mountainside and 
form a thick mantle that covers a clayey residuum de
rived from the shale. In one road cut 40 feet of such 
mantle is preserved. 

Mantle on granitic rock.-Several areas of consider
able size in the Blue Ridge are underlain by coarse
grained igneous , rock, mostly granodiorite. Steep 
slopes are strewn with boulders. The noses and ridge 
crests are rocky and have some outcropping ledges, 
whereas the hollows are filled with large subspherical 
boulders. Valley-side slopes are also bouldery, but the 
boulders cover less than half of the ground. Roadcuts 
or sand pits reveal the material beneath the surface in 
a few places, as at the head of Hawksbill Creek on a 
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FIGuam 16.-----The hypothetical formation of core stones on a mountain 
slope. 

road that leads to Skyline Drive. Fresh granodiorite 
here is overlain by coarse sandy saprolite. The sapro
lite is light brown ( 5Y R 5/6), and 2 feet from the sur
face it has a pH of about 4.5. The saprolite contains 
many subrounded, subelliptical boulders some of which 
exceed one-half meter in diameter. Such boulders 
have been termed core boulders (Scrivenor, 1931) or 
core stones (Linton, 1955; Ruxton and Berry, 1957). 
They are relict boulders in the grus or sandy saprolite 
that have survived the gradual process of spheroidal 
weathering (fig. 16). 

In massive crystalline rocks, weathering begins along 
joint planes and gradually works inward; ·so, rounded 
boulders, which are the remnants of former joint blocks, 
are left (fig. 16). As the saprolite and grus are eroded 
from the surface of the ground and the weathering of 
the rock proceeds to greater depth, the core stones may 
collect as a lag concentrate on the surface. Being less 
readily removed by creep and wash than the grus, they 
form an armor beneath which the saprolite and grus are 
protected and preserved. 

SCREE 

Large block fields that are treeless or only sparsely 
covered with trees ·and shrubs are common features in 
the mountain areas. Some of these block fields are 
composed of a typical talus that has accumul·ated at 
t;he base of cliffs of resistant rock. Others consist of 
blocks that have accumulated on the rock from which 
they were derived and that have moved very little. 
Accumulations of coarse rock fragments of this kind 
have been called scree (1Stokes and Varnes, 1955). In 
the Shenandoah Valley, scree occurs on the principal 
ridge-making sandstones and quartzites and on the 
C31tootin Greenstone. It is most a:bundant in the out
crop area of the Chilhowee Group, particularly on the 
Antietam Quartzite and downslope from the contact 
between this group and the Harpers Formation. Scree 
is abundantly associated with the Tuscarora Quartzite 
of Silurian age and occurs especially on Massanutten 
Mountain, where it accumulates at and below the con-

. tact between the Tuscarora and the Martinsburg Shale. 
Scree a1so occurs sporadically on the Pocono Formation. 

In ·the Blue Ridge of Virginia, scree is ·thought by 
some geologists to be relict from the cold climates of 
the Pleistocene, and it has ·been regarded as proof that 
a cold climate existed there (Smith and Smith, 1945). 

· The production of scree probably is favored by ·a cold 
climate, and the writer has observed that scree is much 
less extensive and is in ·fact a rarity on the Weisner 
Quartzite of Early Cambrian age exposed near the 
southern edge of the Appalachian Mountains in 
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Alabama.1 In the Appalachians of Pennsy 1 vania, on 
the otJher hand, it is more widely formed on the re
sistant quartzites than it is in Virginia. 

Prabably the Pleistocene clim·ate in the Shenandoah 
Valley was much colder than today's climate, and some 
evidence for this has accumulated. For example, dune 
areas apparently of Pleistocene age have been found in 
what are now forested areas of the Mn.ryland Coastal 
Plain (1-:Iack, 1955). Pollen of fir and other northern 
species has been found at depth in hogs on the Coastal 
Pln.in as far south as South Carolina (Dillon, 1956). 
Dillon believed that the pollen and ather ecological 
mridence suggest that Appalachian Highlands had at 
least a Canadian-type climate during the Pleistocene. 

On the other hand, as shown in the following pages, 
evidence exists tl1at some scree is forming today in the 
Shena,ndon.h Valley and that it moves downslope. 
Probably the processes acting in the region at the pres
ent time are effective in producing and moving scree 
and the clitnn:te is probably cold enough for frost riving 
of the quartzite to occur. Perigln;cial climates and the 
existence of perennially :frozen ground are therefore 
not necess..'try conditions for t:he formation of scree, 
though nn intensely cold climate m·ight greatly favor 
its production. 

'Studies of scree derived from tl1e Antietam Quartzite 
were 1nn.de in several areas where scree is pa,rticularly 
abundant and where m:any areas of bare scree are 
preserved. 

ST. MARYS RIVER VALLEY 

One of 'the most spectac.ular areas of scree is in the 
St. Marys River valley (fig. 17), where the scree lies 
on or immediately downslope from its source in the 
Antietam Quartzite. The St. Marys Valley contained 
1nanganese mines for many years, and it was served 'by 
a spur railroad that connected wi'th the Norfolk and 
Western Ra:ilway at the mouth of the St. Marys River. 
Ballast for the ron.d bed was quarried from a scree on 
the north side of the valley ('fig. 17, loc. 917). The 
exposure shows the internal character of a scree deposit. 
The Antietam Quartzite dips toward the river. only 
slightly less steeply than do the valley sides (fig. 17). 
Scree derived from cliffy ledges high on the slope and 
moved down by gravity collects on the quartzite. It 
extends from the valley floor to a height of approxi
ma,tely 150 feet on a slope of about 36°. Quarrying 

1 In 1\lny, 1961, the writer visited Choccoloco 1\lountaln near Jack
sonvtlle, Ala., and Dugger 1\lountaln, south of Pled·mont, Ala. Both 
are tmderlnln by the Weisner Quartzite. The maximum relief In these 
1ueus Is about 1,000-1,200 feet and Is judged by the writer to be 
comparable with and only slightly less than th~ relief In the Paine Run 
area described herein. Areas of scree extst, but on a very small scale, 
and most of the blocks scattered on the ground surface are subrounded 
boulders that are upparently much weathered. 

operations were c.:<trried on at the foot of tihe scree, and 
as cobbles and boulders were removed, slides took place. 
As a result of the operations, vegetation was completely 
removed from the lower part of the scree, and the pro
tecting cover of coarse blocks was also removed from 
parts of it. 

The weathered scree surface on the undisturbed part 
is almost white but generally has a slightly pinkish
gray cast ( 5R 8/2) , except where modified by lichens 
or other vegetation. The fresh scree uncovered by 
quarrying is pale yellowish-orange (10YR 8/6). The 
greatest difference, however, is in the size of the rock 
fragments. The upper few feet of undisturbed scree 
consists of boulders that average about 120 mm in diam
eter. At least half of the material beneath the surface 
is sand, and the mean diameter of the exposed particles 
is3.0mm. · 

A cross section of another scree on the south side of 
the St. Marys Valley (fig.17, loc. 918) is shown in figure 
18. This slope is on the south limb of the syncline, 
and the situation of the scree almost mirrors the con
ditions at the scree quarry (fig.17, loc. 917), except that 
less of the relatively soft Harpers Formation is ex
posed at the base of the slope and the slope is under
cut by the river with the result that a thick deposit 
cannot collect. The scree is formed just below out
cropping ledges of resistant quartzite. Vegetation 
covers most of the slope, but bare. patches occur; 
beneath the ledges where the scree appears to be 
coarsest, these patches form an almost continuous belt 
or series of belts running horizontally around the 
mountain. 

Where vegetation occurs the scree is finer grained 
and the surface is more stable and smoother than on bare 
scree. The difference is not very striking but was 
demonstrated by measurement of boulders in sample 
plots along a tape traverse. Sample areas were selected 
at nine localities about 60 feet apart on t~e scree sur
face, four in vegetation-covered areas and five in bare 
areas. At each locality 20 boulders were selected at 
2-foot intervals on a tape and grouped by size classes. 
The data are shown in table 3 and support the observa
tion that the scree is coarser in the bare areas. 

The vegetation in the area is not dense, and rock 
fragments in the vegetation -covered areas are visible 
on the rocky ground, although some patches are com
pletely covered with moss or humus. The forest is 
typical of the yellow-pine forest characteristic of dry 
sites defined by Hack and Goodlett (1960) in the Little 
River area. It consists of pitch pine, sassafras, black 
gum, scrub oak, chestnut oak, red maple, rhododendron, 
and various ericaceous shrubs. Lichens are abundant 
in both bare areas and vegetation-covered areas but are 
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FIGURE 17.-Simpltfied geologic map and section of the St. Marys River valley showing the localities described in the text. Redrawn from 
· Knechtel (1943, pl. 29). 

more abundant in the vegetation-covered areas. Rock 
fragments in the vegetation-covered areas are more 
rounded and weathered in appearance than in the bare 
areas. There is no evidence at this locality of any recent 
movement of the scree or of recent rock falls or slides. 

The St. Marys River, in its bed and flood plain, has 
coarse blocks of quartzite, much of which may be derived 

from the reworking of scree. The channel shown at the 
base of the scree in figure 18 contains blocks having an 
average size of 140 mm, which is only slightly smaller 
than the size of fragments of the scree above, and in
spection of other reaches of the river show that this 
sample is typical of the riverbed. About 10 percent of 
the fragments in the riverbed is more than 500 mm in 
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TABLE 3.-0omparison of size of fragments in samples of scree 
from vegetation-covered and bare Meas 

[Individual samples me£1Sured along separate traverses] 

Geometric-mean diameter 
of fragments (mm) Total 

number of 
Area fragments 

Individual samples in all 
All samples 

samples 
1 2 3 4 5 

--------
Vegetation-covered ___________ 98 140 130 85 ------ 115 79 Bare. ______________________ -- 200 160 210 200 174 190 100 

diameter, which is larger than the diameter of frag
Inents found in many, though not all, of the scree areas. 

Investigations in this valley demonstrate the follow
ing: ( 1) Scree forms directly on or directly beneath 
cli:ffy slopes on the rock of which it is composed, (2} 
where vegetation covered, the blocks of scree become 
rounded and reduced in size by weathering, (3) the 
principal stream has on its bed and, when in flood, 
presumably moves material of sizes as large as the blocks 
on tho valley sides. The movement of this material by 

NW 

St. Mar11s Rive·r 

0 

the river suggests that the screen areas are not static but 
are being eroded by present processes. 

PAINE RUN AREA 

An area of about 15 sq~are miles in Shenandoah N a
tiona! Park containing a large outcrop area of massive 
quartzite and many large areas of scree was studied by 
the writer. Much of the scree is on the outcrop from 
which it is derived, but some has moved downslope, 
1,000-1,500 feet. A geologic map and section of the 
area are shown in figure 19. 

The oldest formation within the area is the Catoctin 
Greenstone, exposed on the east side of the Blue Ridge 
about 500 feet below the crest. This rock consists of 
massive metabasalt much like the Catoctin Greenstone 
in the Elkton area (King, 1950). The Catoctin is over
lain by a thick sequence of sedimentary rocks consisting 
of siltstone, sandstone, argillite, and some thin dark
colored quartzites; the sequence is not differentiated but 
comprises the Loudoun, W everton, and Harpers Forma
tions. The total thickness of these rocks is about 2,200 

SE 

Humus-covered ground 

100 200 300 FEET 

FIGURE 18.-Slope and scree on south side of St. Marys River valley (loc. 918 described In the text). Traverse made with tape and band 
level. 
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feet. The upper 800 or 900 feet is primarily fine 
grained sandstone and siltstone that is tough but brittle 
n,nd highly fractured. It contains a few thin bands 
of quartzite. The Antietam Quartzite overlies and con
tJ.·asts sharply with the Harpers, as it is much tougher 
and less fractured. 

Unfortunately, no complete section of the Antietam 
was fOtmd within this area, but fairly good exposures 
of much of the Antietam occur in the narrow gap at 
I:Iorsehead, where Paine Run leaves the Blue Ridge. 
About 1,000-1,100 feet of quartzite is partially exposed 
on the mountainside south of Paine Run. The basal 
beds of the Antietam are of particular importance be
cause they furnish scree-forming material throughout 
the area. They consist of about 100 feet of very pale 
orange to pinkish-gray extremely dense fine-grained 
massive quartzite. The basal beds are overlain by 800 
feet of quartzite, most of which has a well-defined pris
matic cleavage at right angles to the bedding planes. 
It ranges from dense to coarsely granular. Scolithus 
tubes are common at several horizons within the 
Antieta1n, especially 360-420 feet above the base, 650-
700 feet above the base, and near the top of the forma
tion 900-1,000 feet above the base. The scolithus tubes 
are at right angles to the bedding and parallel to the 
prismatic cleavage. The upper 100 feet of the forma
tion exposed at this place is a friable well-bedded sand
stone cemented by calcium carbonate. On the basis of 
the relation of the outcrops on ridge tops to the bound
aries of the formation, it appears that the most impor
tant ridge-making beds in the formation are the upper 
scolithus unit and the dense massive beds directly above 
the Harpers. 

Many of the scree areas shown in figure 19 were 
visited by the writer during the mapping of the bedrock 
geology, but their boundaries were delineated by photo
interpretation. The map shows only the scree areas on 
which dense vegetation is absent. Nevertheless, these 
areas include most of the large deposits of coarse scree. 
Others exist, and ·in places vegetation grows on the 
border of or in patches on the open scree. Many other 
scree areas have become weathered and are partially 
soil covered and overgrown with forest. The map (fig. 
19) probably shows the areas that have thick and highly 
porous deposits of blocks on which vegetation cannot 
take hold. Ground traverses over the entire area 
revealed that forested areas not mapped as scree for 
the most part have much finer grained sandy material 
between the blocks and a rather smooth ground surface 
on which footing is good. The soil might be called a 
very coarse stony loam rather than a block field. 

The map brings out several facts relating to the origin 
of the scree. Bare scree is more extensive on south-

745-105 0-65-6 

facing than on north-facing slopes. Note, for example, 
the two sides of the valley of Stull Run as well as the 
valley to the north of it. Trayfoot Mountain has ex
tensive scree on the south slopes and much less on the 
north slopes. The prevalence of scree on south-facing 
slopes is confirmed by examination of aerial photo
graphs of other areas in the Blue Ridge. The reason for 
the relation are not known, but south-facing slopes are 
generally drier than north-facing slopes (Hack and 
Goodlett, 1960). A possible explanation is that the 
breakup of the rock because of chemical weathering or 
frost action may be more effective on the wetter and 
colder north-facing slopes and· scree is therefore not as 
readily preserved. On the other hand vegetation may 
grow among coarser blocks on north-facing slopes and 
scree occurs there but is no longer bare. 

Scree is most abundant on the outcrops of the An
tietam Quartzite itself; however, many areas of scree 
form at the base of the Antiet.am, and some scree has 
moved downslope onto the Harpers Formation-for ex
ample, on Trayfoot Mountain (fig. 19, loc. 923). These 
scree areas are commonly associated with hollows at 
valley heads, where runoff is concentrated (fig. 20). 

Several examples of activity on the scree areas were 
noted. A scree near the south end of Trayfoot Moun
tain (fig. 19, loc. 930) shows evidence of recent move
ment. This scree is formed on the Antietam· Quartzite 
itself. A section, drawn to scale, of the scree measured 
and sketched in the field shows the relations at the site 
(fig. 21). A distinctive sorting of the boulders on the 
ground can plainly be seen. The scree at the crest of 
the hill is finer grained that the scree further down; 
a very slight scarp or sharp drop separates them. At 
the base of the scree, a narrow ridge parallels the con
tour of the hill, and several large trees growing in the 
ridge are tilted toward the scree (fig. 22) . The tilted 
trees are evidence of a downhill movement of the blocks. 
The ridge. is separated from the main body of the scree 
by a row of oval depressions in the boulder field. The 
kind of motion that occurred at this locality is not 
clearly evident, but the bottom part of the scree ap
parently slid downward as a mass or sheet and forced 
up a ridge at the tree-covered lower edge. The tilted 
trees on the low ridge are judged by the writer to be 
more than 50 years old. The lichen cover on the 
boulders is less than 75 percent and is considerably less 
complete than the cover on many other areas of scree. 
These facts suggest that the last movement of the scree 
occurred more than 30 or 40 years ago but considerably 
less than 100 years ago. 

A scree on the Harpers Formation was studied at 
locality 923 on Tray foot Mountain (fig. 23). This 
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FIGURE 20.-The Paine Run area showing two kinds of scree. The large scree area on the right (about 200ft across) Is locality 923 (described 
In the text) and Is in a hollow. 

NW SE 

FIGURE 21.-Scree on southeast slope of Trayfoot Mountain at locality 930 (described in the text), showing evidence of recent movement of 
·the scree. 
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FIGURE 22.-Tree at base of scree tilted by sliding. 
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FIGURFJ 23.-Scree on west side of Paine Run at locality 923 (described in text) showing sample sublocalities. 
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scree is composed entirely of blocks of dense quartzite 
typical of the basal beds of the Antietam that crop out 
upslope from it. The bedrock, as shown by an outcrop 
50 feet south of the scree, is a different rock consisting 
of greenish-gray shale or siltstone of the Harpers 
Formation. The blocks in the scree are fresh and 
lichens are sparse, especially at the lower end of the 
scree. The scree consists of two parts (fig. 21) : One 
area of scree occupies the bottom of the ravine and has 
a slope of 17° at the lower end and 19° or 20° at the 
upper. The geometric-mean diameter of this material 
is 90 mm at sublocality A, 100 mm at sublocality C, and 
170 mm at sublocality D. The other area, on the north 
slope of the ravine, is somewhat steeper and is composed 
of distinctly coarser material. A sample at sublocality 
B has a mean size of 190 mm. The lower half of the 
scree is almost completely devoid of vegetation of any 
kind, and the rock is fresh and angular. Green lichens 
cover about 70-75 percent of the deposit. A sassafras 
tree at sublocality B provides evidence of recent move
ment of the scree. The trunk of the tree is buried in 
the rubble of cobbles to a depth of half a foot. Several 
small rootlets have sprouted from the trunk, indicating 
that the rubble has moved enough to bury the lower 
part of the trunk within the recent life of the tree. 
Several small depressions between sublocalities C and D 
1-2 feet deep and 10-15 feet in dia.meter are floored by 
boulders on which the lichens are undisturbed. This 
fact suggests that the lichens formed some time ago. 

The scree ends abruptly in a narrow gully 10-15 feet 
deep having nearly vertical walls. The toe is steep and 
is shaped almost like the snout of a glacier, but it nar

. rows abruptly as it enters the gully. Views of the 
lower end of this scree are shown in figure 24. 

This scree differs from that of other areas already 
described. The scree occupies a ravine near the stream 
head and rests on the Harpers Formation hundreds of 
feet downslope from the base of the Antietam Quartzite 
from which it was derived. The material, at least on 
the barren part of the scree, has been sorted, and that 
in the lower part at the axis of the ravine is finer 
grained and has a remarkably smooth surface (fig. 
24B). Depressions along the scree axis and the burial 
of a tree trunk are evidence of recent movement of ma
terial and deposition of blocks in the lower part. A 
narrow gully begins at the lower end of the scree, show
ing either that the scree has slumped down the ravine 
into the gully, that large flows of water issuing from 
the scree have cut the gully, or both. 

The writer 'believes 'that the scree is genetically re
lated to :the debris avalanches common in the A ppa
lachians, such as those produced by the 1949 flood of 
the Little River west of 'Harrisonburg, Va. (Hack and 

Goodlett, 1960). During this flood large masses of 
cdbbly and blocky rubble were dislodged from the 
upper slopes, carried down into hollows and channel
ways, and redeposited downstream. In some areas, 
however, the rubble was arrested·at the stream head 
or in the channelway, a condition producing fields of 
blocks or boulders in the floor of the ravine (Hack and 
Goodlett, 1960, p. 44 and pl. 5A). 'The scree at locality 
923 may be a lag deposit of blocks that have moved 
downslope into the ravine during periods of excessively 
heavy runoff. During such periods the ravine would 
be 9-eepened and the boulders sufficiently loosened to 
move downslope. With sufficient runoff, some sorting 
of the blocks would occur. This explanation would 
account for the location of the scree ·area hundreds of 
feet downslope from the source rock, the snoutlike 
appearance of the lower end of the scree that is advanc
ing onto the gully, and also the hollows at the valley 
axis caused by erosion of the ravine 'bottom beneath the 
scree. Since the scree is not now connected with its 
source rock but lies far below, presumably the area of 
scree is not expanding at the present. Some boulders 
may be added during floods, but the net result of tJhe 
process may be to move the scree furtJher from its 
source. 

AnotJher area of scree similar to that in locality 923 
is at the head of Pa,ine Run below Blackrock (fig. 19, 
Joe. 977). This scree 'Originates high on the slope near 
the crest of a ridge. Boulders on the slope near the 
lower edge are concentrated in the hollow and extend 
down to slopes so 1ow that the slopes might be con
sidered part of the valley floor. The scree ends 
abruptly at a steep snoutlike slope, and a copious flow 

· of water issues from the base. The gully below the 
scree has a depth of 60 feet and width of 150 feet. 
A'bout 100 yards rubove the low·er end of the scree, 
blocks are of tw'o kinds.. One kind has a mean size of 
450 mm and is tihickly covered. by black lichens; the 
other has a mean size of 150 mm and is sparsely cov
ered by green lichens. Although the differences in the 
licihens on the two parts of the scree are not understood, 
they suggest a recent m'ovement or disturbance of one 
part.. The difference in block size suggests a sorting 
action as at the locality previously described. As these 
features occur near the lower end, or snout, of the scree, 
they may indicate movement of this part by extremely 
high flood runoff in the ravine. 

MADISON RUN 

Accumulation of boulders on the surface of a scree 
was observed just north of the Paine Run area on the 
north slope of the valley of Madison Run, east of 
Grottoes (pl. 2) . This area was visited by the writer 
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FIGUREl 24.-Scree at local!ty 923 (described in the text). A, View from the gully at the lower end of the scree; B, view from the 
surface of the scree downslope toward the distal, or lower, end. 

41 
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FIGURFJ 25.-A cliff and seree at its base, which includes fresh debris 
that fell during winter of 1957-58. 

in the fall of 1957 and the spring of 1958. During the 
spring, a fresh rockfall was noted at the top of the 
slope. A block of fresh quartzite approximately 7,500 
cubic feet in volume had fallen from a vertical cliff 
about 30 feet above a large scree having a slope of 
about 35°. Fresh debris on the scree surface was evi
dently derived from the rock fall and was scattered 
downslope for a distance of 200 feet. It was broken 
into blocks about the size of t'he older scattered blocks 
on the scree surface (figure 25) . 

INTERPRETATION OF SCREE 

The data presented indicate some activity on the scree 
areas of the Blue Ridge at present. The activity in-

eludes processes that tend to accumulate scree as well 
as processes that move, weather, and erode it. The 
relative rates of these processes may have varied con
siderably in the past during times of different climate. 
Scree seems to accumulate today on slopes below steep 
cliffs. Since many bare scree areas composed of angular 
boulders lie immediately below steep cliffs, the rate of 
accumulation appears to be too rapid or was too rapid 
in the recent geologic past to permit vegetation to gain 
a foothold. Evidence in the Paine Run area at locality 
930 (fig. 21) indicates that at present scree moves down
slope by some kind of mass sliding. Evidence at locali
ties 923 and 977 shows that flood runoff in the ravines 
is at times competent to move large masses of blocks of 
the size that composes the scree. Furthermore, streams 
like the St. Marys River and Paine Run transport 
material of this size, as is indicated by the blocks and 
boulders that line their beds. 

On the other hand some areas of scree, like locality 
923, have no present connection with any source area, 
and they are evidently moving downvalley away from 
the Antietam Quartzite from which they were derived. 
Many areas like those described in the St. Marys Valley 
are covered with vegetation and are undergoing 
weathering. 

The present climate is cold enough so that frost may 
be an important agent in shattering exposed bedrock 
and could be a factor producing scree. In accordance 
with the suggestion of Troll (1944, 1958), the climatic 
records at two stations were examined to determine (1) 
the frost-free days (defined herein as the number of 
days per year in which the temperature does not drop 
to 32°F), (2) frost-alternation days (defined as the 
number of days per year in which minimum tempera
ture is 32°F or below and the maximum temperature 
ture 32°F or above), and (3) the ice days (defined as the 
number of days in which the maximum temperature 
is 32°F or below). The results are shown in table 4. 
One of the stations, Luray, is in the Shenandoah Valley 
about 8 miles west of the crest of the Blue Ridge; the 
other, at Big Meadows, is on the crest of the Blue 
Ridge. The two stations are probably representative 
of the warmest and coldest parts of the Blue Ridge area. 

Freeze-thaw frequencies in Canada were studied on 
a regional basis by Fraser (1959), who showed that the 
number of days that alternate between freezing and 
thawing increases to the south. Comparison of 
Fraser's data with the freeze-thaw maps of Visher 
(1954, maps 322, 323, and 325) indicates that .the fre
quency of freeze-thaw days in eastern North America 
l.s at a maximum in the northern Appalachians and 
the Great Lakes region and decreases both to the north 
in Canada and to the south in the United States. A 
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TABLE 4.-0oourrenoe of freezing temperatttres at two stations 
in the Bltte Ridge area, Virginia 

Year I 

I 
Frost-free I Frost-at- II 

days ternatlon 
days 

Luray 

1955-56------------------------1956-57 _______________________ _ 

1957-58------------------------
Average _________________ _ 

Big Meadows 

1955-56 _______________________ _ 
1956-57 _______________________ _ 

1957-58------------------------
Average _________________ _ 

1 July 1-Juno 30. 

239 
266 
229 

245 

228 
249 
215 

231 

124 
96 

123 

114 

94 
90 

107 

97 

Ice days 

2 
3 

13 

6 

43 
26 
43 

37 

belt in which freeze-thaw days occur with relatively 
high frequency extends down the Appalachian Moun
tains, and the Blue Ridge area of Virginia must lie in 
one area of the belt. The frequency of occurrence is 
apparently somewhat higher in New England. 

At present, the number of frost-alternation days in 
the Blue Ridge area is relatively high. On the other 
hand, the number of ice days, as indicated by table 4, 
is very small ; so, the depth of frost penetration in the 
ground cannot be very great, and the materials affected 
by frost must be confined to a thin surface layer. Be
cause of the large number of frost-alternation days, the 
climate may be well suited to the frost-shattering of 
exposed rock surfaces. Under an insulating cover of 
vegetation, soil, or humus, however, it is questionable 
whether frost would have any effect whatever, espe
cially at lower altitudes. 

The concept of dynamic equilibrium indicates that 
the area of the Blue Ridge containing scree is a system 
in equilibrium, in which the material eroded and carried 
out of the system is balanced by the material furnished 
by rock shattering. The balance is not complete and 
exists only if the erosion and rock shattering have oc
curred over long periods of time. If the problem is 
.examined in this light, several factors must be as im-
portant as frost in producing and maintaining the 
scree: (1) the area must have beds of very tough chem
ically inert rock that is reduced to small sizes very 
slowly either mechanically or chemically, (2) the relief 
and erosional energy of the area must be great enough 
so that the resistant rock stands high and forms many 
steep cliffs, and bare areas must exist on which frost 
riving can occur, and (3) the climate must be cold 

enough so that the rocks are weathered mechanically. 
These factor~ are balanced by others that remove or 
destroy the scree, including creep, transportation by 
flood runoff, and rock weathering under forest cover. 

The three scree-producing factors enumerated are 
important only relative to one another. The more 
resistant the rock or the more rugged the relief, the 
less necessary is an intensely cold climate. Conversely, 
the less rugged the relief or the less inert the rock, the 
more important is the cold climate. If the relief in the 
area were less, bare areas of scree could not long be 
maintained, for vegetation could gain a foothold on the 
more stable slopes, and weathering of the scree and 
reduction to finer sizes could proceed more effectively. 
Similarly, if the rock were less resistant to weathering, 
the rate of destruction of scree would be higher, even 
with the present rugged relief. 

The effects of temperature are particularly impor
tant. If the temperature were drastically reduced but 
the rate of the destructive processes remained the same, 
the rate of production of scree on the existing steep 
slopes would be increased, with a resulting increase in 
the area of scree. For a time the system would be out 
of balance, and the rate of accumulation would exceed 
the rate of removal. A balance would eventually be 
reached when the volume of scree reached such a size 
that the amount removed would balance the amount 
supplied by frost riving. An increase in the amount 
of scree would probably tend to reduce the relief and 
the area of cliffy slopes and thus itself bring about a 
balance. An increase in temperature would probably 
have the opposite effect; it would decrease the produc
tion of scree, increase the rate of weathering, and ac
celerate removal of scree, except possibly in hollows 
where floods might concentrate fields of blocks. These 
factors are all difficult to assess, especially as any change 
would affect the vegetation, itself a factor in the system. 
Nevertheless it seems certain that changes in climate 
would produce changes in the factors that affect the 
equilibrium and result in changes in the area of scree 
on the slopes. That scree is more abundant on quartz
ite in Pennsylvania and less abundant on quartzite in 
Alabama suggests perhaps even more strongly than the 
foregoing argument that. a colder climate is more favor
able for the production of scree than a warmer climate 
and that a change to colder conditions would increase 
the area of scree. 

In conclusion, changes in climate must affect the 
equilibrium conditions that determine the areas and 
amounts of scree on the slopes. The factors involved 
are complex, and without knowing exactly what equilib
rium conditions are under different climatic condi
tions, it is not possible to predict what changes might 
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accompany a particular change in climate or even to 
assess what areas of scree have been inherited from the 
past. N everlheless, many large areas of scree are prob
ably preserved from the Pleistocene, and the present 
plocky mantle is the product of processes that have op
erated over a long span of time in which several climatic 
fluctuations may have occurred. 

RESIDUAL MANTLE IN SHALE AREAS 

The Martinsburg Shale (map units, pl. 2) occupies 
the center of the Massanutten syncline, and in the south
western and northeastern parts of the Shenandoah Val
ley, it forms an extensive lowland area having high 
drainage density and low but steep-sided hills. Shales 
of Devonian age occupy large areas in Massanutten 
Mountain and in the mountains on the northwest side 
of the Shenandoah Valley. The Devonian shales gen
erally support more relief than the Martinsburg Shale 
because they are on the flanks or foothills of mountain 
ridges composed of sandstone and quartzite. The resid
ual mantle on the shale is light colored and generally 
very thin and contains abundant flakes and slivers of 
shale. Much of the area, especially in the Martinsburg 
Shale, is in pasture, and the flakes of shale are visible 
in the sod between tufts of grass. The contrast be
tween this kind of area and the areas of other units 
mapped is so striking that the shales form a very easily 
mapped unit; the area of Devonian Shales is distinctive 
even where no exposures or cuts occur. Weathered bed
rock is generally within a few feet of the surface, and 
material that can be called true residuum is commonly 
measured in inches rather than feet. A typical roadcut 
in an area of Martinsburg Shale is described as follows: 

Section exposed in road cut 1.5 miles south ot Harrisonburg 

[Section reads from top to bottom J 
Thickness 

(feet) 

Silt loam, grayish-orange (lOYR 7 / 4) ; contains shale 
fragments----------------------------------- - - - --- 0. 7 

Silt loam, dark-yellowish-orange (lOYR 6/ 6) ; contains 
many grayish-orange (lOYR 7/ 4) flat shale fragments 
of pebble size______________________ ______________ ___ 1. 0 

Sha le fragments, closely packed, and weathered shale 
bedrock; grayish orange (lOYR 7/ 4) on dry surfaces ; 
contains some patches of light-brown (5YR 5/ 6) clay 
loam - -- - --------------- --- ------------------------ 5.0 

Total thickness________________ _________________ 6. 7 

Exceptions to these common relations occur wherever 
the Martinsburg or other shale is covered by a protective 
mantle of resistant cobbles or blocks derived from out
crops upslope. In such places thick residuum forms on 
the bedrock surface. Exposures of residuum on the 

FIGURE 26.-Residual silt and clay derived from Martinsburg Shale 
under a cover of colluvial cobbles and boulders. Nea r Luray, Va., 
on the east slope of Massanutten Mountain. 

Martinsburg are common, for example, on the slopes 
of Massanutten Mountain, where sandstone blocks have 
crept downslope from Silurian sandstone outcrops 
above. In these places residuum may reach thicknesses 
of more than 40 feet (fig. 26). 

RESIDUAL MANTLE ON CARBONATE ROCKS 

Carbonate rocks underlie a large part of the Shenan
doah Valley, forming a lowland whose average local 
relief is only 200-400 feet. The residual mantle in this 
area is extremely varied both in thickness and composi
tion. Some large areas have almost no mantle, and 
bedrock outcrops are more abundant than in even rough 
mountainous terrain. In other areas the mantle is so 
thick that no bedrock is exposed even in the deepest 
cuts. In this report the residual mantle on the car
bonate rocks is divided into two kinds on the basis of 
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FIGURE 27.-Ledges of limestone of Middle Ordovician age cropping out In pasture near Harrisonburg, Va. 

thickness. The distinction between the two is readily 
made in the field. 

THIN RESIDUAL MANTLE 

The thin residuum is generally less than 5 feet thick 
:1nd contains limestone fragments or core stones of the 
underlying rock (pl. 2, map unit c). The color is com
monly, but not everywhere, brown rather than red or 
orange. Roadcuts in the area of thin residuum com
monly have bedrock exposed in places to within a few 
inches of the surface. Rock outcrops are numerous and 
may be seen projecting,above the soil or forming exten
sive rocky rows, as is shown in the characteristic scene 
in figure 27. The mantle is absent locally but elsewhere 
is as much as several feet thick. Because of the stony 
nature of the soil, the land is generally used as pasture. 

The soil matrix is clay, silt, or silt loam. The color 
is determined in part by the source rock. For example, 
residuum on the Athens Limestone of Butts (Edinburg 
Formation of Cooper and Cooper, 1946) is markedly less 
red than it is on some other rocks. Samples t:'lken from 
six localities on this rock have a lOY R hue and below 
the A horizon are mostly yellowish orange or yellowish 
brown. Soils on the Lenoir Limestone of Butts (Lin
colnshire Limestone of Cooper and Cooper, 1946) are 
commonly more red (hue 5YR or lOR), ranging in the 

B and C horizons from light brown to very dusky red. 
In these soils, pH ranges from slightly acid (6.0) to 
slightly alkaline (7.5). The relatively high pH is 
proba!bly caused by the abundant core stones of car
bonate rock and the closeness of the bedrock surface. 

In general, the thin residuum on carbonate rocks is 
coextensive with certain rock formations or parts of 
rock formations. It is particularly identified with the 
rocks of Middle Ordovician age and the upper part of 
the Beekmantown Dolomite, especially in the northern 
part of the valley. Patches, however, occur on all the 
carbonate rock formations, and some beds in the Cono
cocheague and Elbrook Formations generally have thin 
residuum. 

THICK RESIDUAL MANTLE 

The areas of thick residual mantle (pl. 2, map unit t) 
are generally different in character. Outcrops, even 
in roadcuts, are few and are rarely seen on the slopes. 
Instead of core stones of limestone and dolomite, the 
thick residuum contains more siliceous residues derived 
from rocks like sandstone, chert, and siliceous oolite. 
The maximum thickness of this unit is not known be
cause deep exposures are not common. Several road 
cuts more than 40 feet deep, however, do not penetrate 
bedrock. Like the thin residuum, the thick residuum 
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varies considerably in its properties and reflects in its 
color and other characteristics the rock on which it 
occurs. It is probably thickest on the Beekmantown 
Dolomite, but great thicknesses also occur on the 
Conococheague Limestone. A thin cherty surface 
layer is common in mantles on the Beekmantown. The 
chert consists of large fragments of pebble or even 
cobble size that are spongelike and light gray to varie
gated in color. It generally overlies a brown or reddish
brown unctuous clay more intensely colored than the 
residuum on most other carbonate rocks. 

The following are typical exposures: 

Jj}(]Jposures of residuum on Beekmantown Dolomite 

Harrisonburg bypass east of Harrisonburg 

Thickness 
(feet) 

Silt loam, stony, grayish-orange (10YR 7/4) ;,. contains 
many pebbles •and rgranules of light-gray chert; pH 7 __ 1. 5 

Clay, ·sandy, 'light-brown to moderate-:brown (5YR 4/6), 
very heavy textured; breaks into :pelletlike aggregates 
on weathered ·surfiaces; pH 5------------------------ 3. 5 

Si'lt or clayey rsilt; mostly pale-yellowish-'Orange (10YR 
8/6) to dark-yellowish-orange (10YR 6/6) ; contains 
some streaks or m'asses of light-brown ('5Y R 6/6) silt ; 
pH 5; base concealed _______________________________ 39.0 

Tota:l ~thickness_________________________________ 44. 0 

Rockingham County. 1.2 miles southeast of 
Mount Crawford 

Silt loam, pa·le-yellowish-brown (10YR 7/2) ; contains 
abundant chert ~ragments___________________________ 1. 3 

SHt loam, grayish-orange (10YR 7/4) ; contains a few 
chert pel:fules_______________________________________ 1.0 

Silt loam, 'Clayey, d'ark-yellowisb-orange (10YR 6/6) ; 
mottled near base with reddish-brown patches ; con-
tains very few c'hert pebbles________________________ 1. 0 

Clay, hard, blocky, moderate reddish-brown (10YR 4/6) ; 
·contains streaks ·and mottles of yellowish orange; 
contains some angular chert pebbles ; surface of cut 
weathers to clay pellets of ·coarse-sand size (1-2 mm) ; 
pH 4.5-5.0; base concealed__________________________ 2. 3 

Total thickness_________________________________ 5. 6 

In the Conococheague Limestone belt, thick residium 
is less red and is sandy and silty rather than clayey. 
In places, the uppermost foot or more of the material 
contains chert fragments, but more commonly the ma
terial contains cobble-size fragments of porous sand
stone derived from calcareous sandstone beds. Thick 
sections of this residuum are common in roadcuts. 
Remnants of structural features such as bedding planes 
and even joints are characteristic. The following is a 
typical exposure: 

E(]Jposure of residuttm on Conocooheague Limestone 6.5 miles 
northwest of H arrisonburu 

Thickness 
(feet) 

S·and, 'loamy, fine, moderate yellowish-'brown (10YR 
5/4) ; contains many angular peblbles of chert and 
sandstone; pH 5------------------------------------ 1. 0 

Sand, loamy, da,rk-yeHowish-oronge (lOY R 6/6) ; con
't'a-ins pebbles on rsandstone and ·siltstone, which are not 
as abundant as in layer ·above ; becomes more loamy 
downward ----------------------------------------- 1. 0 

Sandstone, weathered, porous, light~brown (5YR 5/6) ; 
bed inclined at angle from horizontaL_______________ . 8 

Olay loam, Ught-'brown ; contains a few peb'b'les; pH 5-6; 
baseconcealed______________________________________ 2.4 

Total thickness_________________________________ 5. 2 

On the Elbrook Dolomite the residuum is commonly 
darker in color than the residuum of the Conoco
cheague; however it is less red than the residuum on 
the Beekmantown and appears to be thinner. Areas 
of thin residuum (pl. 2, unit 3) are scattered in elongate 
pat~hes. The following is a typical exposure : 

E0posure of residuum on Jj}lbrook Dolomite in road cut 11 miles 
north of StUtUnton, V a. 

Thickness 
(feet) 

Silt loam, coarse, grayish-orange to dark-yellowish-orange 
(lOYR 6/4) ; pH 6---------------------------------- 2. 0 

Olay loam, light-'brown ('5YR 5/6) ; contains blocky struc-

ture;.pH 6----------------------------------------- 1.6 
Clayey ,loam, mottled light..:brown (5YR 5/6) and dark-

yellowish-orange (10YR 6/6) ; pH 6.5; base concealed__ 1. 3 

Total thickness--------------------------------- 4.9 

Except for a disturbed upper foot or two, structural 
features in the residuum on limestone commonly reflect 
structural features in the bedrock from which the resid
uum is derived. In some exposures, however, there 
is evidence of minor deformation that occurred during 
the weathering process. One such locality, illustrated 
in figure 28, is a roadcut 6-12 feet deep. It extends 
diagonally. up a gentle hill exactly parallel to the re
gional strike of the Conococheague Limestone. The 
cut is entirely in dark-yellowish-orange residuum com.
posed mostly of porous silt and clayey silt. On the 
southeast side of the road, a single bed of porous crum
bly saJ?.dstone %-1 foot thick is exposed for a distance 
of 50 feet in the sloping cut and in the shallow ditch. 
Exposures were sufficiently good in 1952, when the 
original sketch was made, so that the sandstone bed 
could be traced almost continuously and dips measured 
as shown in the plan view (fig. 28). Observations of 
many outcrops of bedrock in the Shenandoah Valley 
show that a sinuous pattern of such a short wavelength 
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EXPLANATION 

·~ 
Outcrop of sandstone bed 

Residual silt 
Shown only where bedding is visible 

10 0 10 20 30 40 FEET 

FIGunm 28.-Eust side of a roadcut, showing a sandstone bed cropping 
out In silty residuum on Conococheague Limestone. On Old Green
vllle Road 2.3 miles south of Staunton, Augusta County, Va. 
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FIGURE 29.-Hypothetlcal deformation of a sandstone bed In association 
with loss of volume of surrounding material during weathering. 

does not occur in unweathered rocks. Hence, the sinu
osity may be presumed to have occurred as a result of 
differential shrinkage from loss of volume during the 
weathering of the limestone because of removal of car
bonate.. In shrinking, a steeply dipping competent bed. 
would slump so as to flatten the dip, as shown in figure 
29. If the. shrinkage were uneven, then a sinuous or 
wavy pattern would form. 

The wavy pattern cannot be the result of downhill 
creep, because the gentle 5° slope of the hill is oblique to 
the strike, whereas the wavy pattern of the sandstone 
bed is very nearly symmetrical with relation to the 
strike. Furthermore, it is unlikely that any prolonged 
creep could occur without destroying the continuity of 
the sandstone beds. 

Areas of thick carbonate residuum are in some places 
overlain by small patches of alluvium or colluvium 
apparently transported only a· short distance by run
ning water. A few layers of stones a few feet below the 
surface were observed above which the unconsolidated 
material appears to be crudely stratified. The stone 
layers and the material over them resemble the carped
oliths described by Parizek and Woodruff (1957) in 
the Piedmont of Georgia. These localities are in small 
hollows several hundred feet from a ridge crest where 
runoff is concentrated on the slope but where no chan
nel or gully has formed. Exposures in such places are 
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obvjously uncommon, for hollows are generally crossed 
by · roads on low fills rather than in cuts. It is not 
known, therefore, whether the small allu:vial deposits 
are generally associated with hollows. The writer's 
opinion is that the stone layers represent floors of for
mer gullies or ravines that have been filled by crudely 
stratified colluvium. The pavement of stones beneath 
the colluvium is a lag deposit. The gullies in residuum 
formed at some time in the past and were possibly 
caused by cloudbursts that produced excessive runoff. 
Another cause might be a prolonged period of drought 
that removed the vegetat~ve cover .. · 

Thick residuum underlies· alluvial terrace deposits in 
many places and is therefore included in the area 
mapped as alluvium (pl. 2, unit at). Beneath the ex-

. tensive alluvial aprons at the west foot of the Blue Ridge 
(pl. 2), a residual mantle in places more than 200 feet 
thick (King, 1950, p. 54) completely bla:nkets lower 
Cambrian carbonate rocks. This residuum is exposed 
in manganese and iron mines and prospect pits. In 
many places it contains relicts of the original bedding, 
but in other places slump structures indicative of de
formation are found. Such structures on a large scale 
may be related to solution and caving of carbonate rocks 
b~neath the residuum. Sinks of various ~izes are com· 
mon on the surface of gravel terraces in many parts of 
the valley, an occurrence indicating solution of under
lying rocks. The residuum beneath the alluvial cover 
ranges in texture from waxy clay through silt to coarse 
sand and commonly contains chert. In· the area west · 
of the Blue Ridge, the rocks from which the residuum 
is derived commonly. cannot be identified because ex- .• 
posures are scarce. The Tomstown, Waynesboro and : 
Elbrook ·Formations are all represented, and the rocks 
of all these formations contain enough impurities· to 
provide a considerable amount ·of 'residuum. . 

Residuum not only urideriies many terrace areas but · 
crops out in the flood plains of streams (King, 1950, 
pl. 1)'. 'South of Waynesboro, mining and drilling at 
the Lyndhurst mine on Back-Creek revealed' that resid
ual clay extended to a depth of more than 100 feet 
beneath the level of the stream (Knechtel, 1943, p. 181-
184).. ' 

RELATION OF RESIDUAL MANTLE TO TOPOGRAPHY 
AND KIND OF BEDROCK 

The distribution of the residual mantle in the Shena~
doah Valley is closely related to the kind of bedrock. 
The mantle is not related to any pa.~icular altitude o~ 
level, such as would be expected if it were ·formed on a 
peneplain· or ancient surface, and its pattern of distri
bution does not suggest that it is a remnant of a once 
continuous deposit.' Thus, in the limestone lowland the 

residual mantle is particularly thick and extensive in the 
southwestern part of the valley, where relief on the car
bonate rocks is the greatest. The mantle is least wide
spread in the northeastern part of the valley, where the 
relief is more moderate and where the mantle should be 
fot1nd i-f it had formed on a surface of lower relief. 
The residuum may occur at any level and even extends 
down to 100 feet below the flood plains of some streams 
like Back Creek, a large tributary of the Middle River. 

Comparison of plates 1 and 2 shows that areas of 
thick residuum are arranged in belts parallel to the 
strike. Residuum does not occur extensively on the 
rocks of Middle. Ordovician age, and the trace of these 
rocks c~n be followed over the entire Shenandoah Val
ley, except in the alluvial areas, by the absence of an 
appreciable mantle over them. The mantle on these 
rocks is sparse on the drainage divides as well as in 
lower areas near the streams. However, a more de
tailed ex:amination of the area discloses the following: 
Whereas the Athens and Chambersburg Formations, 
which constitute the greatest thickness of the Middle 
Ordovician sequence, almost universally lack any resid
ual mantle except where covered by alluvium, the 
Lenoir Limestone, also a part of this sequence, does have 
a mantle of residuum, which, however, is too narrow to 
be shown on the map (pl. 2). Thick residuum is gener
ally lacking on the upper beds of the Beekmantown 
:polomite, but it is widespread on the lower beds of this 
formation as well as on all the Cambrian carbonate 
rocks. Residuum is thin or lacking on the Martinsburg 
Shale, except where the shale is covered by alluvium. 
. The generalization can be made that all the carbonate 

rocks mantled with thick residuum contain coarse 
siliceous impurities that are inert chemically. The 
residue from the Lenoir Limestone is a blocky black 
chert that occU:r8 as thin bands in the rock. The Beek
mantown Dolomite contains thick beds of massive gray 
chert at various horizons, especially in the lower part. 
The Conococheague Limestone of Cambrian age con
tains sandstone interbedded with the limestone and 
dolomite. The coarse inert constituents survive the 
weathering process; as down wasting of the hills occurs, 
they are concentrated on the ground surface and form 
an armor or blanket that protects the fine constituents 
beneath from erosion. Some of the hillslopes in these 
areas are almost paved with small chert fragments. In 
other places, especially on the Conococheague, the upper 
few inches of the m·antle is a sand containing only scat
tered blocks of weathered sandstone. 

The amount of inert residue in the rock is not the 
factor that controls the accumulation of residuum. The 
most important factors are the size, toughness, and rate 
at which the fragments of residue can be broken up. 
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The Athens Limestone, for example, the most conspic
uous of the formations that lack residuum, is an impure 
limestone containing beds of shale in addition to clayey 
impurities in the limestone itself. The Martinsburg 
Shale also generally lacks residuum, even though most 
of the material in it is siltstone and claystone. On the 
other hand, Martinsburg Shale does break down into 
thick clay and silt where protected by a mantle of sand
stone blocks, as downslope from an outcrop of sandstone 
or under an alluvial terrace deposit. 

All the rocks are subject to both mechanical and 
chemical weathering., but the rates of the two kinds 
of weathering differ. In mountain areas like the Blue 
Ridge, quartzites are subject to chemical weathering, 
but the rate is slow and the rocks stand in rugged relief. 
As a result they are exposed to mechanical weathering, 
and much of the material in the mountains is carried 
off by creep and by streams in the form of coarse blocks. 
In the lowland areas, mainly because of the kind of rock 
present, chemical weathering is more rapid than me
chanical weathering and produces fine-grained residues 
that can be carried off on gentle slopes. Small amounts 
of resistant material in the rock, like chert or sandstone, 
weather more slowly and, like the quartzite in the moun
tains, form blocks that are mixed with or blanket the 
fine-grained material. 

ALLUVIUM 

Alluvium in the Shenandoah Valley is widely dis
tributed in piedmont aprons at the foot of the higher 
mountains and as flood plains and terraces in narrow 
belts along the streams. On the map (pl. 2) a distinc
tion is made between alluvial bottom lands (unit ab) 
and terraces (unit at). This distinction is rather arbi
trary and is based on the height above stream grade 
and on the degree of dissection of the surface. The 
two units have little stratigraphic significance and 
serve only to separate the lower terraces and bottom 
lands closely related to the pres~nt streams from higher 
ones that are more disseeted and that may in some 
places have been deposited by different streams. The 
lower of the two units corresponds to King's ( 1950) 
lowest unit in the Elkton area, which he calls alluvium. 
The higher corresponds to all three of IGng's older 
units, which he refers to as gravel units. 

Nearly all the alluvial deposits are graded so that 
the coarse material is at the bottom and the fine mate
rial at the top. The size difference may be consider
able; for example, along the Middle River the deposits 
range from cobbles or boulders to silt. The graded 
character is typical of nearly all stream deposits. As 
interpreted and described by Mackin ( 1948, p. 4 72), 
flack (1955, p. 34), and "Tolman and Leopold (1957), 

the coarser material is deposited in the bed or channel 
as the strearn shifts laterally. The finer material rep
resents point-bar accretions and overbank-flood depos
its. The total thickness of a typical graded alluvial 
sequence is comparable to the maximum depth of the 
stream that formed the deposit when in flood. If 
aggradation has occurred, however, the thickness of 
an alluvial deposit may be much greater. In the ex
tensive alluvial aprons that occur between Massanutten 
Mountain and the Blue Ridge, thicknesses greater than 
140 feet are common, as indicated in test holes, and at 
one place 260 :feet o:f gravel was penetrated (King, 
1950, p. 59). Generally, the alluvial deposits are much 
thinner, and a thickness of 25 feet appears to the writer 
to be the average maximum. 

The coarse fractions in most places are gravels com
posed of quartzite and sandstone. They are not visible 
in the flood plains of modern. streams, except at low 
water in some cuts in the stream banks. The stream 
beds are composed o:f the coarse fractions, however, and 
the coarse material is evident in exposures of terraces, 
especially in the highest ones where the fines have been 
eroded and the ground is littered with cobbles and 
boulders. In some areas where the most resistant 
source rocks are not sandstones, the alluvium has a 
different character, and alluvial deposits at the foot o:f 
ridges o:f cherty residuum are primarily composed of 
chert fragments and clay. Such deposits are generally 
not extensive enough to map, but at localities 4.8 miles 
west of Edinburg and 12 miles south of Harrisonburg, 
cherty alluvium overlaps relatively nonresistant rocks 
below unusually large outcrop areas o:f cherty beds. 

The size of the bed material in many streams has 
been measur:ed (Hack, 1957; Hack and Young, 1959). 
The average material in most streams is of cobble size 
(64-256 mm), but scattered boulders occur. Some 
streams in the limestone region, especially those of 
smaller size, are floored by pebble gravel rather than 
cobble gravel. The coarse parts o:f the terrace deposits 
seem to be similar in size to the bed material in the cor
responding streams, and deposits of cobble gravel are 
abundant. 

At the foot of the Blue Ridge, especially between 
Elkton and Front Royal, the alluvium contains meta
basalt and granodiorite in addition to quartzite. These 
deposits show evidence of postdepositional differential 
weathering-that is, the quartzites and sandstones are 
more resistant than are the igneous rocks. Table 5 com
pares the modern alluvium with gravel in two terraces 
on Pass Run near Luray, a stream that drains a large 
area o:f granodiorite. Note that the proportion of 
quartzite pebbles in the terraces is considerably greater 
tha.n in the modern alluvium. Since the matrix o:f the 
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FIGURE 30.-A small stream valley north of Harrisonburg, Va., that Is typical of valleys that drain limestone areas and have no terraces. 

terrace gravel is also much more clayey than is that of 
the flood-plain gravel and is darker in color, the dif
ference between the two has probably resulted from 
decomposition of some of the igneous cobbles in the 
terrace gravel to form clay and sand, thus increasing 
the relative proportion of quartzite. Another high ter
race near the South Fork, Shenandoah River, 200 feet 
above river level, is composed of quartzite boulders in a 
matrix of reddish-brown clay; this composition suggests 
that igneous boulders, once present, have been com
pletely disintegrated by weathering. 

TABLE 5.-0obbles in Pass Run, near Luray, Va. 

Location of sample 

Bar in river bed ________________________ _ 
Terrace: 

20 feet above stream ________________ _ 
40 feet above stream ______________ __ _ 

Number of Proportion 
pebbles of 

larger than quartzite 
2 mm in pebbles 
diameter (pereent) 

95 

71 
76 

12 

17 
24 

The alluvium is commonly arranged in flights of ter
races along the streams or in alluvial aprons at the 
mountain foot. However, terraces do not occur along 
all the streams and are restricted to the valleys where 

the coarse fractions of the alluvium are more resistant 
than the bedrock. For example, terraces do not occur 
along most small streams of the limestone low land. 
Instead, such valleys generally have a single wide flood 
plain (fig. 30) . The alluvium consists of cobbly frag
ments of carbonate rock overlain by silt and clay. Ter
races are also lacking in many of the mountain areas 
where the valley walls and floor are composed of sand
stone that is as hard and resistant as the cobbly alluvium 
of the stream channel. Thus terraces of the usual kind 
are virtually absent in areas of the Antietam Quartzite 
or along streams like the Little River in the Hampshire 
Formation, where the terraces that do occur are very 
low and are formed as a result of channel changes during 
fioods (Hack and Goodlett, 1960, p. 48-55). 

Terraces are most extensive wherever a stream carries 
hard resistant alluvium through a relatively soft rock 
area. Thus all the large streams entering the carbonate
rock area from the highlands underlain by sandstone or 
greenstone are bordered by terraces. The larger the 
drainage area in the resistant rocks, the larger the ter
race areas downstream in the softer rocks. Christians 
Creek for example, a large stream whose drainage basin 
is almost wholly in the soft rocks, has a flight of rather 
narrow terraces, which are not as well formed as the 
terraces along streams originating in sandstone areas. 
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Christians Creek carries chert in its bed rather than 
sandstone, and the lower layers of the ·alluvium are 
composed of small chert fragments. Terraces are 
generally better formed where streams cross the 
Martinsburg Shale than they are in carbonate rocks. 
Thus the North River is bordered by broad terraces in 
the short reach west of Grottoes 'but by narrower ter
races both upstream and downstream from. the shale 
belt. 

The terrace deposits show evidence of alteration 
related to age or drainage conditions and change pro
gressively with height above the stream. The bottom
land deposits, which are occasionally flooded, approach 
closely the color of the A horizon of the soils and are 
less red than the terrace deposits. Pale yellowish brown 
(lOYR 6/2) and dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/2) 
are common colors. In the carbonate rock areas, the 
pH ranges from slightly acid (6.5) to alkaline (7.5-
8.0), probably because of occasional flooding by waters 
having a high lime content (Carroll, 1959). 

Better drained terrace deposits above the valley bot
tom lands are almost invariably oxidized and are yellow
ish orange or reddish brown. B and C horizons of 
terrace soils, for example, are commonly moderate red
dish brown (lOY R 4/6) or dark reddish brown (lOR 
4/3) . The pH ranges from less than 7 to as low as 
5.0. The flood-plain deposits have relief features of 
depositional origin, such as flood channels and bars. 
Higher terraces are progressively more dissected, and 
the highest are in places evident only because of cobbles. 
in the soil. The following is a section of a well
preserved but dissected terrace remnant typical of many 
of the exposures of older terraces : 

Section of a wea.thered terrace deposit· "15 feet above river level 
in a 1·oadout in Middle River valley, 6 miles 1wrth of 
Stau.nton, Va. 

ThickneRs 
(feet) 

Silt, yellowish-orange_________________________________ 0. 6 
Olayey loam, moderate reddish-brown (lOYR 4/4) ______ . 3 
Sandy loam, fine, pale-brown, very bard ; broken by polyg-

onal cracks 1-2 ft apart filled with clay______________ 4. 0 
I.Joam ·nnd gravel contnining pebbles of snndstone, pale-

'brown ; bnse concealed______________________________ 3. o 

~rotnl thiclmess_________________________________ 7. 9 

The 1\fiddle River vnJley serves as a sample area 
illustrating ·6he disposition of alluvial terraces along 
1nedium-sized streams that cross a variety of rock types. 
The terraces were traced downstream from East Dry 
Branch, one of the principnJ tributaries in the moun
tains; to the junction of the North and Middle Rivers. 
In this part of the course, the Middle River and its 
tributary, East Dry Branch, are bordered by a well
formed, though narrow, flight of terraces. The lower 

ones are close to the river and can be called bottom -land 
surfaces. Thirty-nine cross profiles of the valley floor, 
averaging 1.6 miles apart, were measured with a hand 
level. They include 13 cross profiles along East Dry 
Branch in Devonian sandstone and shale, 19 along the 
Middle River in ca.rbonate rocks, and 7 in the lower 
course of t:he river in the Martinsburg Shale. Rep
resentative examples of these cross profiles are shown 
in figure 31, and the terrace heights above stre.:'tm grade 
are plotted on a graph in figure 32. The different spac
ing of the terraces in the different physiographic sub
divisions of the va.Iley are quite apparent in this.graph. 

Terrace remnants are fairly abundant up to about 
75 feet above the stream. Still higher remnants occur 
at various altitudes up to 200 feet above the river, and 
at a few places sandstone cobbles are found in the soil 
of the upland above the river. Only the lowest terraces 
below about 30 feet above the river are sufficiently con
tinuous to be traced for a.ny great distance. The higher 
remnants are small and at such diverse elevations tihat 
they cmmot he correlated except on some arbitrary· 
basis. Soil profiles are too much alike to provide a 
means· of correlation, although the degree of weather
ing of the boulders as well as the amount of dissection 
increases in the higher terrace remnants. 

Below 30 feet however, three terrace surfaces (To, 
T 1, and T 2, figs. 31 and 32) are traceable for considerable 
distances along various reaches, though in places one 
or even two are missing. They all appear to be subject 
to at least occasional flooding. Records at the stream 
gage at Mount Meridian, near Grottoes, Va., indicate 
that the lowest surface, To, is flooded more than once 
a year on the average. The intermediate surface, T1, 
is flooded every 2.3 years. The highest surface, T 2, is 
not exposed at Mount Meridia,n, but the statements of 
property o''Jners at other localities along the river indi
cate that terrace T 2 was overtopped at many places 
during a flood t~hak occurred in 1936, the highest flood 
on record at Mount Meridian. During this flood the 
gage height was 22 feet, or 18 feet above the low water 
le,·el shown in figure 32; 

The graph (fig. 32) indicates that none of the terraces 
is continuous along the entire river and that their 
heights are not constant. ''.Dhe writer made a careful 
attempt in the field to trace the terrace surfaces down
stream and to identify them in each section but recog
nized that the only rea1 basis for correlation is the 
three-fold sequence. It is doubtful whether a certain 
correlation for the entire river could be made even by 
continuous mapping. To correlate higher terraces such 
as T 3 would be quite impracticable. 
· Nevertheless, as a generalization it may be stated 
that the Middle River is bordered by three terraces or 
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EXPLANATION 

Talus boulders 

Gravel 

Sand 

Silt and clay 

Bedrock 

To 
Terrace correlation discussed in 

text 

Distances in miles shown on sections 
measured from source of principal 
stream upstream from the locality 

East Dry Branch in Devonian sandstone 
(0.8 mile) 

~ T 
2 

T A East Dry Branch in Devonian sandstone 
~~ (1.6miles) 

Remnant of higher terrace 45 feet 
above stream level 

East Dry Branch in Devonian shale 
(3.4 miles) 

Mid.dle River in Ordovician limestone 
(22 miles) 

~Remnant of higher terrace 30 feet above stream level 
T3 Middle River in Ordovician limestone 

T
0 

_Tl ., .... ·. (23.8 miles) 
00 ··:· ••••.•• 

r::---'-·. • .T; ••• ..,~ ~Middle River In Ordovician Umestone 
-----+------->:.<···· ·· .... ,, ~~-- (28.2 miles) 

~Remnant of higher terrace 70 feet above stream level 
Middle River in Cambrian limestone . 

(33.4 miles) 
T2 

~0, }\,_,>"' . 

Remnant of higher terrace 50 feet above stream level 

FEET 
100 

50 

0 

~~=--=---------~----------..:~--------~~-

100 0 100 

Middle River in Martinsburg Shale 
(37.8 miles) 

T2 
.. ::.· .::,.:.,... --- _____________ --------------~-------~---:..:.-----_-_:-:_;" 

Middle River in Martinsburg Shale 
Projection of terrace west of line of section (38.6 miles) 

T, ~Remnant of higher 
T1 ,-------------- terrace 45 feet 
------ above stream level 

200 300 400 500FEET 
~~~L-----~----~-----L-----L----~ 

FIGURE 31.-Representative profiles of the valley floor of East Dry Branch and the Middle River. 

bottom-land surfaces. The lowermost surface, flooded 
frequently, is underlain hy sand and grnvel in East Dry 
Branch and by sand downstream. Generally, it is nar
row and almost a part of the channel, but in places it 

widens to 500 feet. A'bove this are two terraces that 
are generally much 1nore extensive and underlain by 
finer grained material. In East Dry Branch their sur
face 1naterial is sand, whereas downstream it is gen-
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FIGURE 32.-Helght above stream grade of the lower terraces or bottom lands along the Middle River valley at low water level. 

erally silty loam. The material of the higher surface 
is c01nmonly somewlutt finer than that of the inter
Inedia;te one. 

INTERPRETATION OF THE REGOLITH 

The surficial deposits of the Shenandoah Valley were 
nutpped and studied for the first time by J(ing (1949, 
1950, p. 58-62) in the Elkton area. He subdivided the 
extensive gravels of. that area into three units: the 
younger, intermediate, and older gravel units. In his 
1950 report he regarded them as Pleistocene in age and 
thought they were deposited during the cold periods, 
when the upper parts of the Blue· Ridge Mountains 
were probably above timberline and scree formation was 
active. The present writer believes that although the 
rate of formation of alluvial gravel mrty have varied 
considerably in the past and was affected by climatic 
changes, the Pleistocene cold was not the primary cause 
of gravel deposition. The deposition of gravel in the 
Shenandoah Valley is a continuous process and is re
lated to contrasts in resistance of the rocks within a 
drainage basin. The distribution of the alluvial depos
its, if considered throughout a large area, supports this 
interpretation. The reconnaissance map (pl. 2) brings 
out the close relation between the alluvial deposits and 
the resistant rocks that are their source. The principal 
rocks that supply gravelly alluvium are the granodio
rite, Catoctin Greenstone, quartzites of the Chilhowee 
Group, Tuscarora, and Massanutten Sandstones, and 
Pocono Sandstone. In addition, the sandstones of De
vonin,n n.ge are an important source of gravel even 
though they are mostly interbedded with shale. 

'Vherever the outcrop aren,s of these rocks is large 
and drained by large streams, fanlike aprons of al
luvium are spread across the softer rocks that outcrop 
downstream. These deposits may be cal1ed piedmont 
alluvial aprons. They consist of typical river alluvium, 

such as cobble and boulder gravel, overlain by sandy 
loam and silty loam. The average size of the material 
decreases away from the mountain (Hack, 1957, p. 84). 
The alluvium is arranged in terraces, the higher of 
which are dissected and eroded so that only the gravelly 
part remains. The gravel is commonly underlain by 
residuum. As shown on plate 2, the size of a complex 
of alluvial aprons is roughly proportional to the size of 
the drainage basin in the mountains. 

The principles that control the formation of the pied
mont alluvial aprons have been discussed elsewhere 
(Hack, 1957, 1960a, p. 91-94) and are briefly summa
rized as follows : The average channel slope of a stream 
is inversely proportional .to its discharge but directly 
proportional to a function of the size of the material 
it transports and the resistance of the bedrock or mate
rial that encloses the channel. Thus the piedmont 
streams draining areas of sandstone and quartzite have. 
steeper longitudinal profiles than adjacent low land 
streams despite their larger draina·ge area and dis
charge. The differences in the profiles are so great that 
·streams like the North River, which are of mountain 
origin, cross the piedmont area at higher levels than 
their own downstream tributaries. The drainage sys
tem as a whole is in equilibrium, and the piedmont is 
transitional between the hard-rock area of high relief 
and the soft-rock area of low relief. The alluvial 
aprons exist because the debris shed by the high-relief 
area cannot be immediately carried off on the gradient 
of the lowland streams, and the debris is stored in the 
piedmont region until it is reduced by weathering and 
erosion to finer sizes. The area of the aprons is thus 
proportional to the area of the drainage system in the 
mountains and also to the difference in rock resistn.nce 
and relief between the mountain and lowland areas. 

A piedmont alluvial apron is really a kind of pedi
ment, for it consists of a broad plain cut on bedrock 
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and covered with a thin sheet of gravel arranged with 
other sheets of various ages in a fanlike complex of dis
sected and undissected plains at the mountain foot. As 
in typical pediments the gravel of the alluvial aprons 
rests on the eroded surface of the bedrock. In terms of 
the equilibrium theory, the origin is similar, though not 
identical with, the origin of pediments in the Henry 
Mountains as conceived by Hunt, Averitt, and Miller 
(1953, p. 189). The area as a whole is downwasting, 
and the net result of the processes in the piedmont area 
is to degrade the area. Alluviation at any one place 
is only temporary. The fragments shed by the moun
tain stream are deposited at the mountain foot in a fan
like thin deposit that tends to grow laterally because 
the mountain cobbles are more resistant to corrasion 
and corrosion in the stream than are the softer rocks 
of the valley. Thus the stream has a tendency to erode 
and migrate toward the valley sid·e and to widen its 
valley. As the valley side is eroded, cobbles and gravel 
are deposited on the flood plain opposite to it. During 
the widening process low terraces may be formed as the 
channel shifts its position. The gradient of the alluvial 
surface is adjusted to the discharge and load of the 
mountain stream. Because of the size of the load, this 
gradient is generally steeper than the gradient of a 
smaller adjacent lowland stream, which erodes a nar
rower valley at the faster rate. Eventually a piracy 
occurs, and the lowland stream receives the load of 
coarse debris formerly deposited on the adjacent apron. 
The lowland valley is now alluviated but of course is 
never filled to the same level as the abandoned alluvial 
valley. As the process of degradation by the valley 
streams, piracy, and alluviation continues, the piedmont 
apron is gradually spread and becomes a complex of 
gravelly flood pl,ains, terraces, and dissected terraces. 

In the carbonate rock area the flood plain of a pied
mont stream is an ideal site for the formation of under
ground caverns and the entrapment of residuum beneath 
the gravel. Since the waters of the mountain stream are 
low in alkalinity, they are capable of dissolving large 
amounts of carbonate rock. The overlying flood-plain 
gravel prevents the escape of the silt and the clay. The 
hydraulic gradient beneath such a deposit is high com
pared with other areas because nearby lowland stre!lmS 
are flowing at a lower level and ground water may flow 
laterally from the higher stream to the lower one. 

The higher parts of the piedmont aprons that have 
been abandoned are eventually weathered and dissected 
until only gravel-capped hills are left. These disappear 
as erosion continues, and the former high area becomes 
a hilly lowland again and is at length reduced to alti
tudes below the more recent and originally lower parts 
of the alluvial aprons. The area of the alluvial com-

plex is thus an exception to the general rule that all 
parts of the area are drownwasting at the same rate. 
The areas whose streams are entirely of lowland origin 
are downwasting more rapidly than the flood plains of 
the streams of mountain origin. Equilibrium is main
tained only through the occurrence of piracies and 
shifts of the drainage from one piedmont valley to 
another. 

Many areas in the Shenandoah Valley exemplify the 
effects of the processes just described. Probably, the 
most spectacular is in the headwaters of the North 
River west of Harrisonburg, briefly described in an 
earlier paper (Hack, 1960a). Part of this area is 
shown in figures 33 and 34, a topographic map and 
cross section which include the extensive piedmont 
aprons formed along the North River and Briery 
Branch. Dissected terraces at several levels are also 
shown: For example the upland plain north of San
gerville was once the flood plain of Briery Branch 
when it joined the North River near Sangerville. The 
dissected area south of Spring Creek and \vest of the 
village of Spring Creek is a still older terrace remnant 
and is also a former alluvial plain formed by Briery 
Branch. Exposures in the highway cuts south of 
Spring Creek village show that the gravel on this ter
race is underlain by residuum. Mossy Creek in the 
southeastern part of the area (fig. 33) is an example 
of a stream in the carbonate rocks that has a gentler 
gradient than the North ~iver, even though the North 
River, its master stream, has a much larger drainage 
area. Note that the road junction in Mount Solon has 
an altitude of 1,322 feet, about 50 feet lower than the 
flood plain of the North River less than half a mile 
a way (fig. 33). During the extraordinary flood of 
June 17-18, 1949 (Mussey, 1950; Hack and Goodlett, 
1960, p. 42), water actually spilled over the divide from 
the North River into Mossy Creek, flooding through 
the town of Mount Solon. During the same flood, large 
areas of sandstone cobbles and boulders were spread by 
the floodwaters on the low plain adjacent to the river. 

The pond at Mount Solon is a large limestone spring 
that probably receives underflow derived from the 
North River. Considerable underground solution of 
the carbonate rocks has evidently gone on in the past 
between the North River and Mount Solon, as is indi
cated by a row of sinkholes on the hill north of town. 
The largest sinkhole is about 100 feet deep; its bottom 
is below the level of the North River flood plain. Un
derground solution is also evident on some of the ter
races. The low terrace north and east of B~I 1543, for 
example, shown in the southwest corner of figure 33, 
although covered with gravel, is pockmarked with un
drained depressions. The extensive terrace plain be-
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li'IOUlUil 33.-Vulleys of North River und Briery Brunch ut the point of entry into the carbonate rock lowland west of Harrisonburg, Va. Line 
A-B shows locntion of the geologic section described in text (fig. 34). Photographed from the Parnussus 15-minute quudrungle, Virginia 
and West Virglntu: Topographic Dlvlslon, u .. s. Geol. Survey, 1944. 
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FIGURE 34.-Section (.A-B, fig. 33) through piedmont alluvial aprons of the North River. The presence of the residium beneath the gravel is 
inferred. 

tween Sangerville and the town of Briery Branch also 
contains many undrained depressions. 

Many places in the Shenandoah Valley provide ex-. 
amples of terraces spread and dissected as the result 
of piracy. Some of them may be seen on the small
scale map (pl. 2). Several examples of abandoned 
alluvial aprons, for instance, are in the headwater area 
of the Middle River basin. Stony Creek, west of Edin
burg, is a stream that is deeply intrenched beneath an 
older alluvial plain and along which a broad flood 
plain has not formed. 

On the southeast side of the Shenandoah Valley, 
where gravel aprons are almost continuous, examples 
of piracies are less evident because the individual 
aprons are not so clearly marked. Many streams that 
drain the surface of the piedmont alluvial plain, how
ever, are intrenched into it and flow at levels lower than 
larger streams of mountain origin. The streams of 
mountain origin because of their load of fresh quartz
ite cobbles do not develop gradients as low as the 
streams that originate in the piedmont plain itself, even 
though most of the area is gravel covered. 

Alluvium also underlies terraces that border stream 
valleys like those of the Middle River, North Fork, 
Shenandoah River, Cedar Creek, and many other low
land streams. These terraces are also dependent on a 
contrast in resistance between the alluvium and the rock 
that encloses the valley. Flood plains occur on nearly 
all the streams regardless of the basin geology, but ter
races occur only where the valley walls are of relatively 
soft rock, like limestone or shale, and the alluvium is 
material like sandstone or chert (p. 50). This is per
haps because terraces are flood plains that have been 
abandoned for one reason or another. If the material 
of the flood plain is less resistant than the valley walls, 
it is unlikely to survive as a terrace as downwasting 
proceeds. On the other hand, if it is very much more 
resistant, patches of it may remain as remnants on the 
valley walls and survive through a long period of down
wasting until it even reaches a position on the drainage 
divide. 

The distribution of the residuum in the lowland areas 
is explained in a manner similar to the distribution of 
the alluvium. Nearly all the limestone in the Shenan
do~h Valley contains some fine-grained impurities. As 
the rocks erode, the fine-grained insoluble residues are 
washed off the ground surface. Tough inert materials 
like chert cannot be broken down into small size at the 
same rate. They accumulate on the surface (fig. 35) 
and form a layer that protects the finer residue, also a 
constituent of the bedrock, from immediate erosion. 

Since all elements of the landscape are downwasting 
:tt the same rate, the chert fragments above the cherty 
limestone must be eroding as rapidly as the ground sur
face on the nearby chert-free hills. The slopes on the 
cherty hill, therefore, must be steeper so that chert 
fragments can move downhill by creep and wash. As 
this erosion occurs, some of the fine-grained material 
escapes and ·is washed away. The materials are con
stantly replenished from below. It is the chert and the 
rate at which it breaks up, weathers, or moves down
slope by creep and wash that determines the steepness of 
the hill. The mechanism explains why cherty carbonate 
rocks are commonly mantled by dozens of feet of highly 
oxidized silt and clay containing relatively little chert, 
whereas the surfaee layer, less than a foot or two thick, 
js commonly composed entirely of chert fragments. 

RED SOIL ON SAPROLITE 

CHERT IN A HORIZON 

THIN BROWN SOIL 

· MANY OUTCROPPING 

PURE LIMESTONE OR CHERTY PURE LIMESTONE OR 
SILTY LIMESTONE LIMESTONE SILTY LIMESTONE 

FIGURE 35.-Hilly area in limestone country showing the formation 
of residuum under a cover of coarse fragments of chert. 
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Thus, the cherty limestones and dolomites, especially 
the Beekmantown, form conspicuous ridges and ranges 
of hills that may be several hundreds of feet higher than 
their surroundings (fig. 11). The mechanism also ex
plains why the residual mantle is more widespread in 
the southwestern part of the Shenandoah Valley than 
in the northeastern part. The difference is related to 
the character of the bedrock, particularly the Beek
mantown Dolomite, which appears to be more cherty in 
the south west ( p. 13). 

The equilibrium concept also explains why thick resid
uum collects beneath a cover of alluvium and is found 
even at substantial depths below the modern streams at 
the foot of the Blue Ridge. Coarse alluvium, like the 
fragments of chert, acts as a trap preventing the escape 
for a time of the fine residues. Residuum may form 
beneath some streams because the waters draining the 
Blue Ridge slopes and valleys, particularly within the 
outcrops area of the Chilhowee Group, are acid and 
have a suitable ionic state to dissolve limestone and 
dolomite. Because the water percolates copiously 
through the coarse silicious alluvium, it is an ideal agent 
for limestone solution ( p. 72). 

The oxidized state and reddish color of the residuum, 
especially whei·e it is thick, suggests that the material 
has been through a period of time during which iron 
sequioxides were formed and concentrated by lateritic 
weathering. Denny (1959, p. 10) described red later.:. 
itic paleosols he believed to be pre-Wisconsin in age in 
Potter County, Pa., and Nikiforoff (1955, p. 53) sug
gested ~hat red mottled subsoils of the Mary land Coastal 
Plain formed during a warm period in late Pleistocene 
time. This hypothesis may be applied to the red sub
Roils of the Shenandoah Valley and is not out of har
mony with the equilibrium concept. It simply means 
that the rate of down wasting in the area is slow enough 
so that bodies of subsoil whose characteristics were 
partly determined by warm climates in pre-Wisconsin 
time have survived through the Wisconsin to the pres
ent. If, as is estimated on page 63, the rate .of down
wasting of the area is only about 1.3 feet in 10,000 years, 
tlw.n lateritic subsoils in areas of thick residuum could 
lutve survived from a time lopg before the Wisconsin, 
even if downwasting were continuous and the rate of 
erosion were greater than at present. 

CONTINUITY OF TERRACES 

In accord with the equilibrium concept of landscape, 
the alluvial areas bordering streams should be arranged 
in flights of terraces that diminish in size and increase 
in degree of dissection in proportion to their altitude 
above the present streams. These should be no partic
ular grouping, in their arrangement if they are pre-

sumed to form as result of a continuous process. Thus 
a piedmont alluvial apron will become a terrace when
ever the flood plain of a stream of mountain origin is 
abandoned because of a piracy. A terrace bordering a 
stream in a narrow valley will for1n whenever the stream 
changes the direction of lateral migration of its chan· 
nel and thereby undercuts the bank of the· former 
flood plain. 

On King's (1950) map of the Elkton area, however, 
the terraces of that area are grouped in a sequence of 
three. Close examination of IGng's map (1950, pl. 1) 
indicates, as King himself stated ( 1950, p. 58), that the 
classification of gravel deposits is somewhat arbitrary. 
For example, in some places the older gravel deposits 
are highly dissected and lu~ve considerable relief, as 
near the Ingham mine and in the area directly east 
of Elkton. At other places, as north of the Boyer mine, 
the older deposits have a smooth, terracelike surface 
that merges gradually with the intermediate surface. 
Nevertheless, if the assumption is made that the ter
races do have continuity, then King's grouping is 
certainly the most reasonable one that could be made. 
The present writer did not find an obvious tripar
tite grouping of the alluvial terraces in the North 
River basin, and in the small-scale map of this area 
published earlier (Hack, 1960a, fig. 4), he grouped the 
terrace deposits older than the Recent flood plains into 
two units rather than three. Nevertheless, the general 
continuity of IGng's terraces in the Elkton area is im
pressive enough to indicate that the grouping of terra:ces 
may not be entirely the result of an arbitrary classifica
tion scheme. 

The bottom lands along some parts of the course of 
the Middle River (p. 51) also are too continuous to 
have their origin explained by the shifting of river 
bends. This is especially true of the long reach in the 
Martinsburg Shale, where the bottom lands are at three 
distinct levels for a distance of 25 miles (fig. 32). Some 
process or processes must operate that cause fairly long 
segments of a river flood plain to be abandoned or 'be
come intrenched at very nearly the same time. 

The explanation of the terraces suggested by King 
(1950, p. 60) involves the change in regimen that pre
sumably occurred as a result of climatic change. Dur.
ing a change from a cold climate to a warm climate, the 
load supplied to the stream may have decreased while 
the peak flood discharge may have increased. Such a 
change would presumably increase the capacity of the 
stream and bring abont a change in gradient by enabling 
the stream to carry the same load on a gentler· slope. 
The result would be an intrenchment of the channel and 
the formation of a terrace. 
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Bedrock 

Flood plain and channel before flood 

Flood plain and enlarged channel immediately 
after unusual flood 

New flood plain formed in the enlarged channel. 
Old flood plain now a terrace 

FIGURE 3'6.-Formation of a seeond bottom or terrace by the enlarge
ment of the channel during a great flood. 

This explanation might account for the apparent 
widespread arrangement of the alluvium in distinct 
but poorly defined levels having considerable lateral 
continuity. This mechanism would operate over large 
areas and cause widespread changes in regimen at the 
same time. Obviously., however, this is not the only 
mechanism that can cause the abandonment of the flood 
plain. Others operate that might form terraces having 
continuity only within a limited armt. The terraced 
bottom lands of the Middle River, for example, might 
have been caused by severe floods large enough to de
stroy or modify stretches of the valley bottom (fig. 36). 
In the North River area the flood of June 1949 (Hack 
and Goodlett, 1960) caused the formation of terraces 
in many places. 

Changes in regimen would also be caused by piracies 
in the piedmont area downstream from a dra.inage basin 
in resistant rocks. The piracies would affect the a-rea 
of the capture itself and possibly the regimen down
stream by altering the size of the drainage bas1n and, 
for a time at least, the load. 

The evidence in the Shenandoah Valley, particularly 
the distribution of the alluvial deposits, indicates that 
the primary cause for the deposition of alluvium in 
terraces and piedmont aprons is a contrast in resistanee 
between the rocks in different parts of a dra.inage basin. 
The lateral continuity of the flights of terraces may 

have several causes, only one of 'vhich is climatic 
cha.nge. Other factors may include the occurrence of 
violent floods and the lateral shift of the channel, as 
well as changes in regimen that result f:oom piracies. 

SOLUTION FEATURES IN CARBONATE ROCKS 

Erosion through solution is an important process in 
the Shenandoah Valley. The present effectiveness of 
solution is .evidenced by the high calcium and mag
nesium content of the waters issuing from the valley 
in the Shenandoah River. For example, analyses of 
the waters of the North Fork of the Shenandoah River 
at Strasburg average 36 ppm (parts per million) of cal
cium and 9.4 ppm of magnesium. Bicarbonate content 
is 138 ppm (Schroeder a.nd J(apustka, 1957, p. 24). 
The evidence obtained in the present study seems to in
dicate that in the Shenandoah Valley most of the ero
sion by solution goes on at or near the surface, although 
a network of solution openings in the rocks extends to 
considerable depth. 

U .NDERGROUND OPENINGS 

Evidence of underground openings in the carbonate 
rocks is available in records of water wells and in cav
erns that have been explored above the water table. 
The writer has no original information to offer, but a 
brief review of the published data on wells and springs 
will serve to show that openings in the rocks extend to 
considerable depth. In a study of the grom1d-water 
resources of the Virginia part of the Shenandoah Val
ley, Cady ( 1936, p. 34-42) showed that finding water
filled cavities in the carbona.te rocks by drilling is a 
matter of chance. Over one-third of the 300 recorded 
wells obtained a flow of less than 5 gallons a minute. 
Only four wells obtained a flow of more than 100 gal
lons a 1ninute. Cady's data. seem to indicate that the 
probability of a well being successful does not change 
with depth of drilling from the surface to 300 feet. 
Below that depth, however, the probability increases, 
and the average yield of the 16 deep wells drilled is 
three times as great as that of the shallower wells. Of 
these wells, four are more than 1,000 feet deep, the 
deepest reaching 1,926 feet. A well 1,432 feet deep at 
Winchester, Va., has a yield of 150 gallons a minute. 
These data appear to be good evidence that openings 
in the carbona.te rocks are not restricted to sha1low 
depth but occur to depths at least as great as 2,000 feet. 
Cady concludes from his study that considerable arte
sian circulation of water occurs at depth along fault 
planes and bedding planes associated with the major 
synclinal structure of the valley. 

Cady's hypothesis of deep circulation of water in 
the carbonate rocks is strengthened by the occurrence 
of thermal springs in the Shenandoah Valley. The 
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springs have been studied by Reeves (1932). Fifteen 
spr•ings classified as "warm" are included in the area 
of this report; most of them are on the northwest limb 
of the l\fassanutten syncline. The warm springs all 
have temperatures below 80°F, but their mean tempera
tures exceed the mean temperature of the air where 
the springs issue. The spring waters are mostly bicar
bonate waters similar to those of the strcitms and cold 
springs of the cat~bonate rock area. However, the total 
content of dissolved solids is considerably higher than 
the average for cold springs. Discharges of these 
springs have a wide range, but many of them exceed 
500 gallons a minute. The variation in discharge is 
low. The temperature of the warm springs remains 
constant and is unaffected by seasonal changes. Reeves 
believed that these facts support the hypothesis that the 
spring waters lutve been warmed by deep circulation 
in artesian basins where the temperature of the rock 
exceeds that at the surface. 

l\{any springs of the Shenandoah Valley deposit large 
quantities of calcimn carbona;te on issuing from the 
ground. FnJling Spring Creek, 4 miles north of Staun
ton, for example, heads in a warm spring and flows 
for several miles through a valley whose bottom lands 
are composed of ma.rl. It enters the Middle R.iver at 
a cascade about 50 feet high over banks of travertine 
built by the water. The large quantity of carbonate 
deposited downstream from the orifice of this spring 
a:ttests to the presence of extensive solution cavities in 
the rocks somewhere below the orifice. 

The evidence from study of the springs and of holes 
drilled for ground water in the carbonate rocks thus 
suggests considerahle circulation of water a,t. depths 
n1uch greater than 1,000 feet. The openings in the 
rocks through which the circulation is channeled, how
ever, may not, be very large. Among the largest of the 
warm springs 'in the Shenandoah VaJley is Quick 
Spring, which forms t.he source of Falling Spring 
Creek (Reeves, 1932, p. 47). The discharge of this 
spring ·is 1,000 gallons a 1ninute, which corresponds to 
only 1.5 cubic feet per second, and is equivalent to the 
average discharge of a surface stream having a drain
age area of only 1 or 2 square miles. 

SINKS 

The most obvious evidence of solution is the hundreds 
of surface sinks that occur in the carbonate rocks of 
·the Shenandoah Valley. One of the most important 
factors controlling the distribution of sinks is the char
acter of bhe bedrock. This factor has been analyzed 
by plotting all the sinks visi'ble on aerial photograph in 
the southern part of the Shenandoah Valley (pl. 3). 

Examin~ttion of this map indicates that sinks are most 
abundant in the Ordovician rocks (table 6). 

No explanation for the abundance of sinks in the 
Ordovician rock areas appears to be completely satis
factory. Sinks in general are n1ore ·abundant in areas 
w·here residuun1 on the carbonate rock is thin or lacking. 
This fact can be verified hy comparing plate 3 with 
plate 2. Sinks are especially a:bundant in the upper 
part of the BeekmmTtown and in the Middle Ordovician 
rocks, and these rocks are comn1only covered only in 
thin residuum. On the other hand, sinks are formed in 
some places where residuum is 20-30 feet thick or more; 
along the foot of the Blue Ridge, they occur under a 
cover of alluvial cobbles and residuum that may be 
more than 100-200 feet thick. 

Sinks commonly are heavily concentrated in fields 
or occur in clusters. These may be related to synclinal 
structures in many places-for example, the field of 
sinks northeast of 1Staunton. The sinks north of Mount 
Crawford are in a hroad synclinal belt, and other simi
lar are.:<ts of concentration occur. 

TABLE 6.-Distribution of sinks in the southern part of the Shen
andoah Valley in relation to the kind of carbonate rock 

Rock 
Area 

(square 
miles) 

'l'otal 
number 

sinks 

Number of 
sinks per 

square mile 
-------------·---------------
Covered by alluvial deposits _____ _ 
No alluvial cover: 

Ordovician age _____________ _ 
Cambrian age ______________ _ 

103 

149 
205 

262 

636 
276 

2. 54 

4. 27 
1. 34 

Caverns and sinks are apparently not more abundant 
in limestone than in dolomite. Thus, caverns and sinks 
are numerous in the dolomitic Beekmantown as well as 
in the calcareous Middle Ordovician rocks. Luray 
Caverns and the surrounding large field of sinks are 
formed in crystalline dolomite. Study of the rocks 
in the Caverns themselves indicates that solution is 
favored in the more coarsely crystalline beds, though 
structural features such as joints are obviously an im
portant control (Hack and Durloo, 1962). 

Sinks are more abundant along large streams than 
they are in interstream or in headwater areas. Among 
the reasons for this are ( 1) the inflow of ground water 
to the streams, (2) the steepening of the ground water 
gradient near large intrenched streams, and ( 3) the fact 
that many streams enter the carbonate rock from the 
mountains and are low in dissolved solids and alkalinity. 
This ·third factor has been discussed elsewhere (Hack, 
1960b), and sinks were shown to be almost wholly lack
ing in the carbonate rock a:rea where no streams enter 
the valley from noncarbonate rock areas. This is partic
ularly true in the northern part of the valley north of 
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Massanutten. Mountain, where sinks are scarce except 
along the main streams. The absence of sinks is notice
able in spite of the presence of broad areas of apparently 
suitable rock. A similar absence of sinks is evidence in 
the area shown on plate 3 at the southern end of the 
valley, where the streams all head in the carbonate rock 
area itself. ·considerable water must circu}~te laterally 
in the ground some distance a way from the streams, 
however, for as shown on plate 3, the sinks are by no 
means concentrated immediately adjacent to the main 
streams. 

Sinks covered by alluvium occur in many areas (pl. 
3). In some places, as along the North River and along 
East Dry Branch, low gravel terraces bordering the 
streams are almost wholly occupied by sinks and their 
intervening ridges, and very little flat area is left on the 
terrace. 

Numerous sinks covered by alluvium and residuum 
occur along the northwest slope of the Blue Ridge on 
the Tomstown Dolomite and Waynesboro Formation. 
These sinks are discussed in connectiQn with the origin 
of the manganese deposits (page 72). 

The sinks appear to show that solution openings are 
:formed in certain beds of rock and are concentrated 
in the area adjacent to large streams particularly where 
water of low alkalinity circulates. Great differences in 
hydrostatic head, such as might occur adjacent to the 
mountains that border the Shenandoah Valley, would 
favor underground solution. If this analysis of the 
solution openings is valid, many of the sinks and solu
tion cavities in the valley must be inferred to have their 
origin at moderate depth and are not simply funnels 
opened by water· draining the. area immediately ad
jacent to them. The sinks may undergo considerable 
enlargement after they are exposed at the surface, even 
though they were originally formed and connected with 
the ground-water reservoir at some time in the distant 
past and at greater depth. 

SOLUTION AT THE SURFACE 

A.lt.hough solution openings and sinks are conspicuous 
features in the Shenandoah Valley, they by no means 
occupy a large proportion of the area. The density of 
sinks, as shown by table 6, is really very low; the aver
age is only about 3 per square mile. Many large areas 
of carbonate rocks exhibit no sign of solution pits and 
have a regularly ordered topography of ridges sepa
rated by open ravines. Even in areas occupied by many 
sinks, the parabolic form of slopes charactistic of inter
stream areas ( p. 20) is the dominant type. This regu
larity and similarity to areas underlain by noncarbonate 
rocks indicates that here sub~urface solution is not 
important. 

If the dominant erosion were by solution under
ground, we might expect not only the form of the hills 
to differ from that of noncarbonate areas but also the 
drainage density to be considerably less. Drainage den
sities of small sample areas, averaging 1 square mile in 
size in different rock types, have been measured and are 
shown in table 7. The drainage density in the limestone 
area is indeed the lowest, but it is only slightly lower 
than that of the quartzite areas of the Blue Ridge, where 
mechanical erosion is of paramount importance. The. 
streams in the limestone area, like those in areas of other 
rocks, are floored with bed material of angular cobbles 
and boulders generally locally derived, a fact indicating 
that the channels are cut at least partly by mechanical 
processes (Hack, 1957, p. 76-81) . 

TABLE 7.-Density of channels in areas of different kinds of 
rock in the Shenandoah Valley, as measnred from aerial 
photographs 

Rock 
Area 

(square 
miles) 

Drainage 
density 
(miles of 

channel per 
square 
mile) 

-----------·-------·---------
1 Athens Limestone _________________ _ 
2 Quartzite and phyllite of the Chil-

howee Group ____________________ _ 
3 Granodiorite ______________________ _ 
4 Sandstone and shale of the Chemung 

Formation ______________________ _ 
5 Martinsburg Shale __ ·---------------

NoTE.-The following·are the locations of the areas: 

1. 45 

l. :35 
1. 28 

I. 4:3 
l. 17 

1. Tributary of Middle River, 5.2 miles northwest of Staunton, Va. 
2. Rip Rap Hollow, 9.5 miles northeast of Waynesboro, Va. 
3. Headwaters of Hawksbill Creek, 7.5 miles southeast of Luray, Va. 
4. Headwaters of East Dry Branch, 12.8 miles west of Staunton, Va. 
5. Drainage basin of Christians Creek, east of Staunton, Va. 

2. 4 

:~. 2 
3. 4 

(). () 

7. 6 

In the writer's opinion, topography in most of the 
limestone region is graded for the transportation of 
material along the surface. Although the carbonate 
rock itself must go into solution, the insoluble residue 
present in the limestone beds in small to large amounts 
remains on the surface and determines the grade and 
form of the slopes. Probably the most effective solu
tion of the limestone takes place at the very surface of 
the rock, for most of the water that penetrates below 
the surface except in periods of heavy rainfall may al
re9,dy be saturated in carbonate. Solution-pits and 
characteristic lapies on the surface of the limestone bed
rock are seen whenever the bedrock surface is stripped 
of soil for quarrying or other engineering operations. 
Core stones of limestone are commonly found in the 
thinner residual soils (p. 45). These are like the core 
stones of igneous rock areas and result from differential 
weathering of the bedrock. In some areas, mostly small 
in extent, the effects of underground solution dominate 
the landscape, and the drainage is underground. 
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TRANSPORTATION OF ERODED MATERIAL 

One of the corollaries of the equilibrium theory of 
erosiona,] landscapes is that all elements of the topog
raphy in a single dynamic system are downwasting at 
the same rate or at a rate proportional to the average 
slope (p. 9). Differences in relief within the system 
a,rc the result of differences in rock resistance which 
affect the forms of slopes and stream channels. In ac
cord with a cyclic theory of landscape development, 
however, the highland areas are presumed to be relics 
of highlands that were once more extensive and are 
preserved in the landscape because they are more resist
ant. to erosion or have not been reached by agents of 
renewed activity and are thus downwasting at a slower 
rate than the low lands. It is of interest, therefore, to 
exnmine the content of the streams draininO' the Shenan-e . 
doah Valley in order to judge whether the different rock 
types are in fact being eroded at the same rate. Un
fortunate.ly, records that show the sed.iment content and 
chemical character of the water do not cover a lon(J' 

1 
. e 

enoug 1 periOd nor a wide enough range of conditions to 
make possible a quantitative analysis of the problem. 
However, the s~<tnt records indicate that the rate of 
transport of materials of different kinds is of the right 
order of magnitude to be in harmony with the equi
librium theory. 

The most complete record of sediment transport in a 
large stream in the Shenandoah Valley is that for the 
South Fork at Front Royal (Schroeder and l(apustka, 
1957). The drainage basin of the river contains con
trasting rock types and topogrn.phy; about half the area 
is underlain by carbonate rocks and half by clastic rocks 
(table 8). 

TABJ,E 8:-Are!l and percent of basin underlain by principal rock 
types m dramage basin of the South Fork Shenandoah River 
above Front Royal, Va. 

Area Percent of 
Principal rock type (square drainage 

miles) basin 

Greenstone and granodiorite _____________ _ 
Quartzite ttnd argillite of the Chilhowee 

Sh~~~~~= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

151 9 

170 11 
278 17 

Sandstone and shttle (interbedded) ________ _ 
Carbonate rocks ________________________ _ 

264 16 
783 47 

-------Total ____________________________ _ 
1, 646 100 

The concentration of dissolved solids in stream waters 
is ?losely controlled by the. geology of the drainage 
bnsms; streams draining nreas of limestone have a con
centration of dissolved solids commonly several times 
higher than do streams in clastic rocks. If the material 
eroded from the carbonate rock area is mostly trans-

ported in solution and if the material eroded from the 
noncarbonate area is transported largely in suspension 
and along the bed, then, according to a cyclical theory 
of erosion, the quantity of material transported in solu
tion should be several times greater than the. quantity 
transported in suspension. This conclusion would fol
low from -the presumption that the carbonate-rock area 
is eroding more rapidly than the more resistant clastic
rock areas. 

According to the equilibrium theory, however, the 
rate of erosion in the carbonate area is no different 
from that in the clastic rock area. Therefore, the 
amount of material transported in solution should be 
equaled or ex~eeded by the amount transported in sus
pension, because the carbonate rocks contain clay, sand, 
and chert that may constitute 10-20 percent of the total 
thickness; although some of this material is dissolved, 
much of it must be carried off in suspension. 

The transportation of material in the South Fork in 
suspension probably does exceed the amount trans
ported in solution. Measurements of the concentration 
of both suspended sediment and dissolved solids are 
available at Front Royal for the period April 1953 to 
September 1954 (Schroeder and Kapustka, 1957)., and 
as the river is flowing on shale bedrock, nearly all the 
material eroded from its drainage basin may be as
sumed to have passed this point in the stream. The 
only complete yen.r of record is the· water year October · 
1, 1953-September 31, 1954. During this year, accord
ing to the estimate of Schroeder and Kapustka ( 1957, 
p. 25), the transport of material in suspension 
amounted to 77,129 tons. Using their chemical data, 
the present writer calculated that the t~ansport of dis
solved solids was 155,000 tons, approximately twice tts 
great. However, the water year 1953-54 was not a 
typical year, for the average discharge was considerably 
less than normal during this year, and the maximum 
discharge was only 17,000 cfs. The maximum recorded 
discharge is 130,000 cfs, and the 17,000 cfs maximum 
that occurred in 1954 has been exceeded in 15 out of the 
24 years of recorded flows. 

The concentration of suspended material increases 
at a high rate with increasing discharge, whereas the 
concentration of dissolved solids decreases. Presum
ably, therefore, a longer period of sampling would'indi
cate that a somewhat higher proportion of the materia.l 
is carried in suspension. 

This presumption can be supported by further cal
culation and extrapolation by use of records of mean 
daily discharge. Based on the period durin{)' which 

d
. 6 

se 1ment analyses are available, curves showinO' the con-
• . b 

centratwn of sediment a.nd dissolved solids are con-
structed as shown in figure 37. As shown by this 
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DISCHARGE, IN CUBIC FEET PER SECOND 

FIGURE 37.-Concentration of dissolved solids and suspended material 
at different discharges in the South Fork Shenandoah River at Front 
Royal, Va. Data from Schroeder and Kapustka (1957). 

graph, the concentration of suspended sediment is 
roughly proportional to the 1.75 power of the discharge, 
a very high rate of increase. It appears that during 
one large flood of very short duration more sediment 
may be carried in suspension than during a whole year 
of average flow. The rate of transport in suspension 
begins to exceed the rate in sol uti on at a discharge of 
4,000-5,000 cfs. The writer has calculated that about 
25 percent of the total water flow of the South Fork is 
normally discharged in flows that exceed this amount. 

Although the water year 1953-54 is atypical, the data 
shown in figure 37 can be extrapolated and applied to 
the discharges characteristic of a larger period of rec
ord. For this purpose, the period 1931-42 has been 
chosen for analysis. This period includes the maxi
mum recorded flow as well as flow during several ab
normally dry years. The results have been summarized 
in table 9. This table shows that the high flows and 
the high sediment concentrations that must be asso
ciated with them are sufficient to raise the amount of 
material transported in suspension to a value larger 
than that transported in solution. Thus a flow of 
15,000 cfs occurring on 2.8 days per year transports 
almost as much suspended material as is transported in 
solution during the entire year. The totals given do 
not include the amount of load transported dur!ng ap
proximately 1 day in which the average discharge ex
ceeds 20,000 cfs because this value is beyond the range 

TABLE 9.-0omputation of annual load, in tons, carried by the 
Sonth Fork Shenandoah River at Front Royal, Va., based on 
the average daily discharges tor the period 1931-1,2 

[Concentrations are estimated from the graph (fig. 37)] 

Assumed concentration 

Discharge (cfs) 

Ss~~:e~td D~~~~~~ed 
(ppm) (ppm) 

Average 
number 
of days 
per year 

Annual load 

Suspended Dissolved 
sediment solids 

(tons) (tons) 
----1----------------------

0-2()()_ --------------- 0. 08 240 
2()()..400_ ------------- . 6 180 
400-6()()______________ 1. 5 160 
600-800_ ------------- 2. 8 145 
800-1,000_ ----------- 4. 3 135 
1,{)()0-2,000___________ 11 128 
2,000-4,000___________ 39 100 
4,()()()-6,000___________ 100 90 
6,000-8,000___________ 190 83 
8,000-10,000__________ 300 78 
10,000-20,000_________ 660 70 
20,000-40,000 _________ ------------ ------------
40,()()()-60,000 _________ ------------ ------------
60,000-80,000 _________ ------------ ------------
80,000-100,000 ________ ------------ ------------

TotaL ________ ------------ ------------

2. 2 ------------ 427 
~.2 ~ ~U3 
70. 6 166 15, 249 
45. 2 405 12, 387 
35. 3 774 11, 580 
95. 7 5, 037 49, 610 
42. 1 18, 367 34, 182 
12. 1 34, 702 14, 701 
5. 8 55, 529 9, 098 
2. 7 75,213 5,117 
2. 8 150, 056 7, 938 
. 9 ------------ -----------
.3 ------------ -----------
.0 ------------ -----------
. 1 ------------ ------------

365 340,272 167,462 

of the data in figure 37. If this unknown but large 
load were included, obviously the amount of material 
transported in suspension would exceed the dissolved 
load by a very large factor. 

Unfortunately, the foregoing analysis ignores several 
:factors. For. example, the load transported along the 
bed has not been measured, and we have no way of 
judging its amount. Gravel, cobbles, and boulders on 
the stream beds are probably moved only in flows that 
have a very low recurrence interval. In severe floods, 
however, the amount of coarse material transported may 
be quite large. Some carbonate rocks as well as sand
stone and quartzite may bo included, although studies 
of the bed material in carbonate-rock areas indicate· 
that carbonate rocks are not transported very far in 
the form of gravel (Hack, 1957). 

Another important factor that the analysis ignores 
is the condition of the watershed. As the carbonate
rock area is heavily populated and is crossed by a dense 
network of roads and farm trails, the silt and clay cover 
may erode more rapidly at present than it has in the 
past. This factor might increase somewhat the amount 
of sediment transported in floods. Soil erosion, how
ever, is at present certainly not severe in this area. The 
carbonate.-rock area is largely in pasture and well 
covered with sod. 

A small error is introduced into the calculation of 
thf' material removed from the watershed in solution by 
neglecting the dissolved solids contained in rainwater. 
So far as the writer knows, no analyses of rainwater 
have been made in this area. The content must be very 
small, however, and amount to only a few parts per 
million. This error could not affect appreciably the 
results of the foregoing analysis. 

Another qualitative test of the theory is provided by 
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a comparison of the loads carried by two streams drain
ing areas of diverse rocks. For this purpose the drain
age basin of the South Fork at Front Royal, which is 
half in carbonate rock, is compared with that of the 
I-Iazel River at Rixeyville. The Hazel River drains the 
east side of the Blue Ridge outside the area shown on 
plates 1 and 2, and its basin adjoins that of the South 
Fork along the crest of the range. Its drainage basin 
contains only crystalline rock, and the content of dis
solved solids in the stream is only one-third as great 
as that in the South Fork, averaging about 38 ppm 
(Schroeder and J(apustka, 1957). 

Table 10 shows the results of this comparison. Be
cause the Ifazel River is relatively small compared with 
the South Fork, the data must be expressed in terms of 
tons per square mile. Obviously, the Hazel River 
transports for each square mile about half as much 
1nater.ial in solution as does the South Fork. This 
amount is compensated, however, by a much greater sus
pended load, and the total loads per unit area of the 
two streams are about equal. As in the previous anal
ysis, the dat11 do not include bed load and they do not 
take into consideration the possible effects of differences 
in the condition of the watershed. 

Although all factors cannot be considered, records of 
the sediment load and the chemical quality of water 
in the region do not in any way suggest great differences 
in the rates of erosion between stream~ draining areas of 
different rock. Critical differences may exist, but they 
are not large enough to be detected in the data available. 

TAnu~ 10.-0ompm·ison of the loads discharged by two streams 
in (U,fferent geologic env·ironments, October .1953-September 
1951, 

Average Total Transported load (tons per 
concen- yearly square mile) 
tratlon discharge 

Stream of dis- (cfs-days 
solved per Dis- Sus- Total 
solids square solved ponded load 
(ppm) mile) solids sediment 

------------
South :Fork Shenandoah 

lUver at l~ront Royal, Va. 
(Drainage 1\rea, 1,638 square 
rnlles) ___ -------------------- 160 221 98 47 145 

Hazel River at Rixeyvllle, Va. 
(Drainage area, 286 square 
miles) __ -_---- __ ----------- 38 204 52 78 130 

T'he average rate of erosion in the Shenandoah Val
ley can be ca.lculated by use of the estimates shown in 
table 9 of the suspended and dissolved solids discharged 
past Front Royal. All discharges greater than 20,000 
cfs are not .included in these estimates, even though 
larger discharges on the average probably occur more 
than 1 day a year. Obviously, such an estimate would 
be too low. The sediment carried past the station dur
ing 1 day of extraordinary discharge may even equal 
or exceed the total amount carried during the entire 

year by lower discharges, and a calculation is likely 
to be something less than one-half the correct figure. 
If 340,272 tons is the annual discharge of suspended 
sedin1ent, 167,462 tons is the annual discharge of dis
solved solids, and the average density of the rocks is 
estimated to be 2.8, the average rate of denudation of 
the basin of the South Fork is 0.00013 feet per year, or 
approximately 1 foot in 7,700 years. 

If the area had been denuded continuously at this 
average rate, more than 13,000 feet of rock would have 
been removed in the 100 million years since Cretaceous 
time and 23,000 feet ·of rock in the 180 n1illion years 
since the end of Triassic time. Because the rate of 
denudation may have been more than twice as great, 
there is no difficulty in accounting for the removal of 
a thickness equal to the entire Paleozoic sequence, gen
erally estimated at 30,000 feet. 

INTERPRETATION OF PHYSIOGRAPHIC HISTORY 

The interpretation of the landscape in the present 
report emphasizes the continuity of geomorphic proc
esses. .Almost no reference has been made to stratigra
phy, and little attempt has been made to arrange any 
of the surficial deposits in a chronologie sequence. The 
interpretation is based on interrelations of processes, 
rocks, and other features that exist todt-.,y as though 
they were almost time independent. This does not 
mean that the deposits could not he arranged in a 
sequence or that there have not been ·any changes in 
the landscape. Any or all of the surficial deposits could 
be arranged in a time sequence by comparing their 
height tthove the stream, degree of dissection, degree of 
wea;thering, and other charn,cteristics that are useful 
in stratigraphy. 

The purpose of a study of the equilibrium relations 
among all the features of a landscape is to assess those 
that are not in equilibrium and that therefore may 
reflect historical changes in the development of a land
scape. Stratigraphic studies of surficial deposits within 
the valley are not useful without an understanding of 
the equilibrium conditions. Individual bodies of gravel 
in a ·piedmont alluvial apron, for exa~ple, are arranged 
in flights of terraces, and some of the units have uncon
formities between them, which indicate that deposition 
ceased and erosion occurred at that place. Such rela
tions do not mean that deposition alternated with ero
sion simultaneously throughout the region. Both ero
sion and deposition have gone on continuously, but the 
activity has shifted locally from place to place. 

.As we can account for most, if not all, of the geo
morphic features of the Shenandoah Valley on the 
basis of an interrelation between present processes and 
rocks, we need not postulate any major changes in the 
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past. If deposits or forms were found that were com
pletely out of harmony with the processes of the present, 
then we would conclude that there had been a change 
in the past, and the deposit or form in question would 
immediately become a sort of stratigraphic landmark. 
If, for example, a terrace in the lower valley were 
found composed completely of clay different from the 
graded gravelly flood plains that form along the streams 
at present, we would be forced to the conclusion that a 
change had occurred in the processes that operated in 
the valley. 

Analysis of the Shenandoah Valley as though it were 
in a time-independent state does explain most of its 
major features. Minor ones, such as the scree deposits 
of the Blue Ridge, appear to be out of harmony with 
the explanation, for the scree seems far too extensive 
for all of it to have been deposited under conditions like 
the present and some large areas of scree appear to be 
separated from any source area.. Some of the alluvial 
terraces are also not fully explained. Major features, 
however, like the form of the hills, the variation in re
lief, the piedmont alluvial aprpns, and many others 
could have formed in an .environment like the present 
and can be explained as though they were time
independent. 

Nothing seems to compel a belief in any important 
recent diastrophic movements or other important recent 
environmental change within the Shenandoah Valley 
itself that caused an evolution of the landscape from one 
form to another. Such changes must have happened 
but so long ago that the evidence is uot preserved in the 
present landscape. A problem remains, however, in 
interpreting the development and history of the land
scape during the time b.efore it was brought near to its 
present condition, for obviously the landscape must have 
been very different near the close of the Triassic, and 
~any changes, including those brought. about by dias
trophism, must have occurred. 

Very little evidence has been found within the Ap
palachian Mountains themselves to aid one in speculat
ing on the early .evolution of the range. Erosion has 
probably been continuous ever since the initial uplift 
of the Appalachians. Direction of the original dra.inage 
is unknown, because as the region rose above the sea 
the drainage may have been superposed from deposits 
of Permian, Triassic, or Jurassic age that no longer 
exist.. The uplift that followed the initial rise and fold
ing may have required a very long span of time and may 
have persisted through the Jurassic period. Slower 
movements of various parts or all of the mountain sys
tem may have persisted through the Teritary. During 
the ~iesnzoic and Tertiary, about 30,000 feet (IGng, 
1959, p. 57) of sedimentary rock was probably removed 

from some areas, and major changes in the drainage 
could have taken place as the rivers became more com
pletely adjusted to varying kinds of rocks exposed on 
the erosion surface. No basis exists for thinking that 
the relief was lower than the present at any time during 
the Tertiary, and it may well have been higher. 

Superposition of some of the streams may have taken 
place during the downwasting of the region and caused 
maladjustments. As the amount of alluvium deposited 
in the low land areas is a function of the contrast in 
relief between hard and soft rock areas, the gravel de
posits in the lowlands must have been more extensive 
in the past, when the relief was greater than now. 
Locally streams may have become superposed on under
lying structures as the gravelly mantle was reduced 
in extent during erosion. Local superposition could 
also have occurred during the downwasting of the area 
where a stream eroded through a thrust sheet or limb 
of a fold and became enclosed in the different rocks 
on the underside, as postulated in the theory of Meyer
hoff and Olmsted (1936) and by Bloomer (1951). 

It seems unrewarding to speculate further on the 
basis of evidence now available, especially as many un
tapped sources of evidence may enable more fruitful 
speculation after further work. The Coastal Plain, 
for example, now very imperfectly understood, is un
derlain by thousands of feet of sediments shed by the 
Appalachian Highlands since. Cretaceous time that may 
yield valuable clues. A better knowledge of the struc
tural development of the Appalachians, particularly 
of the Piedmont region, is also needed. The detailed 

. geologic mapping of the last 30 or 40 years has already 
changed some of the concepts of Davis' tim~ that 
formed part of the basis for his thinking. These changes 
include'the abandonment of the concept of Appalachia 
as well as a growth in appreciation of the great com
plexity of Appalachian structure. 

The theory of the geographic cycle as propounded by 
Davis provided the basis for an involved and detailed 
theory of Appalachian history that traced its develop
ment through the entire Mesozoic and Tertiary. Basi
cally, the theory depended on the mistaken belief that 
the present topographic surface could be subdivided into 
several different erosion surfaces, each of which was the 
remnant of an ancient topographic surface and there
fore could be treated as though it were a stratigraphic 
horizon. The theory of Davis was greatly elaborated by 
later workers. The classic treatments are those by 
Davis (1889, 1890a) and by Johnson (1931). Concise 
summaries have been written by many authors and in
clude those of Bryan, Cleaves, and Smith (1932a), Fen
neman (1938, p. 195-278), and Thornbury (1954, p. 
230-240). 
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A few of the most important problems dealt with 
by the theory of the geographic cycle as applied to the 
Appalachians are discussed very briefly in the follow
ing paragraphs. They serve to point up the differences 
between the classic theory and the theory of the equilib
rium landscape. Some of them have already been 
mentioned earlier in the report. 

REVERSAL OF DRAINAGE 

The hypothesis of drainage reversal was conceived 
by Davis (1889, p. 219-224) because the major streams 
of the central Appalachians cross structural features 
from younger rocks to older, and presumably a much 
greater sequence and thickness of rocks must have been 
eroded from the southeastern border of the range, where 
the streams leave to enter the Piedmont, than from the 
northwestern border in the headwater areas. J olmson 
(1931), concerned with the obvious difficulty of revers
ing ~tn already established drainage, postulated that 
the reversal occurred after a marine invasion in the 
Cretaceous covered the A-ppalachians with sediments 
from which the drainage later became superposed. 

As the kind, age, or thickness of the rocks on which 
the Appalachian drainage originally developed is not 
known, it does not seem to the writer that Davis' hypoth
esis of drainage reversal need be taken very seriously. 
:Modern concepts of the structural development of the 
Appalachians are more sophisticated than the concepts 
on which Davis based his hypothesis and suggest that 
the general direction of drainage might have been like 
that of the present ever since Triassic time (Thornbury, 
1954, p. 239). Studies of heavy minerals in the Coastal 
Plain of Delaware suggest that the source of sediment 
in that ~l:rea has boon to the northwest since at least 
Cretaceous time. If a reversal of drainage took place, 
it must have been by headward migration of divides 
and was well advanced by late Cretaceous time (Groot, 
1955, p. 123). The concept of superposition from a 
cover of Cretaceous sediments is not supported by any 
evidence in the Shenandoah Valley or the finding of any 
mar.ine deposits anywhere in the Appalachian High
lands. The adjustment of most of the streams to rock 
structure is remarkably close. It is hard to see how 
the course of the ·Potomac, for example, could have 
been established by superposition and yet cross both 
North l\1ountain and the Blue Ridge nt the nn.rrowest 
nnd weakest places. 

THE SCHOOLEY PENEPLAIN 

The concept of the Schooley peneplain was postulated 
by Davis (1889, 1890b) to explain the supposed accord
ance of summits of large areas of mountains. No real 
accordance of summits exists, but altitudes of ridge 

summits are related to the character of the rocks that 
form the crests (Thompson, 1941, and Edmundson, 
1940). As shown in the preceding pages, the altitudes 
of the higher mountains vary considerably, and their 
heights are directly related to the widths of the outcrop 
belts of the most resistant rocks as well as their dis
tance from the principal streams. The relation is par
ticularly well illustrated by the Blue Ridge (p. 28). 

LATER PENEPLAINS AND LOWLAND TOPOGRAPHY 

Davis (1889, p. 199) in his original theory postulated 
only one erosion surface of low relief lower than the 
Schooley peneplain, and he believed that it was of 
Tertiary age. This surface was later called the Harris
burg peneplain by Campbell (1903). It supposedly is 
preserved on the smooth rounded hilltops of carbonate 
rock and on shale low lands in large parts of the A ppa
lachians, and in places it is presumably covered with 
residuum and gravel. There has been little agreement 
on the interpretation of the low land belts, and the opin
ions of geomorphologists have ranged from t!he 
idea that the lowland topography is entirely the result 
of differential erosion to the idea that at least five ero
sion levels exist, each one a partial peneplain controlled 
by a former base level. The most common view is that 
the lowland forms result from the dissection of only one 
peneplain, the Harrisburg (Thornbury, 1954, p. 239-
240). 

Few geomorphologists working in the central Appa
lachians have done any extensive mapping of the sur
ficial deposits, and it was not until the work of 1\:ing 
( 1950) in the Shenandoah Valley that a comprehensive 
study and ma.p were made rof the deposits on the low
land surface. Although IGng accepted the existence of 
the Harrisburg peneplain, he pointed out a serious 
difficulty in the concept. The middle Shenandoah Val
ley above Front Royal has far too steep a gradient to 
have been inherited from a peneplain formed when the 
streams were controlled by base level as according to 
older concepts. The area, therefore, must have been 
warped since the formation of the peneplain. The 
gravel deposits, however, that mantle large areas in the 
middle Valley are graded to the present drainage. 
Thus, the gravel deposits cannot be related to the pene
plain but must have been deposited after the warping. 
J(ing ( 1950, p. 12) regarded the residuum beneath the 
gravels as inherited from Tertiary time and probably 
formed on the peneplain. 

In the present report, another step is taken, for the 
steep gradient of the middle Shenandoah Valley is 
shown to be related closely to the sinuosity of the North 
and South Forks of. the Shenandoah River (p. 29). 
The steep gradient is therefore related to the processes 
of the present, not only to those of the past, as also are 
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the gravel deposits. The peneplain is not expressed in. 
the topography of the present valley, and there is no 
reason to believ.e that it ever existed. 

If the residuum is mapped throughout a large area, 
it is found to.occur notably on carbonate rocks wherever 
they are mantled by resistant rock fragments of either 
alluvial or residual origin. In addition, erosion by solu
tion occurs beneath the protective cover of fragments, 
and residuum has :formed at depths as great as 100 feet 
below present streams. This subject is further discussed 
on page 72, but the evidence seems to indicate that pres
_ent conditions in places are suitable for the formation 
and preservation of residuum. Presumably residuum 
has always been present in the Shenandoah Valley and 
always will be present as long as an appreciable amount 
of relief exists. It is simply an inherent part of an 
erosional system in which some rocf'k constituents 
weather and are removed more readily than others. 

The extensive gravel deposits in the Shenandoah 
Valley ate analogous to the residuum, in that they too 
are lag d_eposits of the more resistant materials. They 
consistently occur in soft-rock areas along streams whose 
head waters cross either resistant rocks or soft rocks 
that contain resistant components. The caarse resistant 
fragments are not carried off in the stream channels on 
the low gradients that prevail in the softer rocks. They 
are therefore in effect stored in the landscape in ter
races and piedmont aprons while weathering reduces 
them to sizes or components that can be removed. 

DEPOSITS INHERITED FROM COLD PERIODS 

Many of the gravel aprons, terraces, and talus de
posits are obviously of Pleistocene age, and conditions 
during the cold intervals of the Pleistocene probably 
favored their formation (Smith and Smith, 1945·; King, 
1950) . Analysis of the deposits suggests that although 
this relation is probably true other factors are equally 
important and that gravel deposits would exist and 
talus might exist even if the climate had always re
mained the same as it is now. Formation of talus re
quires not only cold but also steep slopes and a relatively 
high rate of erosion at the base. It must also be com-= 
posed of rock that is resistant to weathering. The 
effect of in:tense cold is probably to cause the accumula
tion of talus on gentler slopes and in areas of lesser 
relief than in times of warm climate. The same might 
be said of terrace deposits, though the importance of 
the effect of a cold climate on such deposits is more dif
ficult to evaluate. The modern streams are able to trans
port to the lowlands material just as coarse as that in the 
terraces and in the talus (page 34 and Hack, 1957) ; 
deposition of such material is still going on in many 
places on flood plains in the low land areas. 

DEPOSITS INHERITED FROM WARM PERIODS 

No basis has been found for another postulate : re
siduunl formed mainly during warmer climates, pre
sumably in the late Tertiary, and that present conditions 
are not favorable for its formation (Hewett 1917; IGng, 
1950 p. 55). Residuum in the Shenandoah Valley is 
derived mostly from the weathering by solution of car
bonate rocks. These rocks are more soluble in cold solu
tions than in Warm. Furthermore, the carbonate and 
bicarbonate content of the stream waters is high and 
indicates that much rock is now going into solution. 
Sinks occur on many of the low gravel terraces, and 
residuum extends to levels below the present streams. 
The evidence seems to show that residuum forms at 
present and will accumulate wherever it is protected 
from- erosion by a lag deposit of either gravel or cherty 
residues. 

SUPERGENE DEPOSITS OF IRON AND MANGANESE 
OXIDE 

Deposits of supergene manganese and iron oxides are 
abundant in the Shenandoah Valley. They are asso
ciated with and commonly enclosed by a residual or 
alluvial cover on certain carbonate rocks. The super
gene deposits have received considerable study ov.er 
many years and are of particular interest to the geo
morphologist because they are thought by some geolo
gists to have formed in early Tertiary time on a 
peneplain. 

Reexamined in terms of the concept of an equilibrium 
landscape, the deposits of supergene oxides can be ex
plained in a different way. Rather than as relics of 
processes and conditions that existed long ago, they may 
be interpreted as having been formed under conditions 
like those of the present through the action of processes 
that can be observed today. 

The Shenandoah Valley has been an area of active 
manganese production for about 100 years, though the 
rate of production has fluctuated widely. The peak 
periods were in 1880-92 and during the two world wars. 
Total production of manganese in Virginia beginning 
in 1838 is estimated at 870,000 tons (Sears, 1957). Much 
of this production was from the Shenandoah Valley. 
The Crimora mine north of "\Vaynesboro was once the 
largest producer in the lJnited States, producing 160,-
000 tons in 1867-1917. In 1958 the total production in 
Virginia was 8,184 tons, vaJued a.t $648,000 (U.S. Bur. 
of Mines, 1959, p. 982). The largest producing mine 
was in the Shenandoah Valley. 

During the 19th century the Shenandoah Valley was 
also an important source of iron ore. Iron occurs in 
deposits similar to and in places associated with the 
manganese deposits, but little mining has been carried 
on since about 1905. 
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An extensive literature dealing with the manganese 
deposits, their geology, and origin has recently been re
viewed and summarized by Pegau ( 1958) . The mines 
are associated with rocks -of three different ages (fig. 
38). The writer has obtained his knowledge of the 
deposits from the following principal sources: For the 
deposits associated with rocks of Cambrian age the prin
cipal references are Hewett ( 1917), Stose and others 
( 1919), J(nechtel ( 1943), and IGng ( 1943, 1950) ; the 
few small deposits associated with Ordovician rocks are 
described by Stose and Miser ( 1922) ; for the deposits 
associated with Devonian rocks, Stose and Miser ( 1922) 
and Monroe (1942) have been the sources qf informa
ti'on. The distribution of the deposits as indicated in 
these reports is shown in figure 38. 

DEPOSITS ASSOCIATED WITH THE TOMSTOWN DOLO
MITE AND WAYNESBORO FORMATION 

The principal group of mines and prospects forms 
a long row along the northwest foot of the Blue Ridge 
that stretches from the southern end of the valley 
northeast to Front Royal. Gaps in the row occur north 
of 'Vaynesboro and near Luray. Most deposits are in 
clayey residuum close to the foot of the mountains at 
a horizon that corresponds to a bed or beds in the lower
most part of the Tomstown Dolomite. Deposits also 
occur higher in the section in residuum that is clearly 
derived from the "r aynesboro Formation. The deposits 
include iron as well as manganese oxides. Iron seems 
to predominate in the deposits at the higher horizqn. 

The principal manganese minerals that have been de
scribed are psilomelane, which constitutes about 75 per
cent of the ores, manganit.e, pyrolusite, and wad. The 
principal iron minerals are limonite and goethite. In 
many deposits the iron and manganese oxides occur as 
mixtures in which iron generally predominates.· The 
ore minerals form nodules, pods, and stringers in varie
gated clayey residuum. In many deposits the nodules 
have repla::!ed the clay in which they are embedded 
( Stose and others, 1919, p. 41-45). 

The stratigraphic and structural position of the super
gene deposits is of several kinds. These are illustrated 
in figure 5 of Stose and others (1919, p. 50) and are de
scribed briefly ~ts follows: 

1. The commonest deposits are in the clayey residuum 
immediately northwest of the outcrop of the Antie
tam Quartzite, where the dip of the beds is mono
clinal northwestward toward the Shenandoah Val
ley. The residuum and ore are comonly overlain 
by angular scree derived from the qmutzite hills 
or by cobbly quartzite alluvium. In other places 
the residuum is not covered but is protected from 
erosion by areas of alluvium that surround it. This 

type of deposit is illustrated by the 'Vatson tract 
(fig.39). 

2. Another type of deposit, in which the Crimora mine 
is located lies in open shallow synclines immedi
ately above the Antietam Quartzite. The residuum 
may have a cover of alluvial cobbles, as in the St. 
Mary's tract described by J(nechtel ( 1943), or it 
may be uncovered. 

3. The manganese may occur in veins in the Antietam 
Quartzite. One such deposit described by J(nechtel 
( 1943, p. 197), called the Hogpen Hollow prospect, 
occurs in quartzite and is approximately 1,000 feet 
stratigraphically below the Tomstown Dolomite 
(I(nechtel, oral commun., 1958). 

4. At Dargan, Md., north of the Shenandoah Valley, de
posits of manganese oxide are associated with a 
fault that brings the Harpers Formation into con
tact with residuum derived from the Tomstown 
Dolomite. 

5. The manganese oxides in some places are in gravelly 
clay that overlies residuum or are in channels cut
ting residuum of the Tomstown Dolomite. 

THEORIES OF ORIGIN 

The question of origin of the deposits may be handled 
as two problems: ( 1) the original source of the manga
nese, and (2) the processes that have concentrated or 
preserved it in deposits of mineable grade. With regard 
to the first problem, two ideas have been held in the 
recent past. Most geologists who have written on 
the problem appear to believe that the iron and manga-
nese are syngenetic and that below the zone of weather
ing they 'Occur either in the basal beds of the Tomstown 
Dolomite or in the Waynesboro Formation in the form 
of iron n,nd manganese carbonate disseminated through 
the rock in very low concentration. In northeast Ten
nessee analyses of fresh Shady Dolomite (the strati
graphic equivalent of the Tomstown) have shown that 
beds 100-200 feet above the top of the _Cambrian quartz
ite contain MnO, probably originally carbonate, in 
amounts as much as 0.6 percent. The manganese con
tent of the rock appears to be greater in beds unaffected 
by hydrothermal alteration than in beds that have 
been so altered (Rodgers, 1945; IGng, 1950, p. 65-66). 
Other geologists have thought that the manganese, al
though syngenetic, was originally in beds either strati
graphically higher or lower than the present position 
of the deposits. (See IGng 1950, p. 65, and references 
therein.) 

In contrast, some geologists believe that ·the original 
source o:f the manganese is hydrothermal and that the 
present deposits are true gossans in which the manga
nese has been concentrated by the weathering of more 
thinly disseminated sulfide deposits. This view has 
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been strongly upheld by Kesler (1950, p. 54--57), who 
worked in deposits of similar age and type in Georgia. 
Kesler cited the association of the iron and manganese 
with sulfides and with primary barite. He also noted 
the occurrence of manganese deposits along faults and 
the presence of the deposits at more than one horizon in 
the Cambrian rocks. 

The present writer has no evidence bearing on this 
problem. That the origin is syngenetic is perhaps a 
more appealing idea, because the known deposits in the 
Shenandoah Valley are mainly associated with a few 
beds of carbonate rock in the Tomstown, Waynesboro, 
Beekmantown, and Helderberg Formations, although 
the entire sequence of carbonate rocks is thousands of 
feet thick. Furthermore, the lateral extent of the strati
graphic units that contain manganese is enormous-for 
example, the principal Lower Cambrian manganiferous 
unit extends 'all the way from Maryland to Georgia. 

The second problem concerns the processes that have 
concentrated the iron and manganese in the form of 
oxides and hydroxides in the clayey residuum. That the 
manganese was originally sparsely disseminated in 
the source rock (whether of hydrothermal or syngenetic 
origin) was apparently first suggested by Harder 
(1910). Hewett ·(1917, p. 43) later related the forma
tion of the residuum to the Harrisburg peneplain 
formed on the Cambrian carbonate rocks at the level of 
the hil~tops. This idea has been follow.ed by Stose and 
others (1917) and Stose and Miser (1922). These writ
ers believed that conditions during the formation of 
the peneplain favored doop circul'ation of ground water 
and that the oxides were deposited in and replaced the 
residuum at that time. The deposits that exist today, 
according to this theory, are remnants of a former 
more widespread mantle of clayey ·residuum that have 
been preserved from erosion. This idea was modified 
by King ( 1950), who showed that the Harrisburg 
peneplain in the Elkton area is not represented by any 
topographic features now preserved in the Shenandoah 
Valley. He agreed, however, that the ore deposits and 
the residuum probably· formed in the Tertiary at the 
time of formation of the peneplain and that the Tertiary 
residuum is preserved where it became covered by 
Pleistocene gravels. 

The present writer can find no evidence that links 
the deposits of supergene oxides to the level of a pene
plain. The metallic oxi~es occur in residuum on car
bonate rocks at all possible levels, limited only by the 
outcrop belts of theW aynesboro and Tomstown Forma
tions. Oxides occur below river level as well as on the 
highest divides. Most of the deposits occur in residuum 
that overlies basal beds of the Tomstown Dolomite, and 
these beds seem to be the principal control, though more 

deposits occur on the upland interfluves than at lower 
altitudes. The close relation of the deposits to the base 
of the Tomstown is shown in figure 40. Note that many 
exploited deposits are in areas of residuum that are 
not covered by gravel. Such exposures are generally 
on interstream divides. This relation is expectable as 
the areas not covered are the ones in which the ores· 
are most easily discovered. Deposits have been mined, 
however, from clays 100 feet below the flood plain 
of Back Creek, a major stream (Lyndhurst Mine, 
Knechtel, 1943, p. 181). 

The modification of the peneplain idea suggested by 
IGng would permit the formation of residuum at con
siderable depth below the inferred Tertiary land sur
face and is in better harmony with the facts as they 
are now known. The concept of the equilibrium land
scape, however, views the development of the valley dif
ferently and does not include the concept of a Tertiary 
peneplain. In the following pages an alternative ex
planation is offered in which the concept of the pene
plain is unnecessary and the concentration of man
ganese ores is considered to be a more or less continuous 
process. 

STATEMENT OF THE EQUILIBRIUM THEORY OF 
ORIGIN 

The essential element of the equilibrium theory of 
origin is that the environment at the foot of the Blue 
Ridge constitutes a mechanical and chemical trap from 
which the supergene oxides of manganese and iron do 
not escape immediately but are preserved while other 
constituents of the original rock are dissolved or other
wise carried away. The oxides· are carried away only 
by mechanical erosion of the residuum from the oldest 
terraces in the piedmont zone. The mechanical trap 
is provided by the gravel cover over the residuum in the 
piedmont alluvial aprons. The. chemical trap is pro
vided by the reactions that take place as the limestone is 
dissolved and the pH of the ground water as well as that 
of the surface water rises. The process is regarded as 
continuous, although conditions might have been more 
favorable at times in the past. 

The geochemistry of iron and manganese at low tern
peratures is fairly well understood, and the following 
brief qualitative discussion is based on articles by 
Krumbein and Garrels (1952), Krauskopf (1957), and 
Hem and Cropper ( 1959) . Water enters the outcrop 
area of the Tomstown Dolomite either as rainwater or as 
runoff in the streams that drain the Blue Ridge. Even 
after percolating through the soil, rainwater has rel
atively low alkalinity and a pH of about 5-6, and ex
cept for dissolved carbon dioxide, it is nearly pure. The 
same is true of the stream waters that enter the area 
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from the Blue Ridge, where the rocks are predominantly 
quartzite and nearly inert chemically. These waters dis
solve the calcium and magnesium carbonates of the 
Tomstown, carry it away by percolation through the 
ground, and eventually leave the area through the main 
streams. 

The alkalinity and the pH of the water are increased 
as it reacts with the limestone and dolomite. Under 
the prevailing Eh conditions, the iron and manganese 
are oxidized and remain, with other impurities, in the 
residuum though they may be moved locally for short 
distances. As indicated by the diagrams and discus
sions of J{rauskopf ( 1957), the oxides and hydroxides 
of both iron and manganese become less soluble as pH 
increases. Solubility also decreases with increasing 
Eh (Krauskopf, 1957, figs. 1-4). According to Hem 
and Cropper ( 1959, p. 10), water having an Eh of 0.3 
and a pH of 5 could contain ferrous iron in solution 
in a concentration of 100 ppm. At a pH of 7 and an Eh 
of 0.3, however, the concentration would be less than 
0.001 ppm. Thus, the waters having a pH of 5-6.5 and 
an Eh of 0.3-0.5 entering the alluvial area at the foot 
of the Blue Ridge would be capable of dissolving and 
transporting . some iron,. and as the manganese com
pounds are somewhat more soluble, the waters could also 
transport manganese. Water whose pH has been 
raised to 7 or greater and whose Eh has been lowered 
slightly because of the reaction with carbonate 
rocks or with constituents of the ~esiduum is unable 
to transport these metals. 

In the interstream areas, water probably percolates 
downward through the residuum. As the residuum and 
weathered bedrock extend in places to depths more than 
100 feet below the streams, this percolation must extend 
below stream level, and the movement of water must 
be temporarily reversed so as to rise toward the streams 
in the area near the channels. Because of the chemical 
equilibrium qhanges that take place in this percolating 
water, some solution of iron and manganese probably 
occurs in the upper part of the residuum. Some may 
escape the area by running off the surface, but it is 
precipitated in the streambeds, from which it is even
tually carried off mechanically. Some of it, however, 
is carried downward until a small change in pH -causes 
the iron to be precipitated, thereby enriching the 
residuum. 

In accord wit~ this theory, the manganese of the 
supergene deposits is concentrated from disseminated 
material in the original rock, whatever its ultimate 
source. On the basis of the analyses reported by Rodg
ers ( 1945) from a dolomite in Tennessee similar to the 
Tomstown, ample manganese is present to provide large 
deposits of the oxide. Rodgers sampled 238 feet of 

rock in the Shady Dolomite and reported an average 
MnO content of 0.38 percent. If this content were con
centrated only by removal of the other constituents, a 
bed of oxide 0.81 feet thick would result. This concen
tration under an acre of ground would yield nearly 
7,000 tons of pure MnO. Further concentration might 
result from chemical migration as residuum is ultimately 
removed by erosion at the surface. The effective thick
ness :of the manganese-rich rocks would be greatly in
creased if the rocks were steeply tilted or vertical 

Physical and chemical conditions at the foot of the 
Blue Ridge are discussed in the following paragraphs 
to determine whether the conditions that exist at pres
ent in that area are consistent with the foregoing con
cept. 

SOLUTION OF CARBONATE ROCKS 

Ample evidence indicates that solution is going on 
und.er the ailuvium and residuum at the foot of the Blue 
Ridge. One kind of evidence is gained from the anal
yses of stream waters. A sample of water collected by 
the wri,ter from Canada Run, where it leaves the quartz
ite area of the Blue Ridge and enters the outcrop belt 
of Tomstown Dolomite (pl. 3), showed the analysis 
in table 11. Water collected downstream in the South 
River at ''Taynesboro, which has a large drainage basin 
in the outcrop area of carbonate rock, has more than 
10 times the normal concentration of dissolved solids. 
A sample of water collected from a limestone sink in the 
alluvial area had a pH of 8.0, which probably indicates 
a high content of dissolved solids (p. 75). 

TABLE 11.-Comparison of an analysis of a water sample from a 
stream above the limestone area with that of a sample from a 
stream below the limestone area 

[Except for pH, quantities are expressed in parts per million] 

Constituent 

Silica ________________________________ _ 
Aluminum ___________________________ _ 
Calci urn _____________________________ _ 
Magnesium __________________________ _ 
Sodium and potassium ________________ _ 
Bicarbonate (HCOa) ___________________ _ 
Sulfate (S04) __ - _____ ---- _-------------
Dissolved solids (residue on evaporation 

at 180°C) __ ------------------------
Alkalinity as CaC03--------------------pH __________________________________ _ 

Canada South River at 
Run 1 Waynesboro 2 

7. 2 7. 7 
. 1 ----------
.8 24 
.4 15 

1. 1 3. 2 
5. 8 136. 0 
.6 12 

14. 0 160. 0 
4. 8 122. 0 
6. 4 7. 5 

I Location shown on pl. 3; drainage basin in quartzite; water collected by J. 'T. 
Hack on July 18, 1958; analysis by J. W. Barnhart and W. B. Hurlburt. 

2 Location shown on pl. 3; reported in Schroeder and Kapustka, 1957, p. 27; col
lected Oct. 6, 1952. 

More striking evidence of solution is the occurrence 
of many sinks in the gravels overlying residuum, many 
of which are filled with water. The sinks are abundant 
in the alluvial area at the foot of the Blue Ridge (pl. 3), 
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FIGURE 41.-Exposure In wall of clay pit at the foot of the Blue Ridge at Cold Spring clay pit southeast of Greenville, Va. The clark 
layer in the center of the photograph and the lighter area In the upper left are a colluvial deposit con .. i sting of angular blocks of 
quartzite. The light-colored layer beneath the clark-colored layer is clay. The talus In the foreground is derived from the col
luvial layer and consists of quartzite blocks. 

where depth to bedrock in places may be as much as 100 
feet. The sinks are most abundant on terraces but also 
occur beneath the flood plains of small streams or across 
their channels. This relation indicates that solution is 
now occurring, or the sinks would otherwise be filled 
with alluvium. In places, subsidence is suggested by 
the occurrence of multiple channels and by swamps 
along the str.eams. 

ENTRAPMENT OF THE RESIDUUM 

The conditions at the foot of the Blue Ridge favor 
the loss of magnesium and calcit-im carbonate by solu
tion but provide a trap for the large quantities of silt 
and clay, which are also constituents of the bedrock. 
The occurrence, formation, and preservation of this 
residuum are discussed on pages 4.4--49 but are briefly 
reviewed here with respect to the occurrence of manga-

nese. As sho,Yn on page 12, . both the Tomstown 
and '\Vaynesboro formations contain silt and clay, in 
addition to carbonates, and the Tomstown alone in 
places probably contains enough to furnish deposits 
dozens of feet thick. Quartzite cobbles shed either as 
talus or alluvium from the hills of the Blue Ridge form 
an almost complete cover over the Tomstown and 
Waynesboro outcrop belt (fig. 41). Uncovered areas 
of residuum .exist and form islands sunounded by 
channels and terraces composed of quartzite cobbles. 
The cobbles form an effective local base level that in
hibits the erosion of the island of residuum. 

It should be emphasized that the cover of alluvial 
cobbles and the residuum beneath the cover are a part 
of an erosional system in equilibrium in which the cob
bles and the residuum are being removed from the inter-
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FIGunm 42.-A hypothetical erosional trap formed by a synclinal 
structure. rg, residuum derived from carbonate rock and 
covered in places by quartzite cobbles; £a, Antietam Quartzite. 

stream divides at an overall rate equal to the rate of 
solution of the carbonate rocks below. The residuum is 
being added to from beneath and is being eroded from 
the oldest and most dissected of the terrace deposits. 
Were it not for the gravel, the relief of the land surface 
o~ the carbonate rocks would be much less, and the 
residuum would be thin or lacking. Evidence of this 
may be seen north of Front Royal where the Shenan
doah River crosses the Tomstown Dolomite and erodes 
rocks of the Chilhowee Group. The river receives the 
debris eroded from the Blue Ridge directly and carries 
it off; therefore, the debris cannot blanket the silt and 
clay on the other side of the river. North of Front 
Royal, therefore, the relief on the Tomstown Dolomite 
is low (pl. 2) , no manganese deposits occur (fig. 38) , 
and althougi1 residuum is protected in places by ter
race gravels of the main river, it is thin, and exposures 
of fresh rock occur in many ravines that lead dowh to 
the river. Near Harpers Ferry, where the river is still 
farther east of the belt of Tomstown Dolomite, terrace 
gravels are lacking entirely, the residuum on the Toms
town is quite thin, many bedrock exposures occur, and 
the rock is quarried for industrial purposes at several 
places. 

Structural traps that preserve considerable thick
nesses of residuum are also important in controlling 
the formation of ore deposits. The commonest of these 

traps are gentle synclinal structures along the mar
gin of the Blue Ridge, as exemplified by the condi
tions at the Crimora mine ( Stose and others, 1919, p . 
83-95) and the St. Marys River tract (Knechtel, 1943, 
p. 190-194). At both of these localities, the manganese 
ore is in residuum that rests directly on the Antietam 
Quartzite. The quartzite is folded in a shallow basin 
or trough whose axis is transverse to the drainage. A 
hypothetical diagram of such a situation is shown in 
figure 42. The drainage from the synclinal basin passes 
over the quartzite in narrow ravines commonly floored 
with cobbles and boulders. This drainage exit forms 
a sort of sill behind which is trapped the residuum 
derived from the carbonate rocks that originally occu
pied the basin. 

In terms of the equilibrium concept, the trap is only 
temporary. The residuum will eventually disappear 
as downward erosion continues and stream profiles in 
the basin are lowered below the original carbonate hori
zon. The residuum is now in the basin because it i~ 
mantled by the cobbles in the stream channel and flood 
plain and is protected, therefore, from mechanical ero
sion. It is not, however, protected from solution by 
ground water that circulates in the basin. This kind of 
trap probably is ideal for the accumulation of residual 
weathering products and especially the oxides of iron 
and manganese. The Eh and pH of the circulating 
waters can be expected to be such that the escape of 
iron and manganese in the streams would be very slow. 

CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM IN THE RESIDUUM 

The equilibrium theory requires that the ground 
waters circulating in the residuum or in the rocks 
beneath favor the accumulation and preservation of the 
metals as oxides and hydroxides. The metals must 
migrate in solution in order to concentrate in pods, 
lenses, veins, and nodules in the clay. On the other 
hand, as stated on page 72, the pH of the waters leav
ing the area must be high enough to prevent the escape 
of the metal in solution. 

The hydrogen-ion concentration and redox potential 
of stream waters in the Shenandoah Valley have been 
studied by the writer with the help of Dorothy Car
roll. Sampling trips were made in July 1958, during a 
period when the streams were low, and in April 1959, 
when the streams were high. A Beckman pH meter 
having platin urn, calomel, and glass electrodes was used 
so that Eh could be measured as 'veil as pH. The meas
urements were made immediately after collecting the 
sample. 

The Eh measurements were probably not significa~1t 
for the present purpose. The total range of Eh was be
tween 0.375" and 0.505 volts. This is the range stated 
by Hem and Cropper ( 1959, p. 10) to characterize the 
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waters of most natural streams. The temperature of 
the water samples ranged from 32°C. to 14°C., a fact 
that probably accounts for much of the range in Eh, 
as temperature and Eh vary inversely. 

The range in pH, however, was from 5.5 to 8.9 and 
is signific~nt, for the values are related to the geologic 
conditions in the drainage basins of the streams meas
ured (Jiack, 1960b). In streams draining quartzite 
areas the values obtained at the low-water period ranged 
from 5.5 to 6.4. In streams draining areas that con
tain outcrops of granodiorite and greenstone, the pH 
was between 7.1 and 7:8, and in limestone and dolomite 
areas the range was from 7.6 to 8.3. At the high-water 
period in April, the values tended to have a smaller 
range. The differences are related to the content of 
dissolved solids in the water as determined by the chem
ical activity of the rocks through which the stream 
flows. This can be verified by examination of the water 
analyses published by Schroeder and l{apustka ( 1957} 
and those obtained by the writer (fig. 43). Water in 
stren,ms in the Potomac basin has a pH roughly propor
tional to the logarithm of the content of dissolved solids. 
The samples from: these 'three geologic environments fall 
into distinct groups; the nearly pure water collected 
in streams issuing from the quartzite areas has the 
lowest pH. 

Extreme differences were found in pH measurements 
made near the manganese deposits during the low period 
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of July 1958; measurements ranged from 5.5 above the 
manganiferous residuum to 8.0 further downstream 
below the area where the water passes through alluvium 
and residuum (table 12}. In April1959, when the flow 
was higher, the differences were less marked; never
theless pH increased downstream from the quartzite. 
These measurements support the concept .that present 
conditions are suitable for the concentration of manga
nese deposits. The values of pH, with the Eh conditions 
that prevail, lie within the critical range for both iron 
and manganese compounds. Both of these metals must 
be in the form of oxides rather than carbonates if they 
are to be in equilibrium with waters such as occur in 
the streams of the region (Kra.uskopf, 1957}. The sta
bility fields and solubility relations are such that with 
an oxidation potential· of 0.3-0.5, oxides of iron would 
be slightly soluble under conditions of low pH but 
nearly insoluble with a pH as high as 7.5-8.5. At depth, 
beneath the residuum where the materials are not al
ready oxidized, the manganese and iron may exist in 
the form of the carbonate because of a lower Eh. Some 
transportation and circulation of iron and manganese 
are therefore permitted by the conditions that prevail 
both in the bedrock and in the upper layers of the 
residuum, which are more leached and more acid. 

TABLE 12.-pH of stream-water samples collected above and below 
outcrop belt of Tomstown Dolomite and Waynesboro Formation 

[Samples measured in field with Beckman pH meter] 

Locality 
Date or sampling 

July 1958 I April 19~9 
Collected where streams enter outcrop area of 

•Tomstown Dolomite 

Loves Run _____________________________ _ 
Canada Run ___________________________ _ 
Paine Run at Shenandoah Park boundary __ 

5. 5 
6. 0 
6. 4 

Collected below outcrow area of Tomstown Dolomite and 
Waynesboro Formation 

Sink near Sherando, Va __________________ _ 
Paine Run at Harriston, Va _____________ --

8. 0 
7. 0 

5.!) 
6. () 
6. 1 

6. 4 
6. 4 

The migration of some iron and manganese in the 
area of the ore deposits is indicated by deposits of 
metallic oxides on cobbles in some stream beds. Bht:ck 
coatings may be seen on cobbles in Canada Run down
stream from the Kennedy mine. The coatings appar
ently form only at periods of low flow, for they are 
observed on cobbles that line the bottom of the channel 
but not on the sides or tops of the larger boulders. Dep
osition of manganese minerals in the small rapids of 
a stream near Harpers Ferry has been described by 
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Howe (1932, p. 62) and is associated with the action of 
algae. 

Composition of clay minerals in the residuum is also 
most likely related to the equilibrium conditions that 
prevail. Samples of clay were collected in June 1957 
by John Hathaway accompanied by Dorothy Carroll, 
M. M. Knechtel, and the writer. Hathaway sampled 
clay from the Vesuvius and Kennedy mines and Cold 
Spring clay pit (fig. 38, locs. 1, 2, 3). The clay in all 
these places was found by X-ray ·methods to be rich in 
iron and alumina. Kaolin constituted half of the clay 
content in each sample, and goethite, 10-20 percent 
(Hathaway, written commun., 1958.). Knechtel (oral 
commun., 1957) stated that some bauxite was obtained 
from the Cold Spring clay pit during operations there. 
The high alumina and iron content of these clays is 
expected in the environment that now exists in this 
area. As shown by Carroll and Starkey (1959), under 
conditions of high pH such as must occur at the sur
face of the carbonate rocks or downstream in the resid
uum derived from them and in waters containing oxy
gen, silica is soluble but iron and alumina ~ire insoluble, 
and enrichment in these substances might form kaolinite, 
goethite, and even bauxite. · 

DISCUSSION OF THEORIES OF ORIGIN 

The writer believes the evidence in the field shows 
that present conditions favor the concentration of oxides 
and hydroxides of iron and manganese in the clays 
leached from carbonate rocks at the foot of the Blue 
Ridge, and it is therefore unnecessary to postulate con
centration of the manganese on a peneplain surface. A 
considerably lower relief than now exists might indeed 
favor the preservation of the residuum, but the condi
tions that exist today also favor preservation in spite 
of the high relief. Furthermore, the same processes 
would· operate under conditions of even higher relief 
to provide traps for the clay and its contained oxides. 
The existence of a warmer climate does not appear to 
be necessary. Limestone and dolomite are generally 
thought to be more soluble at low temperatures than 
they are at high temperatures. A different tempera
ture might alter the rate at which the process of 
concentration of the metals operates but should not 
prevent its operation. 

Both Hewett (1917) and King (1950, p. 57) men
tioned highly weathered alluvial gravel that contains 
manganese and underlies terrace gravels as stratigraphic 
evidence that the period of manganese deposition oc
curred at some time during the distant past, perhaps 
in the Tertiary. King found one occurrence of such 
gr~vel in the Elkton area at the Stanley mine. The 
present writer visited this mine but did not see any 

()'ravel because of the deterioration of the exposures. b 

The deposit described by IGng contains nodules and 
masses of manganese oxide that have impregnated or re
placed sandy sediment. ~1anganiferous gravel of this 
kind is evidence that manganese accumulated and was 
concentrated at times in the past in tl~e gravels as well 
as in the residuum. The evidence proves only that some 
of the concentration antedated son1.e of the older gravels. 
It does not prove that all the manganese deposition 
occurred at some remote time in the distant past. In 
fact, migration of manganese and redeposition in gravel 
deposits is going on now, as is evidenced by the coated 
cobbles in Canada Run. 

IRON AND MANGANESE DEPOSITS AT OTHER GEOLOGIC 

HORIZONS 

Deposits of supergene oxides occur both on the Beek-. 
mantown Dolomite and on the Helderberg Limestone 
(fig. 38). These deposits were described by Stose and 
Miser ( 1922) and Monroe ( 1942) , and the reader is re
ferred to these sources for a description of individual 
mines. The principles of concentration of the metals at 
these horizons are similar to those of the deposits at the 
Cambrian horizons, though the situation may be quite 
different. The Beekmantown Dolomite is a formation 
that locally contains iron-rich beds and massive chert 
beds. Presumably at places it also contains manganese 
in small concentration. John Hathaway and the writer 
collected clay from a solution tube in the Beekmail
town Dolomite exposed in a quarry that proved to be 
nearly pure goethite (Hathaway, written commun. 
1958). The Beekmantown residuum is characteris
tically dark red, probably an indication of its iron con
tent. Therefore many sites alnng the outcrop belt of 
the Beekmantown are fa.vorahle for the concentration 
of metallic oxides. As described on page 45, chert 
forms a surface deposit and provides a trap that pre
vents the erosion of the chty and whatever metallic 
oxides have been concentrated in the clay. 

Several large deposits of supergene oxides have been 
found in residuum that overlies the limestones of De
vonian age. The few deposits examined by the writer 
are apparently preserved beneath the same kind of pro
tective blanket that preserved the Cambrian deposits. 
Nearly all the deposits are stratigraphically close to 
sandstone beds such as Oriskany, Clinton, and Tusca
rora, which provide a source of cobbles ·and boulders 
that blanket the outcrops of limestone residuum and 
prevent their erosion. 

As shown by the map (fig. 38) , the deposits related to 
Devonian bedrock are especially numerous in areas 
where the limestones are repeated in synclinal folds 
as on Massanutten Mountain. 
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